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CHAPTER 4

SAMPLING METHODS AND REQUIREMENTS

4.1 General

This chapter deals primarily with the general princip,

and limitations of various methods and types of equipment

handling samples of subsurface materials; details of the sa

es and the advantages

used in obtaining and

npling equipment and

methods are described in Part II. Reference is made to Section 1.2 for general defi-

nitions and classifications. A detailed classification and a summary of the principal

features and fields of application of the various types of samples are shown in Table 5.

The first problem in the sampling of subsurface materials is, of course, to

obtain a sample; that is, to get the material into the sampler and to keep it there

during withdrawal of the sampler. In undisturbed sampling the second, equally im-

portant, and more difficult problem is to obtain the sample with a minimum of dis-

turbance of the material. This disturbance may occur not only during the actual

sampling but also before and after this operation. The various causes of disturb-

ance of the soil during boring and sampling operations and the subsequent handling

of the sample are discussed in this chapter, and the outward manifestations of such

disturbances are illustrated by photographs and diagrams obtained during the re-

search. Photographs showing soil stratifications, distortions of the strata, planes

of failure, etc., were obtained after the samples had been sliced, partially dried,

and carefully trimmed; the procedure is described in detail infections 16.10 to 16.12.

A further discussion of the basic types of disturbance, their influence on the results

of laboratory tests, and the requirements for undisturbed samples is presented in

Chapter 6.

4.2 Disturbance of the Soil below a Bore Hole

A review of the methods used for stabilizing or preventing caving of a bore

hole was presented in Section 2.11, and it was pointed out that water in a bore hole

above the ground-water level may cause sloughing or general failure of the soil or

at least a change in the water content of the soil to be sampled. The use of drilling

fluid instead of water will eliminate danger of sloughing and decrease the change in

water content, but the fluid may also penetrate into very porous materials and there-

by contaminate the soil to be sampled. Therefore, bore holes above the ground-water

level should, as far as possible, be kept dry when undisturbed samples are to be

obtained.
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When a bore hole is advanced by removing and not displacing soil, the verti-

cal, normal stresses in the soil below the bottom of the hole will be reduced within

a certain zone or bulb, Fig. 71A. The soil within this bulb of reduced stresses has

a tendency to swell and may actually fail and flow into the bore hole when the stress

reduction is large and the shearing resistance of the soil is small. The stress re-

duction and the ultimate swelling can be reduced by filling the bore hole with water,

but the initial rate of swelling will thereby be increased. When there is only a small

amount of water in the hole, both the rate and the total amount of swelling will attain

their maximum values.
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When the stress reduction is so large or the shearing resistance of the soil

so small that plastic flow of soil into the hole occurs, the soil below the bottom of

the hole will be deflected upwards and seriously disturbed. Riedel (961) conducted

experiments to determine the flow pattern and distortions when very viscous magma

flows into volcanic pipes. The results of these experiments apply also to the plastic

flow of soil into a bore hole, and they indicate that visible distortions extend to a
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hole. However, it is probable

depths when a large amount of

soil flows into the hole. Soil layers in samples taken from this disturbed zone will

have a convex curvature, Fig. 72, but it is difficult to determine whether samples

with this type of strata distortion have been disturbed by failure of the soil below

the bottom of the bore hole, since similar distortions may be caused by friction be-

tween sample and sampler and by entrance of excess soil, displaced by the walls of

the sampler; see Fig. 75, 89A, and 90.

The greatest stress reduction occurs when a sampler is withdrawn and a

partial or full vacuum created below the sampler. The danger of failure and dis-

turbance of the soil is further increased by the tensile or torsional stresses which

are produced in separating the sample from the subsoil. However, the failure may

be a progressive phenomenon, and it is often observed that the actual caving of the

hole is delayed and occurs during interruptions of boring and sampling operations.

In soils requiring casing of the bore hole and stabilization with water or drilling

fluid, it is therefore important that the casing be advanced as soon as possible after

withdrawal of the sampler, and that the hole be kept filled with water or drilling fluid

during interruptions of the operations. Even when failure does not occur, the soil

within the bulb of reduced stresses will be subject to progressive swelling, and the

sample should always be taken as soon as possible after the advance and cleaning of

the bore hole.
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When the bore hole is advanced by displacement of soil, a bulb with increased

stresses and downward deflection of the soil layers will be created below the bottom
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of the hole or the bottom of the closed sampler used in advancing the hole, Fig. 71B.

The upper part of the sample will then have concave distortions of the soil layers

or shear failures for a distance of one to two times the diameter, Fig. 73, but the

actual disturbance may extend to a depth of three times the outside diameter of the

sampler or the diameter of the bore hole. A similar condition and distortions may

be created by overdriving of the sampler in the previous sampling operation, Fig.

74, or by advancing the casing ahead of the bore hole. The casing will then act as a

sampler, but it has a cutting edge on the outside of the shoe, and the inside friction

increases rapidly so that an immovable plug of soil soon will be formed in the cas-

ing and a bulb of increased stresses below the casing. Subsequent cleaning of the

casing will to some extent reverse the stress conditions and may thereby counteract

the initial compaction or consolidation of the soil within the bulb of increased stresses,

but the stress reversal may also cause further disturbance of the soil structure.

There is also a zone of increased distortion and disturbance close to the cutting edge

of the casing, hence the hole should preferably be advanced and cleaned for a short

distance below the casing before a sample is taken.

Even with the above mentioned precautions it is difficult to avoid a partial

disturbance of the soil in the vicinity of the bottom of the bore hole and thereby of

the upper part of the sample. This is especially the case when continuous samples

are taken, since the disturbance then is increased by the torsion or tensile stresses

produced when the sample above was separated from the subsoil. When it is de ired

i

to reduce the length of the disturbed part of the samples, the bore hole shou be “

advanced and cleaned to a depth of two to three times its diameter below the bo om

of the previous sample.

4.3 Cleaning of the Bore Hole

Careful cleaning of the bore hole is the first requirement for obtaining repre-

sentative or undisturbed samples with an open drive sampler. Care Iess and incom-

plete cleaning is one of the most frequent causes of serious disturbance of the upper

part of the sample; in extreme cases the entire sample may consist of seriously dis-

torted, mixed and segregated soil. The distortions shown in Fig. ’75 maY be caused

by caving of the bottom of the hole; they may also be caused by advancing the casing

into the undisturbed soil and not cleaning the hole to the edge of the casing. Fig. 76

shows an example of disturbance of the soil by boring or cleaning tools and failure

to clean the hole completely of accumulated sludge and settled material. The upper

part of the sample shown in Fig. 77 likewise consists of mixed material, whereas

the distortions in the lower part may have been caused by disturbed and sticky ma-

terial adhering to the walls of the sampling tube and thereby forming a restricted

opening through which the underlying soft soil is forced. Pebbles and stones, not

removed in the cleaning or encountered in the undisturbed soil, may damage the cut-

ting edge thus causing partial disturbance of the entire sample. The stones may also

be caught on, or may ride on, the cutting edge and will then cut the sample lengthwise

,
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until they finally are

turbances which did

examined during the

the stone was forced

pushed aside or forced into the sampler, Fig. 78. Similar dis-

not terminate with a stone were observed in several samples

research, and it was not until samples were obtained in which

into the sampler that the cause of this type of disturbance could

be verified. The distortions generally start near the top of the sample and are then

caused by stones which should have been removed during the cleaning of the bore hole.

The methods and equipment for advancing a bore hole can be and are often

used to clean it, but special equipment is generally required when open drive sam-

plers are used and when undisturbed samples are to be obtained. Cleaning by means

of washing is used extensively when the bore hole is filled with water or drilling

fluid. The jet holes in wash boring bits are generally directed downward to increase

the efficiency of the jet, but a strong, downward directed jet may erode soft or co-

hesionless soils to an unknown depth, and the eroded hole may cave in or be filled

with coarse sediment when the washing is stopped. The jet holes in cleaning tools

should preferably be directed upward or shielded to prevent uncontrolled erosion,

but a horizontal jet may be used within a casing. Examples of such tools are shown

in Fig. 79-82.

When open drive samplers or core barrels are used, the cleaning and wash-

ing should be continued until all disturbed material at the bottom and all material

which may settle out during the interval between the cleaning and the sampling have

been removed. Complete cleaning by washing alone may require considerable time

when the bore hole is deep or the diameter is large, and it is often difficult to judge

whether all coarse material or lumps of strongly cohesive and sticky soil have been

removed from adeep bore hole. In such cases it is advantageous to provide the clean-

out tool with a sludge barrel or calyx in which the coarse or unbroken material will

settle. An example of a clean-out auger with shielded jet and calyx, designed and

built in cooperation with the Boston office of the Raymond Concrete Pile Company,

is shown in Fig. 82. Similar clean-out augers for 4- and 6-in. casing were also built.

Their use not only decreased materially the time required for cleaning, but it also

produced a cleaner hole.

It is not always possible to remove pebbles and stones by the clean-out tools

described above, Bailers, sandpumps, or barrel augers are often used in such cases

and for cleaning in general, but bailers and sandpumps are not well suited for the

final cleaning when the undisturbed soil consists of very soft clay, silt, or fine sand,

since the chopping action and the suction created by the upstroke may disturb the

soil to be sampled. It may be necessary to take a short disturbed sample in order

to remove large pebbles and stones. A clean-out barrel with a flared-out cutting

edge and often provided with flap valves is occasionally used for this purpose as well

as for cleaning dry bore holes.

Less thorough cleaning or no cleaning at all is required when piston samplers

are used in uncased parts of a bore hole, but care should be taken to push such a

sampler through the disturbed material before the piston is released and the actual
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sampling is started. Cased bore holes should be cleaned to the edge of the casing

even when piston samplers are used, since the disturbed material in the casing can-

not be displaced laterally but will be pushed ahead of the sampler and disturb the

soil to be sampled.

4.4 Summary -- Advance and Cleaning of the Bore Hole

The following summary does not deal with the merits and limitations of the

various boring methods but only with general precautions and procedures which will

reduce the disturbance of the soil to be sampled and which should be observed when

undisturbed samples are desired.

(1) Stabilization. - Bore holes in relatively unstable soils should be stabilized

with casing or drilling fluid, even though a gradual caving or limited zone of failure

does not seriously interfere with boring operations. Casing is required for accurate

ground-water observations.

(2) Boring above ground-water level. - When undisturbed samples are de-

sired, the bore hole should preferably be kept dry, it may be filled with drilling fluid

but not with water.

(3) Boring below ground- water level. - The bore hole should preferably be

filled with water or drilling fluid, at least when soft or cohesionless soils are en-

countered and during protracted interruptions of the work. A bore hole in stiff soil

may be kept dry, but it should then be completely dry, since a small amount of water

in the hole is the most unfavorable condition in regard to both swelling and failure

of the soil.

(4) Advance of casing. - When approaching sampling depth, the bore hole

-J should be advanced a little ahead of or concurrently with the casing, and the latter

should not be driven ahead of the boring unless required to prevent caving. Vibration

should be avoided as far as possible, especially when undisturbed samples of cohe -

sionless soils are to be taken, in which case the casing should be advanced by jacking,

rotation, or jetting and not driven by a hammer.

(5) Cleaning for open samplers. - The bore hole should be completely cleaned

of disturbed soil and segregated coarse material and also of clay adhering to the

walls of the casing. The cleaning should be extended at least to the edge of the cas-

ing and should preferably advance the hole a short distance further in order to by-

pass the disturbance caused by the cutting edge of the casing. The cleaning should

never be done with a strong downward directed jet. A pipe with horizontal jet open-

ings may be used within the casing, but a wash pipe with scrapers and shielded jet,

clean-out augers with calyx, or barrel augers are preferable and should be used

when the hole is advanced below the casing. Sandpumps and bailers should be used

with discretion in soft soils and in fine -grained cohesionless soils.

(6) Cleaning for piston samplers. - The requirements for careful cleaning are

*
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less exacting than those for open samplers, provided the closed piston sampler is

pushed through the disturbed material before the actual sampling is started. How-

ever, a cased bore hole should be cleaned to the edge of the casing, since soil in the

casing cannot be displaced laterally. No cleaning is required when the bore hole is

uncased and the closed piston sampler is forced into undisturbed soil.

(7) Time factor. - Swelling, plastic deformations, and actual failure of the

soil may require considerable time for full development. The soil to be sampled

should not be exposed to these sources of disturbance for longer periods than neces-

sary, and the sample should be taken as soon as possible after cleaning of the hole.

The casing should be forced to the new bottom of the hole immediately after with-

drawal of the sampler, but the hole should not be advanced further and cleaned unless

a new sample can be taken before protracted interruptions of the work.

(8) Spacing of samples. - Separation of the sample from the subsoil and with-

drawal of the sampler may cause disturbance of the soil near the bottom of the hole.

When fully continuous samples are not required and undisturbed samples are desired,

it is advisable to leave an interval between samples at least equal to two to three

times the diameter of the hole. When continuous samples are required and taken,

the upper part of each sample should not be used for tests requiring undisturbed soil.

4.5 Exploration Samplers

This group includes bailers, sandpumps, augers, slit tube, and cup samplers,

which are used both for advancing and cleaning the bore hole and for obtaining fairly

representative but not undisturbed samples. Bailers, sandpumps, and augers con-

stitute boring and cleaning equipment rather than samplers and have already been

described; see Sections 2.14 and 2.16.

A slit tube sampler consists in its simplest form of a tube with a longitudinal

slit and with the lower end of the tube closed to form a bit or point, Fig. 83. The

tube is driven to the desired sampling depth and then rotated so that soil enters the

tube through the slit. There is danger that some soil from overlying strata may

pass through the slit during both the driving and the withdrawal of the tube. This

disadvantage is eliminated in the Swedish slit tube sampler, Fig. 84, in which the

slit is covered with a hinged flap, which opens and admits soil to the tube when the

sampler is rotated counterclockwise and closes the slit by clockwise rotation. The

sample consists of a mixture of soil from a depth interval equal to the length of the

slit. A decrease of the depth interval of mixing and more representative samples are

obtained with the Ellms slit tube sampler, Fig. 85, which has several separated but

short slits with individual flaps and sample containers.

A sampler with a circumferential slit and called a cup sampler, Fig. 86, has

been developed by the late Mr. A. M. Blamphin for the New Orleans District, Corps

of Engineers (1 15). The drive point and sample cup are supported by a rod and spring

in such, a manner that, at the start of the withdrawal, they remain stationary until the
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plug and upper barrel have been moved upwards for a short distance. The slit is

thereby opened, and soil is scraped off the walls of the hole and collected in the cup.

The hole produced by the above mentioned slit tube and cup samplers may

cave in when the sampler is withdrawn, and considerable energy may be required to

force the emptied sampler through the caved part of the hole in order to obtain sam-

ples of deeper strata. This disadvantage is eliminated in the Swedish cup sampler,

Fig. 87, which consists of a drive pipe with a drive point and a short slit. The latter

is temporarily closed by a spring-actuated piston valve. When a sample is desired,

a cup attached to a rod is lowered into the drive pipe, and the piston valve is de-

pressed until the top of the cup is slightly below the slit in the drive pipe. The latter

is then rotated until sufficient soil has passed through the slit to fill the cup, where-

upon the cup with the sample -- but not the drive pipe -- is withdrawn, and the slit

is again closed by the piston valve.

The samples obtained with slit tube and cup samplers are seriously disturbed,

and these samplers are therefore suitable o,,r.lyfor reconnaissance exploration. They

are primarily used for relatively shallow depths of exploration and in deposits of

loose, fine sand, silt, and very soft soils, samples of which are often difficult to ob-

tain by means of drive samplers.

4.6 Drive Sampling -- Forces and Deformations

In principle a drive sampler is a tube which is forced into the soil without

any rotation or chopping action and without removing the soil displaced by the walls

of the sampler. This soil is simply pushed aside with consequent severe stress

changes and plastic deformations in the surrounding soil. A simplified and rough

analysis of the forces and deformations during the drive sampling operation is pre-

sented below, but it has not yet been possible to determine definitely the extent and

influence of some of the stress changes or the actual causes of some forms of dis-

tortion of the soil layers.

Forces during the driving. - The forces acting while a drive sampler is being

forced into the soil are shown in Fig. 88A. The pressure on top of the sample, Ut,
and the inside wall friction, Fi, tend to compress and distort the soil layers and to

increase the pressure, pe, on the circular area, Ae, directly below the sampler,

The pressure, Pp ~ on the surrounding annular area, A p, is very high on account of

the edge resistance, Qp, and a part of the soil below this area must be displaced as

the sampler is forced into the soil. Outside the annular area the pressure, po, is

governed by the weight of overlying soil and the outside wall friction, Fe. Although

the forces Fe and Fi primarily depend on the horizontal, normal forces, Ne and

Nit and the coefficient of friction between the wall of and the soil in the sampler,

they may in some cases be increased considerably by adhesion between the soil and

the wall.

Entrance of excess Soilo- As the sampler advances, a part of the soil under
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the annular area, Ap, is displaced by the

During the fir st part of the drive, while the
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thereby increase the thickness and cause convex distortions of the soil layers in the

upper part of the sample. When the entrance of excess soil is relatively small, the.’
distortions have a fairly uniform curvature, Fig. 89A, but when the entrance of excess

soil is so large that the thickness of the soil layers is increased by more than 30 per-

cent, the distortions assume a characteristic shape resembling that of a flattened

bulb, Fig. 89B.

The possibility of entrance of excess soil increases with increasing amounts

of displaced soil or increasing wall thickness of the sampler, and also with increas-

ing values of p. in relation to pe and thereby with increasing depth of the bore hole.

Entrance of excess soil can be reduced or prevented by using a sampler with very thin

walls or a cutting edge with a very flat taper, by increasing the velocity with which

the samp~er is forced into the soil, and by the use of a stationary piston; see Section

4.12. In all cases the possibility of entrance of excess soil decreases with increasing

length of the sample and a corresponding increase in pe, until finally pe becomes

so large that all the displaced soil is forced outwards into the surrounding soil.

Influence of the inside wall friction. - The inside wall friction and a positive
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thereby tend to compact the soil before it enters the sampler. Such a compaction

may later be offset by swelling if the diameter of the cutting edge is smaller than the

inside diameter of the sampler, Section 4.8. The inside friction also tends to pro-

A

SPECIFIC RECOVERY 100% - 115%

B

SPECIFIC RECOVERY 14070 – 15470
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DISTORTIONS BY ENTRANCE OF EXCESS SOIL

FIG. 89
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B

SANOY ANO SILTY CLAY
DEPTH 18’ – 2“ SHELBY TUBING

HAMMERING

DRAG AND DISTORTION BY INSIDE FRICTION

FIG. 90

duce a convex curvature of the soil layers. The distortion is generally small in the

central part and increases sharply and may be confined entirely to a zone of “drag”

close to the surface of the sample, Fig. 90A. In a properly designed and operated

sampler the zone of drag will be very small or practically eliminated. However,
very large convex distortions, nearly parabolic in shape, are in some cases pro-

duced by the inside wall friction, Fig. 90B. These distortions resemble those pro-

duced by plastic flow of soil into the bore hole, Fig. 71 and 72, and it is as yet

difficult, from an examination of the sample alone, to determine the actual cause of

such distortions.

The inside wall friction also governs the pressure on and the disturbance of

the soil below the sampler, and it is the most important single source of disturbance

of the ‘soil during the sampling operation. It can be reduced by polishing and oiling

or lacquering and by a slight reduction in diameter of the cutting edge to provide in-

side clearance. As suggested by Kjellman and Kallstenius (147), detrimental effects

of the inside friction may be eliminated by use of sliding steel foils; see Section 10.5,

Deflection and, failure of soil below the sampler. - The total inside wall friction

and thereby also the pressure, peg On the soil below the sampler increases with the
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penetration of the sampler and the length of the sample. The first effect of an in-

crease in the pressure, pe, is to decrease and later prevent entrance of excess soil,

but with increasing penetration pe will finally exceed the bearing capacity of the soil.

From then on the soil layers below the sampler will be deflected downward, stretched,

and reduced in thickness before they enter the sampler, Fig. 91. Shear failures may

occur before or concurrently with the downward deflection, Fig. 94. As will be seen

in Fig. 91, the soil layers directly below the sampler are still fairly straight in spite

of a material deflection and decrease in thickness. At a still greater penetration of

the sampler and deflection of the soil layers, the latter will assume a distinct con-

cave curvature, Fig. 95. This curvature, especially near the surface of the sample,

maybe reversed after the soil enters the sampler and is exposed to direct action by

the inside wall friction, Fig. 108.

In soils consisting of alternating thin strata of varying shearing resistance,

soft strata will be subject to a greater decrease in thickness than stiff strata and

may to a large extent be squeezed out, whereas stiff strata are broken up and mixed

with the remnants of soft strata. Such a partial elimination of soft strata from the

lower part of long samples was first observed and explained by Pratje (729).

Ultimately, the inside friction becomes so large that it prevents further en-

trance of soil into the sampler. A permanent cone or bulb of soil is then formed

below and forced into the soil with the sampler, Fig. 92 and 93, which now acts as a

solid rod or pile. Such a cone will also be formed when the driving of a short sam-

pler is continued after it is completely filled with soil. When the bore hole is not

advanced before the next sample is taken, the upper part of this sample will be seri-

ously disturbed and contain the cone, Fig. 74.

Infkence of pressure or vacuum over the sample. - Very large hydrostatic

pressures maybe created over the sample when the vent area is small and the velocity

of penetration is large, as when the sampler is forced into the soil by means of a

drop hammer. A large positive pressure over the sample will increase both vertical

and horizontal normal stresses in the sample and thereby the inside wall friction and

the pressure, pe, on the soil below the sampler, and itwillo consequently decrease the

depth of penetration at which a downward deflection of the soil layers starts and at

which a permanent soil cone is formed below the sampler.

A decrease in pressure over the sample or the formation of a partial vacuum

by means of a suction hose and a vacuum pump or a stationary piston, see Sections

4.11 and 4.12, will have the opposite effect. However, too great a reduction of this

pressure and a consequent strong upward flow of water through the sample may cause

piping and serious disturbance of samples of cohesionless soils, Fig. 96A. Even

when piping and partial liquefaction do not occur, fine -grained constituents of the soil

may be removed by the flow of water. In several instances it has also been observed

that an excessive decrease of pressure over samples of very soft and sticky soils

caused the center of the sample to be pushed upwards whereas soil near the cylindri-

cal surface adhered to the walls of the sampling tube, Fig. 96B.
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Influence of the outside wall friction. - The outside wall friction, Fe in Fig. 88,

increases the penetration resistance of the sampler and also the pressure, pe, on

the soil below but outside the sampler. An increase of p. will promote entrance of

excess soil during the first part of the drive, but it will also increase the bearing

capacity or critical load, pe, on the soil directly below the sampler, thereby delaying

the actual failure and distortion of this soil and increasing the length of sample

which can be obtained in a single operation. Systematic experiments to determine

the influence of the outside wall friction to the exclusion of all other variables were

planned but had to be abandoned; see also the discussion of the outside clearance in

Section 4.8.

Forces during the withdrawal. - The direction of the wall friction is reversed

during the withdrawal, Fig. 88B. To retain the sample the sum, Fi + Ub, of the in-

side wall friction and the hydrostatic pressure on the bottom of the sample tnust be

greater than the sum, Ut + W + Pr, of the pressure on the top, the weight, and the

tensile strength of the sampler; that is, the inside wall friction and the hydrostatic

pressure on the bottom of the sample should be large, whereas the pressure on the

top and the tensile strength should be small and preferably eliminated. When the

above mentioned requirement cannot be fulfilled, the sample must be supported by a

core retainer.

The requirement that the inside wall friction should be large during the with-

drawal is opposed to the requirement that it should be small during the drive; hence,

the permissible reduction of the inside wall friction is limited unless a core retainer

is used. However, the inside wall friction can be increased to some extent after the

drive by delaying withdrawal operations. This delay allows expansion and swelling

to be completed and a thin layer of disturbed soil on the surface of the sample to re-

gain strength and increase the adhesion between the soil and the walls of the samp-

ling tube.

The pressure over the sample can be reduced by means of a check valve or

a piston or by a suction hose and a vacuum pump. The tensile strength of the sample

can be partially eliminated by rotating the sampler or cutting the sample by means

of a snare wire concealed in the sampler shoe. The withdrawal tends to produce a

partial vacuum below the sample until the sampler is out of the soil at the bottom

of the bore hole. This reduction of the upward pressure, Ub, is a common cause of

loss of samples. When necessary, the pressure, Ub, can be maintained and even

increased by providing channels for admission or injection of water or compressed

air below the sample.

Samples of loose, cohesionless soils and of extremely soft soils are often lost

even though the requirements for statical equilibrium are satisfied. The sample is

primarily supported along its cylindrical surface, and when the diameter becomes too

large, internal failure of the soil occurs and causes progressive loss of the sample.

Such a loss can be prevented by use of core retainers; by overdriving the sampler,

and compacting the lower part of the sample; or by freezing the bottom of the sample.
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An examination of the various forces acting on the sample during withdrawal

shows that difficulties in retaining the sample generally decrease with increasing

length and increase with increasing diameter of the sample.

Disturbance during the withdrawal. - When the sample is separated from the

subsoil by a direct pull or rotation, the necessary tensile or torsional forces must

be transmitted from the walls of the sampling tube to the soil over a certain length

of the lower part of the sample. These forces will generally cause a partial disturb-

ance of the lower part of the sample, and this disturbance may be increased by

swelling on account of contact with free water in the bore hole and/or internal migra-

tion of water from the undisturbed to the partially disturbed sections, or vice versa;

see Chapter 6 and Fig. 140A.

The above mentioned tensile or torsional forces will, of course, also disturb

the soil below the sampler, and the extent of this disturbance will be increased and

actual caving may occur if a partial vacuum is created below the sampler during the

first part of the withdrawal.

4.7 Recovery Ratios

The principal dimensions of a drive sampler and the measurements which

should be made during the sampling operation are defined in Fig. 97A. In order to

express the results of the sampling operation and to formulate design requirements,

it has been found convenient to use certain ratios between these measurements and

dimensions.

The over-all condition of a soil sample is represented by the

Total Recovery Ratio = ~
—

where H is the penetration of the sampler below the bottom of the bore hole or dur-

ing the actual sampling, and L is the length of the sample before the withdrawal.

When the sample does not move downwards in the sampling tube during

drawal, the total recovery ratio is equal to the

‘g
Gross Recovery Ratio = —

H

where the gross length of the sample, Lg, is equal to the distance from

the with-

the top of

the sample to the cutting edge irrespective of whether the lower part of the sample

is lost. The gross and not the net length, Ln, of the sample should be used in com-

puting the recovery ratio for soil samples, since the condition of the recovered

sample is not influenced by a loss of the lower part of the sample. Nevertheless,

the net length should also be determined for control purposes, see Section 4.21, and

the
Ln

Net Recovery Ratio = —
H

is generally used as a measure of the success of core boring operations in rock,
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since it indicates

of the bore hole.

of the recovered

the length of the recovered core in relation to the depth or advance

A rock sample is not deformed like a soil sample, and the condition

sections is therefore not represented by the total recovery ratio.

All recovery ratios are often expressed as a percentage instead of a fraction.

The difference between the penetration and total length, S = H - L, is often

called the compression of the sample, but this term is misleading, and the term

‘‘ shortening” would better express the actual condition. Some compaction of co-

hesionless or partially saturated soils may occur during sampling, but whenever S

is large, the reduction in length of the sample is primarily caused by a downward

t deflection and stretching of the soil layers, as described in the foregoing section.

It should also be noted that the original thickness of the strata represented by the

sample is not H but (H - F), where F is the downward deflection of the strata at

the cutting edge, and that the true total recovery ratio therefore is L/ (H-F).

In most samplers the diameter of the cutting edge, De, is made slightly

smaller than the inside diameter of the tubing, Ds, in order to permit a small lateral

expansion of the sample and reduce the inside friction. When the inside clearance

produced bythe decrease of De exceeds that required to compensate for the elastic

expansion of the soil after it enters the sampler, it may cause a shortening of the

sample. The maximum shortening occurs when there is no elastic expansion or

volume change, and when the sample slumps or deforms laterally until it is in con-

tact with the walls of the sampling tube. Assuming further that there is no entrance

of excess soil and no downward deflection and stretching of the soil layers, the length

of the sample is

ante ratio Ci =

may be written

2. By introducing the inside clear-determined by L = H x (De / Ds)

(Ds - De) / De -- see Fig. 97A and Section 4.8-- the above equation

L = H / ( 1 + Ci)2 or with fair approximation for small values of Ci,

L=H(l - 2Ci).

Therefore, the sample may be undisturbed even when the total recovery ratio is

R= L/ H= (l- 2Ci), provided the lateral expansion of the sample is not so large

that it causes disturbance of the soil structure.

The total or gross recovery ratio does not furnish any information on the

change in thickness of the individual sections of the sample, nor is it a reliable indi-

cator of the condition of the sample unless the entrance of excess soil is prevented

or reduced to a negligible amount. However, it is possible to determine correspond-

ing values of H and L while the sampler is being forced into the soil and thereby

to determine corresponding increments, AH and AL, and the

ALSpecific Recovery Ratio = —
AH

which indicates the condition of or the approximate change in thickness of the indi-

vidual increments of the sample. When there is a downward deflection of the soil

before it enters the sampler, the actual change in thickness is represented by

AL / (AH - AF), where AF is the change in downward deflection of the strata at the
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cutting edge during the penetration increment AH.

The first determination of corresponding values of H and L during advance

of the sampler was made by Burkhardt (307, 505) in exploration and sampling by

means of the “Pile Boring Method”, described in Section 2. 17; see also Fehlmann

(522, 523), Kranz (531), and Wegenstein (356). A method of making measurements

without removing the drive cap is shown in Fig. 98A. The data obtained may be used

as shown in Fig. 98B to correct the soil profile, indicated by the sample, for a change

in thickness of the various strata during sampling. However, the downward deflection

of the soil layers before they enter the sampler is not taken into consideration, and

the corrected thickness of the individual strata may in certain cases vary materially

from the true thickness.

In some experiments for the Committee on Sampling and Testing, correspond-

ing values of H and L were determined by direct plumbing through the drill rod.

These values are plotted as the penetration curve (L,H) in Fig. 97B. The specific

recovery ratio, r = AL / AH, is computed for each pair of increments and plotted as

a function of the average depth of penetration, Hm, for the increment. In the example

shown in Fig. 97B, the penetration curve (L,H) intersects the line (L = H) at H = 42 in.;

if the penetration had been stopped at this depth, the total recovery ratio would be

100 percent. However, as shown by the specific recovery ratio curve (r,Hm), the

thickness of the strata in the upper part of the sample is increased to 122 percent,

whereas the strata in the lower part of the sample are reduced through deflection

and stretching to 40 percent of their original thickness.

The increment lengths of sample AL, cannot be determined by plumbing

through the drill rod when the sampler is forced into the soil in a continuous, fast

motion. When the soil is uniformly stratified and samples are taken close to the

ground surface, the original thickness of the strata may be determined by means of

samples taken in a test pit excavated close to the bore hole. Such samples can be

obtained by pushing a U- shaped trough or tray of sheet metal into the wall of the test

pit, Fig. 98C, and are called tray samples. Corresponding values of AH and AL are

then determined by direct comparison of the tray samples with those obtained with

the drive sampler, taking into consideration possible variations in shrinkage. When

AH is determined from tray samples, it represents the original thickness of the

strata, and the specific recovery ratio indicates the true change in thickness of the

strata during the sampling. This method was first used by Piggot (727) in experi-

ments to determine the probable change in thickness of strata in core samples from

the ocean bottom.

The above mentioned methods for determination of specific recovery ratios

are relatively cumbersome and cannot always be used. The recording apparatus ‘

shown in Fig. 98D was therefore developed and used during the last stages of the

research. A thin piston with a light rod rests on and moves with the top of the sam-

ple. A scale rod with a narrow strip of paper is attached to the top of the piston rod,

and a trigger mechanism with a pencil is fastened to the top of the drill rod and is
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actuated by notches in the stationary indicator rod. For each 10 cm increase in pene-

tration, the pencil makes an offset mark on the paper strip, and the distance between

these marks is the corresponding increase in length of sample. When this distance

is measured in mm, it indicates directly the specific recovery ratio in percent, and

it can be determined even before withdrawal of the sampler. A slightly cliff er ent

mechanical recorder has been developed by Emery and Dietz (705), and an apparatus

with electrical recording of increment sample lengths was built by the Waterways

Experiment Station in Vicksburg and described by K. E. Fields ( 136).

An evident requirement for an undisturbed sample is that the specific recovery

ratio must be equal to unity or, taking into consideration the above mentioned in-

fluence of the inside clearance, not less than ( 1 - 2Ci). When entrance of excess

soil is prevented, it is sufficient that the total recovery ratio be between 1.00 and

(1 - 2Ci).

4.8 Principal Dimensions of Drive Samplers

The principal dimensions of a drive sampler and certain ratios between these

dimensions are defined in Fig. 97A, and their optimum values, as far as they have

been determined during the research and by practical experience, are discussed in

this section.

Area ratio. - 2( D2The annular area, Aw = w - D:), not to be confused with the

rather indefinite area, A p, in Fig. 88, represents the amount of soil which is dis-

placed when the sampler is forced into the ground, The ratio between Aw and the

T D2 enclosed by the cutting edge will be called thearea, Ae = ~ e,

D2 - D:
w

Kerf or Area Ratio, Ca =
D: \

and is approximately equal to the ratio between the volume of displaced soil and the

volume of the sample. The penetration resistance of the sampler, the possibility of

entrance of excess soil, and danger of disturbance of the sample all increase with

increasing area ratio.

‘ As shown in Fig. 99, the entrance of excess soil and the distortions of the

soil layers are very small for a sampler with an area ratio of about 10 percent but

very large, with specific recovery ratios up to 154 percent, for a sampler with the

same inside diameter and an area ratio of 79 percent. A large entrance of excess

soil is also indicated by some of the recovery ratio curves and photographs shown

in Fig. 107A and B. Specific recovery ratios up to 125 percent were observed for

samplers with an inside diameter of about 4-3/4 in. and area ratios of 40 to 45 per-

cent. For equal area ratios and type of soil, the entrance of excess soil increases

with increasing diameter of the sampler and with increasing depth below the ground

surface. The entrance of excess soil is large for soft and plastic soils and small
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for cohesionless soils; nevertheless, it is possible that the disturbance caused by

soil displacement is greatest for cohesionless soils and for stiff and brittle soils,

since the strain producing failure of these soils is very small.

In the experiments showing a large entrance of excess soil the samplers were

generally forced into the soil by slow, intermittent jacking, which promotes plastic

displacements and entrance of excess soil, whereas a high velocity of penetration

greatly decreases and may nearly eliminate entrance of excess soil; see Section 4.9.

The influence of a large area ratio can also be counteracted by giving the cutting

edge a very flat taper, Section 4.11, and entrance of excess soil can be completely

prevented by use of a stationary piston, Section 4.12. However, an amount of soil

corresponding to the area ratio must be displaced in any case, and it is an open

question whether either a high velocity of penetration or the use of a piston will pre-

vent disturbance of the soil in the vicinity of the cutting edge and before it enters

the sampler.

The allowable area ratio for samplers inter.ded for obtaining undisturbed

samples depends on the diameter, design, and method of operation of the sampler.

It is evident that it should be reduced to the minimum consistent with the structural

strength of the sampler. The area ratio should preferably be less than 10 percent,

but it is possible that greater area ratios can be tolerated when the sampler is pro-

vided with a stationary piston and/or a cutting edge having a very small angle of

taper.

Inside clearance. - As indicated in Section 4.6, the inside wall friction is one

of the principal causes of disturbance of the sample, and it definitely limits the

length of sample which can be obtained in a single operation. The inside wall friction

can be reduced by providing the sampling tube with an interior surface having a low

coefficient of friction and by making the diameter of the cutting edge, De, slightly

smaller than the inside diameter of the sampling tube or liner, Ds. The inside clear-

ance thereby provided is expressed by the

Ds - De
Inside Clearance Ratio, Ci = D

e’

The soil is under great stress as it enters the sampler and has a tendency to lateral

expansion. The inside clearance should be large enough to allow a part of the lat-

eral expansion to take place, but it should not be so large that it permits excessive

deformations and causes disturbance of the sample, or so that it eliminates inside

wall friction, thereby causing loss of the sample during withdrawal unless the sam-

pler is provided with a core retainer.

The influence of inside clearance on the total and specific recovery ratios

and on the disturbance of the sample is clearly seen in Fig. 100 and also by com-

parison of samples P-6 and C-3-3 in Fig. 108 and of samples C-6-3 and C-8-2 in

Fig. 107. The 2-in. brass tubing, used in test series C-8, had no cutting edge but

squared-off ends. An annular wedge of soil will then be formed under the blunt end
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of the tubing and will act as a cutting edge with an effective diameter De = + (Ds - Dt) ,

and the theoretical inside clearance is therefore negative. The optimum value of

the inside clearance ratio varies with the diameter, design, and method of operation

of the sampler and, above all, with the character of the soil. Further research is

needed to determine the optimum values of inside clearance, and the following sug-

gestions are based in part on a relatively small number of experiments in uniform

soil and in part on observations during practical sampling operations.

Very short samplers for surface and control sampling -- Section 4.20 -- may

be used in some soils without any inside clearance, but inside clearance ratios up to

1.0 percent maybe required in other soils. Medium long samplers used in bore holes

require an inside clearance ratio between 0.5 and 3.0 percent according to the char-

acter of the soil. The optimum inside clearance seems to decrease a little with in-

creasing diameter of the sample, and samplers forced into the soil by hammering

or slow jacking require a larger inside clearance than those pushed into the soil in

a fast, uninterrupted motion. Inside clearance ratios of 5 to 10 percent are often

used when the primary object is to obtain very long samples, when large lateral de-

formations of the sample can be tolerated, and when the sampler is provided with a

core retainer.

For general practical use an inside clearance ratio of 0.75 to 1.5 percent for

long samplers and O to 0.5 percent for very short samplers is suggested, but the best

results are obtained when the clearance is varied in accordance with the character of

the soil. Smaller clearances will probably suffice when the sampler is provided with

sliding steel foils; see Section 10.5. The commercial tolerance on the inside diameter

of standard tubing used for liners or sampling tubes should be taken into consideration.

Outside clearance. - Many samplers are provided with a detachable shoe and

cutting edge, and the outside diameter of the shoe, Dw, is often made slightly larger
.,

than the outside diameter of the sampling tube, Dt, in order to reduce the outside

wall friction. An

Dw - Dt
Outside Clearance Ratio, Co = Dt ‘

of a few percent may materially decrease the penetration resistance of the sampler

in common cohesive soils but not in cohesionless soils. It also appears that an out-

side clearance will increase the length of samples of cohesive soils which can be

obtained in a single operation. However, systematic experiments have not yet been

made to determine the optimum values of the outside clearance ratio in various types

of soils or to investigate the influence of the outside clearance on the disturbance of

the soil before it enters the sampler. Considering that an outside clearance in-

creases the area ratio of the sampler, and pending further investigations, it is sug-

gested that the outside clearance ratio should be zero for samplers used in cohesion-

less soils and that it should not exceed 2 to 3 percent for samplers used in cohesive

soils unless the angle of taper of the cutting edge is very small.

,
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Diameter of the sample .- With a proper lydesigned and operated drive sam-

pler it is possible to obtain samples less than 1 in. in diameter without any visible

distortions or measurable changes in the thickness of the soil layers. In spite of

this absence of outward signs of disturbance, there is probably some disturbance of

the soil structure close to the surface of the sample, see Section 6.9, and the degree

of disturbance in the central part of the sample undoubtedly decreases with increas-

ing diameter. The degree and extent of a small partial disturbance close to the

cylindrical surface of an apparently undisturbed sample have not yet been adequately

investigated, and the diameter of the sample is primarily determined by laboratory

requirements and practical considerations; see Section 1.10.

Length of sample. - The length of sample to be taken should be governed by

the ‘‘ safe penetration” or depth of penetration at which a downward deflection of

the soil layers below the sampler starts. This depth is approximately equal to the

penetration, Hs in Fig. 97B, at which a specific recovery ratio -- or a total recovery

ratio when entrance of excess soil is prevented -- of 100 or slightly less than 100

percent can be maintained. The corresponding ‘‘ safe length of sample”, Ls, is the

maximum length of ‘ ‘undisturbed” sample which can be obtained in a single operation.

The safe length, Ls, depends on so many factors that it is very difficult to

formulate definite rules for estimating it. In sampling experiments and practical

sampling operations with drive samplers having 1 in. to 5 in. inside diameter, Ds,

it was found that for a given type of soil, sampler, and method of operation the length-

diameter ratio, Ls / Ds, was fairly constant although it tends to decrease with in-

creasing diameter. This ratio increases with increasing inside clearance ratio,

speed and uniformity of penetration, and depth below the ground surface, and it varies

over a very wide range with the character of the soil.

For a properly designed and operated drive sampler with an inside diameter

of about 2 to 3 in. , it was found that the range of values for Ls can be expressed ap-

proximately by

Dense to Loose Cohesionless Soils, Ls = ( 5 to 10) Ds

Stiff to Very Soft Cohesive Soils, Ls = (10 to 20) Ds

Smaller values of Ls can be expected for samplers of large diameter and greater

values for samplers of very small diameter. Greater lengths may also be obtained

when the speed of penetration is very high, when samplers with stationary piston are

used in very deep bore holes, and when excessive inside clearances are used.

The limiting length of the sample -- that is, the length at which a permanent

soil cone is formed below the cutting edge and no more soil enters the sampler -- is

much greater than Ls, but the soil entering the sampler after the safe depth of pene-

tration is exceeded will be seriously disturbed. When the detrimental influence of

the inside wall friction and adhesion is eliminated, as in the recently developed piston

sampler with steel foils, Fig. 216, both the safe length and the limiting length of the

sample may be many times greater than indicated above.
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It is advisable, within practical limitations, to utilize fully the safe depth of

penetration and, in some cases, even to exceed this depth for a distance of 2 to 3

times the diameter of the sampler, since the lower part of the sample will be dis-

turbed anyway when the sample is separated from the subsoil. The penetration must

then be varied in accordance with the character of the soil; but with some experience

and observation of total or gross recovery ratios, the driller will soon be able to

estimate the penetration which should be used in a given type of soil. It was formerly

customary and there is still a tendency to take rather short samples in order to

standardize the sampling operations and to correlate the advance of the bore hole

with the standard lengths of drill rods and casing, 5 to 10 ft. It should be remem-

bered, however, that the danger of losing the sample and the cost of continuous sam-

ples decrease with increasing length of sample and also that the top and bottom

sections of the sample usually will be partially disturbed, even when the safe depth

of penetration is not exceeded.

4.9 Methods of Forcing the Sampler into the Soil

The various methods used to force a drive sampler into the soil may be

classified in the following groups:

Hammering
Repeated blows of Intermittent
a drop hammer fast motion

Levers or short Intermittent
Jacking commercial jacks slow motion

Steady force, no Continuous
Pushing interruptions uniform motion

Single Blow

Shooting

Blow of a heavy
drop hammer

Force supplied
by explosives

Continuous
fast motion

Continuous
very fast motion

The terms ‘‘ ramming” and ‘‘ continuous drive” were used in the preliminary

report ( 107), but it was found that they occasionally caused misunderstandings; there-

fore they have been replaced with the terms ‘ ‘hammering” and “pushing”. In several

figures the term “driving method” has been used as the equivalent of the method

of forcing the sampler into the soil and may possibly also cause .misunderstanding,

but a better short term for this operation has not yet been found.

Equipment. - When a sampler is to be forced into the soil by hammering, the

drop hammers shown in Fig. 22 are commonly used, but gasoline-driven jack ham-

mers are occasionally employed for small-diameter samplers. The hammer blows

are usually applied to a drive head on top of the drill rod, and a part of the energy

will then be absorbed by the drill rod, which also will be subjected to lateral deform-

ations and partial buckling and may impart a rocking motion to the sampler, thereby
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increasing the disturbance of the sample. Greater efficiency is obtained, and ir-

regular motions of the sampler can be decreased, when the sampler is driven by a

drill stem and jar, Fig. 32, attached directly to the sampler head.

Simple arrangements for prying and jacking the sampler into the soil are

shown in Fig. 101 and 102. These arrangements utilize the casing as anchorage,

but special anchorages must be provided when the embedded length of casing is rela-

tively short and the withdrawal resistance is small,

Small-diameter samplers maybe pushed into soft soils by the weight of mem-

bers of the drilling crew, augmented, if necessary, by weights or a drop hammer

placed on the drill rod. Penetration resistance can be decreased by rotating the

sampler during the pushing, but this procedure should not be allowed since it may

cause the soil to fail in torsion and become seriously disturbed as it enters the sam-

pler. Specially built, long hydraulic jacks, Fig. 103, or the hydraulic feed jacks or

chain drives on motorized drilling rigs may be used, but to satisfy the requirements

of the method of pushing, the stroke should be long enough to complete the drive

without re - setting and other interruptions, and the capacity of the oil pump should

be large enough to produce a speed of penetration of about 0.5 ft per second.

The sampler may also be pushed or pulled down by means of a winch and

blocks and tackle. This method was first used by Russian engineers, Sacharova (546),

who utilized a single pulley and rope, thereby producing an eccentric force on and

severe bending of the drill rod. The block and tackle pull-down arrangements shown

in Fig. 104 were developed during the research and produce a central force on the

drill rod. The arrangement for a horizontal pull, Fig. 104B, has the advantage that

the force on the anchors is only half as great as for a vertical pull, Fig. 104A, and

that the length of the stroke is not limited by the height of the tripod or mast.

In several exp~riments the sampler was forced into the soil by a single blow

of a 500-lb hammer dropping 4 to 9 ft. The velocity attained during the drop and ,

the force transmitted to the drill rod were decreased to some extent by friction in

the blocks and twisting of the ropes. In other experiments the sampler was forced

into the soil by shooting, using the Piggot coring tube, Fig. 259.

The various samplers, used in the experiments discussed in the following

paragraphs, are described in Part H of this report.

Test data. - Representative examples of photographs and recovery ratio dia-

grams obtained in the experiments are shown in Fig. 105 to 108. Most of the ex-

periments were made in soft varved clay, but the conclusions have been verified

substantially by incomplete series of experiments in other types of soil and by ob-

servations during practical sampling operations, Nevertheless, on account of the

great variations in the physical properties of soils, it is possible that exceptions to

the se general conclusions may be found.

Fig. 105 shows sections of a very seriously disturbed sample. The disturbance

is the combined effect of improper cleaning, a large area ratio, a small vent area,
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and of forcing the sampler into the soil by hammering. The small vent area and

the momentary high velocities of penetration during hammering cause formation of

very large hydrostatic pressures over the sample. The black dots represent bubbles

of gas which have expanded or been released from solution in the pore water when

the over-all stresses in the sample were reduced after withdrawal of the sampler.

Fig. 106 shows the results of tests with the M.I. T. sampler provided with a

Providence shoe, Fig. 191 and 193. The lower parts of the two samples were lost

during the withdrawal and later exposed by excavation and photographed in situ. The

walls of the pits were trimmed and washed to bring out the stratifications in the

samples and surrounding soil. The penetration of the sampler is only 22 in., which

is too short to allow full development of the distortions. Nevertheless, the sample

obtained by slow jacking shows prominent convex distortions, corresponding to a

maximum specific recovery ratio of 125 percent, and the soil has been subjected to

a great loss in strength and was eroded during the washing of the trimmed face of

the pit. On the other hand, the sample obtained by fast pushing has 100 percent spe-

cific recovery ratios throughout and no visible distortions, and the sample appeared

as firm as the surrounding soil. However, these samples were taken very close to

the ground surface, and when the same sampler later was used in a 50-ft deep bore

hole and in similar soil, even fast pushing could not prevent considerable entrance

of excess soil.

Fig. 107A and B show the results of tests with a 1-in. Porter sampler, Fig.

218; 2-in. thin-wall samplers of brass and steel tubing, Fig. 180-1 82; and a 4-3/4-in.

Mohr sampler, Fig. 239. As already indicated on page 107, the brass tubing had no

cutting edge but squared-off ends and theoretically a negative inside clearance, All

samples were taken very close to the ground surface, and it should be borne in mind

that the danger of entrance of excess soil and also the limiting length of the sample

increase with iitcreasing depth below the surface,

The Porter sampler was used without a piston in order to eliminate the effect

of restricted vents and excess pressures over the sample in the tests to determine

the influence of various methods of driving. A long sample with very little distortion

of the soil layers was obtained by fast pushing, but there was a circumferential void

between the upper part of the sample and the liner, indicating excessive inside clear-

ance. This sampler has a very large area ratio, which probably will cause entrance

of excess soil when samples are taken at an appreciable depth below the ground sur-

face and the sampler is jacked or pushed into the soil.

The Mohr sampler was provided with flap valves without fillets between the

flaps. The rec~ sses in the walls of the shoe, thereby created, greatly increased the

distortion of the soil layers -- see photograph in Fig. 239 -- and obscured the effect

of the various methods of driving. The sample obtained by hammering, C-1 -5, has

specific recovery ratios close to 100 percent but greater distortions than the sample

obtained by fast pushing, C- 1-4. It should be noted that maximum entrance of excess

soil occurs at a greater depth of penetration for fast pushing than for slow jacking.
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Fig. 108 shows the results of four tests with the Piggot coring tube, Fig. 259,

but the photograph contains only three of the four samples, since that of sample

C-3-7 alreadyis shown in Fig. 99. Photographs of some sections of samples C-3-7

and P-7 are shownto a larger scale of reproduction in Fig.89A andB and Fig. 90A.

In all the above mentioned tests the average speed of penetration for hammer-

ing and slow jacking was greatly decreased by the time required for measurement

of recovery ratios and re-setting of drive heads and jacks and it varied between 0.6

and 1.2 in. per minute; for fast pushing the speed of penetration varied between 0.5

and 1.0 ft per second, and it was roughly estimated to be between 25 and 50 ft per

second in case of shooting.

Conclusions .- As shown by the results of the above mentioned tests, the speed

and continuity of motion with which the sampler is forced into the soil have a great

influence on the length and degree of disturbance of the sample obtained. The effects

of the various methods of forcing the sampler into the soil may be summarized as

follows:

Hammering practically eliminates entrance of excess soil during the first

part of the drive, even when the area ratio of the sampler is large, but hammering

also reduces the effectiveness of the inside clearance and tends to produce short and

distorted samples of cohesive soils. Vibrations produced by hammering may cause

volume changes and disturbance of samples of cohesionless soils. When there is

water in the sampler, the high velocities of penetration, momentarily attained, pro-

duce excessive hydrostatic pressures over the sample unless very large and stream-

lined vents are provided in the sampler head. With possible exception of some stiff

and tough cohesive soils, hammering will generally cause partial to serious distur-

bance of tk sample. Hammering may be required to force a sampler into hard or

dense and coarse s~ls, but it should not be used when undisturbed samples are de-
.J sired of soft or loose soils.

Slow jacking allows plastic deformations and volume changes to take place.

It promotes entrance of excess soil and development of wall friction and adhesion

with consequent increase of penetration resistance and distortion of the soil layers.

It produces shorter samples of cohesionless soils than any other method of forcing

the sampler into the soil. Fairly satisfactory samples of not too soft cohesive soils

may be obtained with slow jacking, provided thin-wall samplers are used. but dis-

tortions and shear failures may occur after a relatively short penetration.

Fast pushing, or a fairly uniform and uninterrupted advance at 0.5 to 1.0 ft

per second, produces longer and less disturbed samples than either hammering or

●
slow jacking. Fast pushing can therefore be recommended for general use in obtain-

ing undisturbed samples, but it is emphasized that the sampler must not be rotated

nor its downward movement interrupted. Rotation may cause failure of the soil as

it enters the sampler, and an interruption of the advance of the sampler allows de-

velopment of wall friction and adhesion, increases penetration resistance, and may
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cause distortion of the soil layers before and after they enter the sampler and a de-

crease of the length of the sample.

A single heavy blow or shooting may produce even longer and less disturbed

samples than fast pushing, although the influence of the impact and high velocities

has not yet been adequately investigated. The high velocities attained require very

large vents in the sampler, especially when water must be forced out through the

vents during the drive. In this case, the vents should be streamlined and have an

area equal to the cross-sectional area of the sample.

4.10 Penetration Resistance of Drive Samplers

Depending upon the method used to force a drive sampler into the soil, its

penetration resistance may be determined as a dynamic or static resistance. De-

termination of this resistance corresponds to a sounding test and provides advance

information on the strength or density of the soil at very little extra cost.

Determination/of the dynamic penetration resistance as a regular procedure

in exploratory y boring and sampling was initiated in this country about 1927 by H. A.

Mohr, and the original procedure and type of equipment is still used by the Gow Divi-

sion of the Raymond Concrete Pile Company. Two-inch casing is used and kept filled

with water, and the sampler is simply a section of one-inch Extra Heavy Pipe, also

used as drill rod. The hammer, Fig. 22-C, weighs approximately 140 lb, and its ~

average height of fall is 30 in. The penetration resistance is expressed as the num-

ber of blows required to drive the sampler one foot into the soil, measured from the

depth to which the sampler sinks under the weight of the drill rod. other divisions

of the Raymond Concrete Pile Company use the same weight and drop of the hammer

but the sampler shown in Fig. 178. Furthermore, the sampler is first forced about

6 in. into the soil in order to decrease the influence of the disturbed zone below the

bottom of the bore hole, and the number of blows required to advance the sampler an

additional 12 in. is used as a measure of the penetration resistance.

Examples of proposed correlations between the consistency or relative density

of soils and the dynamic penetration resistance of samplers are shown in simplified

form in Table 6. The first of these is by H. A. Mohr (A-23); the second is by Terzaghi

and Peck (246); the third is contained in the New York City Piling Code and is cited

in a review by Thornley(A-36); and the fourth is part of a large table of correlations

by the New England Division, Corps of Engineers. Large differences in both desig-

nations and number of blows are apparent. All authors emphasize that the correla-

tions are qualitative rather than quantitative in nature and are influenced by the char-

acter of the soil, such as grain-size distribution, permeability, and degree of satura-

tion. In general, the coarser cohesionless soils require more blows and the finer

materials fewer blows than indicated in the table, and classifications should be based

not only on the penetration resistance but also on a careful examination of the sam-

ples obtained. The extra work required to determine the penetration resistance is

small compared to the value of the data obtained, but it should be realized that these
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data onlyprovide a rough, notalways dependable indication of the consistencyor rela-

tive density of the soil, and that the penetration resistance depends on many other fac-

tors discussed below in groups pertaining to equipment, procedure, and soil conditions.

TABLE 6- SOME PROPOSED CORRELATIONS OF PENETRATION RESISTANCE AND SOIL PROPERTIES

Extreme caution should be exercised in using any tnble of correlations outside the areas or for other conditions than those

for which the correlations have been established; even then large deviations from such corrections have been reported. The
penetration resistance depends not only on dimensions of the equipment and the consistency or relative density of the soil,
but it may also vary with the method of operation, depth below ground surface, and other factors not yet fully investigated.

AUTHOR H. A. MOHR TERZAGHI AND PECK NEW YORK CITY CODE NEW ENGLAND DIV., C.E. 1
1

1-in. Extra Heavy Pipe
SAMPLER

Raymond - Fig. 178
2.50-in. OD

1.315-in. OD, 0.957-in. ID 2. O-in. OD, 1.375-in. ID
3.00-in. OD

HAMMER 140 lb ~, 30-in. ~ Fall 140 lb, 30-in. Fall 300 lb, 18-in. Fall 300 lb, 18-in. Fall

+
Blows Blows Blows Blows

SOIL Designation — Designation — Designation Designation
Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft.

A Very loose+ Loose
Less 4

Less 9
Very loose Less 8

SAND “j Loose
Loose

4-1o
0-15

Loose 8- 16

and ; Firm 9-13 Medium 10- 30 Compact 16 - 50 Medium 16- 55

SILT A Hard 14 - 49 Dense 30-50 Compact 55 - 110

i Hardpan Over 50 \Ve y dense Over 50 Very compact Over 50 Very compact over 110

Very soft Less 2 Very soft o- 2 Very soft Less 8

; soft Less 5 soft 2- 4 soft 8- 16
soft

CLAY 3 lviedi~ 4- 8
3-1o

Medium 5 - 10
Medium stiff 16- 55

.: Stiff 8-15 Stiff to
2 Stiff 11 - 30 55 -110

Hard 11 - 30 Very stiff 15 - 30
$

Medium hard

Hard Over 30 Hard Over 30 Very hard Over 110

The factors related to equipment include diameter and area ratio of the sam-

pler, smoothness of outside and inside surfaces, shape of cutting edge and clearances,

area and shape of vents, weight and height of fall of hammer, size and length of drill

rod, and diameter of the casing in relation to that of the sampler. The influence of

, the vent area can be very great, and the penetration resistance of a sampler with

small vents and filled with water may be several times that of the same sampler when

it is operated in a dry bore hole or the water is forced outby compressed air, Fernau

(123). The factors pertaining to procedure are methods of advancing and cleaning

the bore hble, relative depths of boring and edge of casing, time interval between

boring and sampling, spacing of samples, and depth of penetration of the sampler.

The penetration resistance will be increased when the soil has been compacted by

previous sampling or advancing the casing ahead of the boring, and it will be de-

creased when the boring is improperly cleaned and when actual failure and flow of

soil into the casing occur.

Standardization of equipment and procedure, insofar as possible, would per-

mit most of the above mentioned factors to be taken into consideration in the cor-

relations, but even then considerable scattering of the results is to be expected. In

addition to the strength and relative density of the soil, the penetration resistance

may also be influenced by the permeability and degree of saturation, by size, grading,

and angularity of the grains of cohesionless soils, and by sensitivity to disturbance

of cohesive soils. Furthermore, recent investigations by the Waterways Experiment
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Station (A-42) indicate that in massive sand deposits the penetration resistance may

be influenced by the water levels in ground and boring, andthat it is subject to great

irregularities but often with a definite tendency to increase with increasing depth of

the boring, particularly in medium and dense sand. These observations correspond

to those made during sounding tests in sand, and they indicate that the influence of

the depth below ground surface in some cases must be taken into consideration in

the correlations.

When the sampler is forced into

the soil by means of a hydraulic jack

or the hydraulic feed of a rotary drill-

ing rig, Fig. 37, the static penetration

resistance is easily determined by a

pressure gage on the oil line or the

cylinders, and a gas or steam engine

indicator may be used to record com -

ple te resistance diagrams. Simple,

improvised spring dynarhometers used

in combination with direct pushing or

a block and tackle arrangement, Fig.

104, during the research are shown in

Fig. 109 and 110. The static penetra-

tion resistance depends on most of the

factors enumerated for the dynamic

resistance, but the weight of the drill

rod is easily taken into consideration,

and the influence of the vent area is

relatively small at the usual speeds of

penetration. However, the speed OS

penetration itself may exert consider-

able influence on the resistance and

should therefore be kept constant.
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Complete dynamic and static penetration resistance diagrams were deter-

mined in many sampling experiments during the research. The driving diagrams

obtained in the field were transformed into dynamic resistance diagrams as demon-

strated in Fig. 111, and examples of such diagrams are shown in Fig. 107, 108, and

112. The diagram of static resistance in Fig. 113 was obtained with the recording

spring dynamometer shown in Fig. 110. The general shape of both dynamic and static

penetration resistance diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 114. After initial irregular-

ities, the majority of the diagrams obtained have a fairly straight section, which by

extrapolation indicates an initial resistance corresponding to the point resistance

of the cutting edge, whereas the slope of the straight section primarily is governed

by the inside and outside wall friction. The straight section extends approximately

to the safe depth of penetration. When this depth is exceeded, the rate of increase
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of the penetration resistance

soil cone is formed below the

decreases. Beyond the depth at which a permanent

sampler, and no more soil enters, the penetration re -

sistance is governed by the outside wall friction and the point resistance of the sam-

pler acting as a solid rod.

It would appear that -- for a sampler without too heavy walls or excessive

inside and outside clearances -- the penetration resistance and the corresponding

density, consistency, or strength of the soil can be represented by a penetration re-

sistance index equal to the tangent or tangents of the angles of inclination, a , of the

straight sections of the penetration resistance diagram. In uniform soil and in nor-

mal sampling operations, where the safe depth of penetration is not exceeded, it

would suffice to determine the maximum penetration resistance -- in lb for static

resistance and blows per foot penetration for dynamic resistance -- and to divide

this resistance by the maximum depth of penetration in order to obtain an average

penetration resistance index.

4.11 Open Drive Samplers

The first open drive samplers consisted simply of a section of standard pipe,

beveled at the lower end and attached to the drill rod. After the pipe sampler is

withdrawn from the bore hole, the sample is pushed or shaken out, and a section of

it is preserved in a sealed jar. The sample is seriously disturbed, and this type of

sampler is only used in reconnaissance borings of small diameter.

Thin-wall samplers. - A very simple drive sampler, suitable for obtaining

undisturbed drive samples, was introduced in 1936 by H. A. Mohr (339, 341). It con-

sists of a section of thin-walled ‘*Shelby” or seamless steel or brass tubing, which

is attached to a sampler head or adapter containing a check valve and vents for es-

cape of air or water, Fig. 115. Later improvements consisted of providing the tubing

with a sharp and drawn-in cutting edge. The sample is normally preserved and

shipped to the laboratory in the tubing, where it is cut into short sections so that the

sample may be removed with a minimum of disturbance of the soil. The waste of

tubing can be avoided by pushing the sample out of the tubing in the field and pre -

serving it in some other manner, but this method can be used only for relatively

short samples, and even then there is danger of disturbing the sample by this operation.

A thin-wall sampler may arbitrarily be defined as a sampling tube with a

wall thickness less than 2.5 percent of the diameter, corresponding approximately

to an area ratio of 10 percent when the inside clearance of the cutting edge is not

taken into consideration. The principal advantages of the thin-wall sampler are its

simplicity and the small area ratio and consequent minimum of disturbance of the

soil. Its disadvantages are that the tubing is used only once and that it is easily

damaged when used in hard or in dense and stony soils.

Thick-wall and composite samplers. - When a sampler is to be used repeat-

edly and in all types of soil, it is generally made of heavier tubing and is provided
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with a detachable shoe and cutting edge of hardened steel, Fig. 116. When the sam.

pier is short, the barrel may be split longitudinally in two parts, which are held

together by the sampler head and the shoe but can be separated after the withdrawal,

thereby facilitating removal of the sample. However, the split barrel is primarily

used when only a short section of the sample is to be preserved. When the entire

sample is to be shipped to the laboratory, the sampler generally has an inner tube
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or liner in which the sample is preserved, Fig. 117. A short dummy liner or space

in the sampler head should then be provided to serve as a reservoir for sludge and

disturbed soil, which may be discarded or preserved separately.

The. principal advantage of a composite sampler is that the liners and de-

tachable shoe provide considerable flexibility in design and operation of the sampler
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and facilitate handling of the sample in both the field and laboratory. Ftarthermore,

the liner sections can often be used again after removal of the sample, and waste of

tubing is thereby avoided. The disadvantage is that the over-all wall thickness is

increased, and the area ratio of composite samplers of small diameter is generally

too large when the sampler is to be used for obtaining undisturbed samples.

Sampler head. - An open drive sampler is usually provided with outside vents

and a check valve as shown in Fig. 115 and 116, but an inside vent and a drop ball

check valve are occasionally used, Fig. 117, since the sampler then may be cleaned.
of sludge by pumping water through the drill rod before the ball is dropped and the

actual sampling started. The check valves are easily fouled and not always reliable,

and they are ineffective in case of sampling in a dry bore hole. Not only is it diffi-

cult to prevent leakage of air through the valve, but a slight downward movement of

the sample will merely cause expansion of the air without a material decrease in

the pressure over the sample, and once a downward movement has started, the entire

sample may be lost. Check valves are therefore in some cases supplemented or re-

placed with a hose connection to a vacuum pump so that a partial vacuum can be main-

tained over the sample, but as indicated in Section 4.6, an arbitrary and excessive

decrease of the pressure over the sample may cause serious disturbance of samples

of very soft soils and cohesionless soils.

Tubing and liners. - The tubing for thin-walled samplers should preferably

be hard-drawn, seamless steel tubing, although hard-drawn brass tubing maybe used

in soft soils. The tubing should be clean and smooth to reduce wall friction. A coat-

ing of hard and smooth lacquer is desirable, since it not only reduces wall friction

but also prevents corrosion of the tubing and chemical changes of the soil during

shipment and storage of the sample.

Liners usually consist of thin-walled brass or galvanized steel or sheet metal

tubing. However, the galvanized coat is easily scratched by soil grains, and even

brass tubing may corrode during protracted storage of the sample. Liners of trans-

parent plastic materials have been used in some cases; they have the advantages

that they permit inspection of the surface of the sample, have a small coefficient of

friction, and eliminate danger of corrosion. However, they may absorb or transmit

small amounts of water, they require a greater wall thickness than steel liners, and

they are as yet difficult to obtain in the required dimensions, It is suggested that

thin-walled steel or brass liners with a coating of a smooth, hard and tough lacquer

be used.

A continuous, seamless liner will cause a minimum of disturbance of the soil,

but a long liner must later be cut into short sections to avoid disturbance of the soil

during removal of the sample. Liners are therefore often divided into sections with

a length of 3 to 6 times the diameter of the sample, Fig. 118A, and even into very

short sections equal to the required height of test specimens for consolidation and

some types of shear tests. In the latter case, the samples can then be tested without

removing them from the liner and without special preparation of test specimens.
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Laboratory work is thereby facilitated and stress changes in the soil decreased.

However, liners divided into very short sections require a greater wall thickness
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than continuous liners, and there is always

danger of some misalignment of the sec-

tions and consequent disturbance of the

soil by protruding edges. Leakage through

the joints may cause 10Ss of the lower part

of the sample. The field work is also in-

creased by sealing of many individual liner

sections, or the entire liner, divided into

very short sections, must be placed in a

special, sealed shipping container.

The liner may also be split along

one or two longitudinal seams, Fig. 118B

and C, which may be lightly soldered or

sealed with tape. Opening of the seams

in the laboratory relieves the internal

stresses in the sample and facilitates its

removal from the liner, but it may also

split the sample if the seam opens too much

on account of residual stresses in the tub-

ing. Sealing of the seams with tape re-

quires additional field work and is not

reliable when samples are to be stored

for protracted periods.

Shoes and cutting edges. - T WO

methods of preparing cutting edges on thin-

wall tubing are shown in Fig. 119A. Meth-

od H is preferable since it provides a

sturdier edge with a more definite diameter

and inside clearance. A detachable shoe

and cutting edge is occasionally used, but

a fully satisfactory method of fastening

such a shoe to the thin-walled tubing with-

out too great a loss in strength or an undesirable increase of the area ratio has not

yet been developed.

Examples of shoes for thick-wall and composite samplers are shown in Fig.

119B. As indicated earlier, the entrance of excess soil on account of a large area

ratio can be decreased by giving the shoe a very flat angle of taper, ~ in Fig. 119B.

In experiments with the M.I. T. and Mohr samplers -- both having an inside diameter

o-f 4-3/4 in, and an area ratio of approximately 44 percent -- it was found that in

sampling close to the ground surface an angle of taper of 19° to 20° produced specific
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recovery ratios of 125 percent, whereas 100 percent or no entrance of excess soil

was obtained with an angle of 130 to 140. However, at depths of 50 to 70 ft specific

recovery ratios of 120 to 130 percent were obtained even when the angle of taper

was reduced to 10o to 110 and the sampler was forced into the soil by fast pushing.

The limiting value of the angle of taper for the cutting edge of a sampler with a large

area ratio was not determined, and it can only be concluded that it should be less

than 100, or 20° when measured on the diameter. Close to the cutting edge it is,

nevertheless, advisable to increase the angle to 20° or 30° -- ~ in Fig. 119B -- in

order to avoid an easily damaged feather edge.

Samples of small diameter can usually be separated from the subsoil by com-

bined rotation and pulling, but this method often fails and causes loss of the sample

when the diameter is large and the soil is tough. As first suggested by A. Casagrande,

such samples maybe cut free by means of a wire loop, which is concealed in a groove

in the shoe and pulled out before withdrawal of the sampler. The upper edge of the

cutting wire groove should preferably be offset a little to avoid this edge engaging

the soil and disturbing the sample. There should likewise be a small offset at the

upper edge of the shoe where it joins the barrel of the liner; this offset should be

larger than a possible misalignment of the liner combined with the commercial tol-

erance on its inside diameter.

Advantages and limitations. - The open drive sampler has the advantage of

simplicity in construction and operation, but it also has several more or less serious

disadvantages:

(1) Mixed and disturbed soil at the bottom of the bore hole will enter and

shavings from the sides of an uncased hole may enter the sampler. The upper part

of the sample therefore often consists of non-representative or seriously disturbed

soil.

(2) The sampler will sink a little into the soil under the weight of the drill

rod, especially when the soil is disturbed and soft it is difficult to determine this

initial penetration and therefore also the total penetration and total recovery ratio

with sufficient accuracy.

(3) Unless the area ratio is small, excess soil may enter the sampler, in

which case the upper part of the sample will be seriously disturbed, and the total

recover y ratio will not furnish a reliable indication of the condition of the sample.

(4) When used in a bore hole filled with water or drilling fluid, an excess

hydrostatic pressure will generally be produced over the sample during the drive

and may cause soft soil to be pushed aside instead of entering the sampler.

(5) A check valve is not always effective in reducing the pressure over the

sample during withdrawal of the sampler, and the samples are therefore often lost.

Reduction of the pressure over the sample by means of a vacuum pump compli-

cates the operation and may cause disturbance of samples of soft or cohe sionless

soils.
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Satisfactory representative and undisturbed samples can be obtained with an

open drive sampler, but a piston sampler is generally to be preferred when undis -

turbed samples are desired, especially when the soil is soft or when the bore hole

is uncased.

4.12 Piston Samplers

A piston sampler is a drive sampler in which the lower end of the sampling

tube is closed with a piston which can be released or withdrawn when the actual sam-

pling is to be started.

The great advantages of this type of sampler are that the piston prevents

shavings from the walls of the bore hole and mixed and disturbed soil from the bot-

tom of the hole from entering the sampler, and that the sampler can be used for

advancing the boring by forcing the closed sampler into the undisturbed soil until

the desired sampling depth is reached. The time-consuming cleaning of the bore

hole can thereby be decreased or, in some cases, entirely eliminated, and the extent

of disturbance of the upper part of the sample is generally considerably smaller than

for a sample obtained with an open drive sampler; see Fig. 73.

Piston samplers may be built as thin-wall or composite samplers, and the

requirements and details of the tubing, liners, shoes, and cutting edges for open

drive samplers apply also to piston samplers. The position and movements of the

piston are controlled by means of a piston rod inside the drill rod, and the piston

samplers may be classified in three types according to the manner in which the pis-

ton is operated during the actual sampling.

Samplers with stationary piston. - The piston is held at constant elevation

or stationary during the actual sampling. The first sampler of this type was de-

veloped in 1925 by John Olsson (539, 540). The sampler shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 120 differs in some respects from the original Olsson sampler, and the clamp-

ing arrangements are only one of several types which have been developed. The

sampler is shown in a cased bore hole, but it can equally well be used in an uncased

hole.

The piston is flush with the cutting edge and the piston rod clamped to the

drill rod while the sampler is lowered into the bore hole and forced through the soil

to the desired sampling depth. At this depth the clamp to the drill rod is released,

and the piston rod is clamped to the casing or to a yoke at the ground surface, so

that the piston will be held stationary while the sampler is forced around it into the

soil. The surface clamp is released after the drive, but a cone clamp or other type

of clamp automatically prevents a downward movement of the piston rod and piston

during withdrawal of the sampler. The advantages of this method of operation may

be summarized as follows:

(1) Entrance of excess soil is prevented and the influence of the area ratio
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on disturbance of the soil is probably decreased, but this ratio should nevertheless

be as small as possible.

A - LOWERING B - SAMPLING C– WITHDRAWAL

PISTON SAMPLER WITH STATIONARY PISTON

FIG. 120

(2) Atmospheric and hydrostatic pressures over the piston are not trans-

ferred to the sample, and any tendency of the recovery ratio to fall below 100 percent

is automatically counteracted by a decrease in pressure on top of the sample, It

thereby becomes possible to obtain longer samples; but in sampling of soft or co-

hesionless soil care should be taken not to exceed the safe depth of penetration,

thereby creating a void between the piston and the top of the sample, since the en-

suing upward flow of water may cause serious disturbance of samples of such soils.

(3) A piston with proper packing is tighter and less susceptible to fouling

than a ball check valve, and the slightest downward movement of the sample during
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the withdrawal will create a nearly full vacuum over the sample, thereby greatly de-

creasing the danger of losing the sample.

(4) The penetration of the sampler and the gross length of the sample, and

thereby also the total recovery ratio, can be determined easily and accurately, Fur-

thermore, since entrance of excess soil is prevented, a total recovery ratio of 100

percent indicates in this case that the specific recovery ratios also are close to 100

percent throughout the sample.

The drive sampler with stationary piston is the best type of sampler, so far

developed, for obtaining undisturbed samples through bore holes of fine- grained co-

DRIVE HEAD

hesionless soils and of soft to stiff cohesive

soils. In comparison with an open drive sam-

pler, it has the disadvantage that its construc-

tion is somewhat more complicated and that

the insertion, clamping, and withdrawal of the

piston rod requires additional time. However,

this disadvantage is offset by a decrease in

time required for advancing and cleaning the

bore hole, by longer and better samples, and

by a smaller percentage of lost samples.

A - DRIVING B - SAMPLING

PISTON SAMPLER WITH RETRACTED PISTON

FIG. 121

Samplers with retracted piston. - The

piston is withdrawn to the top of the sampler

just before the start of the actual sampling.

The sampler shown diagrammatically in Fig.

121 is the California or Porter type (1 63, 347,

515, 550). The piston is held in its lower posi-

tion by a nut section in the sampler head and

threads on the lower part of the piston rod.

Upon reaching the desired sampling depth the

piston rod is rotated and the piston thereby re-

tracted until it is close to the nut section. A

small clearance between the pistdn and sam-

pling tube or liner and inside vents in the nut

section prevent formation of a vacuum during

retraction of the piston and serve for escape

of air or water during the actual sampling.

When the drive is completed, the piston is re-

tracted further until it closes the vents in the

sampler head.

This sampler is simpler in both con-

struction and operation than the sampler with

a stationary piston, but several advantages of

the latter are lost in obtaining these simplifications. The retraction of the piston
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may cause failure and a flow of soft soils into the sampler, and soil displaced by the

walls of the sampler may enter as excess soil during the first part of the drive. On

the other hand, when there is sufficient leakage through the joints of the drill rod to

fill the sampler with water, the top of the sample will be subject to excess hydro-

static pressures which maybe greater than those in a corresponding open drive sam-

pler, since it is difficult to provide large vent areas around the piston and in the nut

section. These consequences of retracting the piston

may not seriously interfere with sampling of dense

and stiff soils, but they increase the danger of dis-

turbance of samples of loose or soft soils.

Samplers with free piston. - The piston is free

to move with the top of the sample during the actual

sampling operation. The sampler shown in Fig. 120

will act as a sampler with free piston when the piston

rod is not clamped to the casing or ground surface

during the drive. A simpler design of a sampler of

this type, for use near the ground surface, is shown

in Fig. 122. Operation of the sampler can be simpli-

fied and the pressure on top of the sample decreased

by use of only a short section of piston rod and two

clamps. One of these clamps holds the piston flush

with the cutting edge until the desired sampling depth

is reached and is then released by rotation of the drill

rod or by dropping an overshot through the rod; see

Section 10.7. The other clamp is a cone clamp which

prevents a downward movement of the piston during

withdrawal of the sampler. With such a clamping

arrangement and a short piston rod, the operation of

the sampler becomes simpler than that of other types

of piston samplers and nearly as easy as that of an

open drive sampler,

The sampler with a free piston acts as an open

drive sampler during the actual sampling, although

the pressure on top of the sample is increased slightly

by the weight of the piston and piston rod. However,

it is generally preferable to an open drive sampler

since it prevents entrance of shavings and mixed soil,

can be forced through undisturbed soil until the de-

DRIVE

WITH

DRILL

o-SCREW CLAMP

— PISTON ROD

SAMPLING POSITION

PISTON SAMPLER WITH FREE PISTON

FIG. 122

sired sampling depth is reached, permits easy and satisfactory determination of the

total recovery ratio, and the piston is more effective than a check valve in reducing

pressure over the sample during withdrawal. This type of sampler is well suited

for reconnaissance explorations and may also be used for obtaining undisturbed

samples of stiff soils.
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4.13 Summary -- Design Criteria for Drive Samplers

The following summary of design requirements applies primarily to long sam-

plers intended for use in not too coarse- grained, dense, or hard soils. The use of steel

foils to eliminate detrimental effects of the inside friction is discussed separately in

Section 10.5. Compliance with the requirements does not guarantee that undisturbed

samples will be obtained but should, at least, reduce disturbance of the samples.

General Requirements

(1) Diameter of

.

sample. - A diameter of 2 to 3 in. is usually satisfactory in

detailed explorations and for samples intended for routine laboratory tests, whereas

a diameter of 4 to 6 in. is required when special tests or multiple tests on soil from

a single stratum are to be performed.

(2) Length of sampler. - Since the top and bottom sections of a sample often

are partially disturbed, and since the danger of losing the sample during withdrawal

decreases with its length, the sampler should preferably be long enough to utilize

the safe depth of penetration, discussed on pages 107-109, although practical con-

siderations in some cases may limit the maximum net length to about 5 ft.

(3) Wall thickness and area ratio. - The area ratio should be reduced to the

minimum compatible with the purpose and structural strength of the sampler and

should preferably not exceed 10 to 15 percent, especially not for open drive samplers.

It is possible that the allowable limit is higher for samplers with a stationary pis-

ton, but simple thin-wall samplers will generally cause less disturbance of the soil

than the heavier composite samplers.

(4) Shape of cutting edge. - The cutting edge should be sharp and never
.5

rounded or blunt, and the angle of taper should be as small as practicable. For a

sampler with an area ratio exceeding 10 to 15 percent the angle of taper should be

less than 10 degrees except close to the edge where the angle maybe increased to 20

to 30 degrees in order to avoid an easily damaged feather edge.

(5) Inside clearance. - Except for very short samplers with no clearance,

the inside clearance ratio should be from O. 5 to 3.0 percent according to the soil

conditions. Larger ratios may be used under special conditions and when the pri-

mary object is to ‘obtain long samples, An inside clearance ratio of 0.75 to 1,5 per-

cent is suggested for average conditions, but further experiments are desirable to

determine the optimum values. Commercial tolerances on the internal diameter of

the tubing should be taken into consideration,

(6) Outside clearance. - Samplers used in cohesionless soils should have no

outside clearance, but a small outside clearance is desirable although not necessary

for samplers used in cohesive soils. Bearing in mind that the outside clearance

increases the area ratio, it is tentatively suggested that the outside clearance ratio
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should not exceed 2 to 3 percent, but its optimum range of values has not yet been

determined.

(7) Inside smoothness. - The inside of the sampling tube or liner should be

clean and smooth without any protruding edges or irregularities which may engage

the soil. When grooves or core retainers are used, the upper edge of the groove

should be offset slightly and the spaces between individual valves or leaves should

be filled in so that a smooth and continuous interior surface is preserved.

(8) Preservation of samples. - The sampler should be so constructed that

the sample can be preserved in the sampling tube itself or in a thin-walled liner.

The tube or liner should be coated with a hard and smooth lacquer or consist of non-

corrosive material, at least when the samples are to be stored in the tubing for an

appreciable length of time. There is less danger of disturbance and loss of the sam-

ple when a continuous, in contrast to a sectionalized or split, liner is used.

Open Drive Samplers

(9) Reservoir for disturbed soil. - Shavings and disturbed, excess soil in

unknown quantities may enter an open sampler during its lowering into and seating

on the bottom of the bore hole. The length of the tubing should therefore be longer

than the nominal depth of penetration, or a suitable space or a dummy liner should

be provided in the head of a composite sampler. A length of two to three times the

diameter is suggested for this reservoir.

(10) Vents. - Vents for escape of air or water over the sample should be large

enough to prevent an objectionable increase in pressure over the sample. The vent

area of many currently used samplers is far too small. When the sampler is used

in bore holes filled with water or drilling fluid and is forced into the soil at high

speed, as by a blow of a heavy hammer or by shooting, the vents should be stream-

lined and have an area equal to that of the sample.

(11) Check valves. - Check valves will help to prevent loss of the sample by

reducing the pressure over the sample during the withdrawal, but they are not always

reliable or fully effective, They should be so designed that they are not easily fouled

and so that they provide the required vent area wit~out materially increasing hydro-

static pressure by eddy losses.

( 12) Advantages and limitations. - Open drive samplers are simple in con-

struction and operation, but shavings and mixed soil and displaced, excess soil may

enter the sampler. Excess pressures maybe created over the sample, and it is often

difficult to determine the recovery ratios with sufficient accuracy and to retain the

sample during the withdrawal. The samplers may often be used to advantage in

sampling of stiff and dense soils, but they are not well suited for obtaining undis -

turbed samples of loose or soft soils or for use in uncased bore holes.
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Piston Samplers

(13) General advantages. - Entrance of shavings and seriously disturbed

soil at the bottom of the bore hole is prevented. The sampler can be used in both

cased and uncased bore holes and for displacement boring. The piston is more ef-

fective than a check valve in reducing pressure over the sample during withdrawal

of the sampler and thereby in preventing loss of the sample.

(14) Samplers with stationary piston. - Entrance of displaced, excess soil

during the actual sampling is prevented, and larger area ratios than in other samplers

can probablybe tolerated. Pressure over the sample is decreased when the recovery

ratio tends to fall below 100 percent, and longer samples can therefore be obtained,

especially in soft soils. The total recovery ratio can be determined easily and ac-

curately, and when this ratio is equal to 100 percent, it indicates for this type of

sampler that the specific recovery ratios also are close to 100 percent throughout

the sample. The construction and operation are somewhat more complicated than

for an open drive sampler and other types of piston samplers, but it is the best

sampler, so far developed, for obtaining undisturbed samples of fine -grained, co-

hesionless soils and of soft, cohesive soils.

( 15) Samplers with retracted piston. - The sampler is simpler in construction

and operation than a sampler with stationary piston, but retraction of the piston prior

to actual sampling and the relatively small vent areas may cause disturbance of

samples of soft soils. The sampler may be used to advantage in recomaissance

exploration and in sampling of partially saturated soils and of stiff soils.

(16) Samplers with free piston. - The sampler acts as an open drive sampler

during actual sampling and may cause disturbance of samples of soft soils, but it

facilitates determination of recovery ratios and retains the general advantages of

piston samplers. It is simpler to operate than other piston samplers and may be

used to advantage in reconnaissance exploration and in undisturbed sampling of stiff

soils.

4.14 The Normal Drive Sampling Operation

Even though the sampler is properly designed and the bore hole stabilized

and carefully cleaned, short and disturbed samples may be obtained when improper

methods are used to force the sampler into the soil, and the samples may be lost

unless certain simple precautions are observed. The following dire ctions apply to

sampling operations in which difficulties normally are not encountered. Modifications

and special methods and equipment to prevent 10Ss of samples of soft or cohesionless

soils are discussed in Section 4.15.

(1) Preparations. - The sampler should be carefully cleaned and vents, check

valves or piston packing, clamps, and other parts checked for proper placement and

functioning. Tubing or liners with the proper length and cutting edges or shoes with
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the proper clearances for the soil conditions should be selected. The lengths of the

drill rods in made-up position should be checked since the cumulative effect of small

deviations from the nominal length may be considerable for deep bore holes.

(2) Initial penetration. - The penetration of an open sampler under its own

weight and that of the drill rod should be determined as accurately as possible. A

piston sampler should be forced through the zone of soft and seriously disturbed

soil before the piston is released and the actual sampling is started. It is desirable

also to determine the penetration of the closed sampler below the bottom of the bore

hole.

(3) The actual sampling. - Whenever possible, the sampler should be forced

into the soil by fast, uninterrupted pushirfg. A single blow of a heavy drop hammer

or shooting will produce equally good results provided the sampler has sufficiently

large and streamlined vents. There must be no rotation of the sampler during the

downward movement, and interruptions of this movement to re- set hydraulic cylinders,

blocking, tackle, etc., will often cause a drop in the recovery ratio and increase the

penetration resistance.

(4) Total penetration. - The total penetration should not exceed the net length

of the sampler, but it is advisable to utilize the safe depth of penetration as far as

practicable. This depth should not be exceeded when a sampler with stationary pis-

ton is used in soft or cohesionless soils, since a void then will be created over the

sample and the ensuing upward flow of water may disturb the soil. In other cases

the total penetration may exceed the safe penetration for a distance of two to three

times the diameter of the sampler, since the lower part of the sample generally will

be partially disturbed anyway during withdrawal operations.

(5) Rest period. - After completion of the drive, it is advisable to wait ten

to twenty minutes before starting the actual separation and withdrawal operation in

order to allow full development of adhesion and friction between the sample and the

sampling tube.

(6) Separation of sample from subsoU - Before starting the actual with-

drawal, a moderate pull should be exerted on the drill rod while it is rotated through

two or three full revolutions to be certain that the rotation is transmitted to the sam-

pler and not merely taken up in the joints of the drill rod. The initial pull facilitates

separation of the sample from the subsoil, but it should not be so great that it causes

an upward movement of the drill rod before the sampler has been rotated.

(7) Withdrawal of the sampler. - After rotation, the sampler should be with-

drawn slowly and at uniform speed; great accelerations, shocks, and vibrations

should be avoided, especially in sampling of soft or cohesionless soils. The sample

is occasionally lost at the moment the sampler is raised

or drilling fluid in the bore hole. This surface sinks as

are withdrawn, and it is advisable to keep the hole filled

the sampling is performed in a dry bore hole.

above the surface of water

the drill rod and sampler

during withdrawal, unless



TABLE 7 - METHODS FOR PREVENTING LOSS OF SAMPLES

GROUP METHOD COMMENTS

Ball, disk, cock, or piston type Ball check valve is not reliable. All check
check valve in sampler head valves are inefficient with air over sample

REDUCTION OF
Free or stationary piston with packing Piston with good packing most efficient. Do

PRESSURE OVER Piston closing vent by full retraction not overdrive sampler with stationary piston

SAMPLE Rubber hose connecting sampler head Arbitrary reduction of pressure may cause re -
with vacuum pump at ground surface moval of fine particles, piping, liquefaction

.

Increased length of the “Rest Period” Permits development of friction and adhesion
before start of withdrawal operations Effective in some clays and silty soils

Use cutting edge with increased dia- Do not fully eliminate inside clearance and
meter or decreased inside clearance cause excessive decrease in length of sample

MINOR
Replace sectionalized with continuous Leakage through joints may cause part loss

MODIFICATIONS liner and seal joint to sampler head samples with strata or seams of porous soil

Increase the depth or penetration if Often effective in cohesive soils. Utilize
the ‘‘ safe depth “ is not yet utilized safe depth of penetration whenever possible

Use actual overdriving. Release sur - Effective in cohesionless and partially satu-
fa?e clamp of sampler with stat. piston rated soils. Causes distortion and compaction

Thin steel wire placed in a groove in Often effective for samples of some tough
CUTTING sampler shoe and pulled across sample cohesive soils and over 3 in. in diameter

SAMPLE FREE Slightly curved steel springs pushed Suitable only for short samplers. Requires

below sample, making cone-shaped cut extra clearance and sliding drill rod joint

External ribs or lugs forming annular Method simple but not reliable in saturated
clearance when sampler is rotated cohesionless soils or soft cohesive soils

MAINTENANCE Injection of water or compressed air Often effective in cohesive soils. Requires
through conduits in wall of sampler thick-wall sampler or exterior conduits

OF PRESSURE
Injection of water or compressed air Often effective; used with thin-wall sampler

BELOW SAMPLER through an auxiliary flattened pipe Requires 1/2 in. minimum clearance to casing

Advance and concurrent cleaning of cas - Often effective and prevents caving of hole
ing to sampler shoe before withdrawal Requires 1/2 in. minimum clearance to casing

Exposed springs or fingers in sampler Springs structurally weak and cause increase
shoe, also called basket type retainer in area ratio and direct disturbance of soil

Concealed springs in sampler shoe, No direct disturbance; stronger springs can
actuated by sliding liner or shoe be used, but area ratio is greatly increased

CORE
Multiple flap valves in sampler shoe, Increased wall thickness required and fillets
actuated by a wire and/or the sample between flaps to preserve interior smoothness

RETAINERS

Clamshell valves or cock valve in shoe Will retain very soft soils, silt, fine sand
actuated by wire or an external lever but require greatly increased wall thickness

Core retainers in an auxiliary barrel For use with thin-wall samplers, but practi-
pushed down along sampler after drive cal difficulties in construction and operat.

SOLIDIFICATION Injection through pipe to sampler shoe On’ly for porous soils. Extent of solidifica-
of chemicals forming an insoluble gel tion uncertain; chemicals cannot be removed

OF
Advance, cleaning casing; lower annular For thin-wall samplers; 1 -in. min. clearance

SAMPLE BOTTOM freezing unit, circulate cooled alcohol to casing; best method for fine sand or silt

Partial freezing or undercooking soil; Close control of cooling required. Occasion-
alcohol and dry ice in auxiliary pipes ally used in very loose, fine sand and silt

SOLIDIFIC 4TION Freezing by circulating cooling mixt, Danger of soil expansion during freezing
through auxiliary pipes, core boring Undisturbed sampling of gravel in borings

OF SOIL BEFORE
Used only in porous soil. Impregnation slow

SAMPLING Impregnation with emulsified asphalt and removal of asphalt from sample difficult

Casing capped; water replaced with com- Method proposed for sampling of saturated
pressed air before and during sampling loose sand and silt but not yet tried out
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(8) Observations. - Detailed lists of required and desirable observations are

given and discussed in Chapter 7. Here it shall only be emphasized that the initial

and total penetration, the gross and net lengths of the sample, and the total recovery

ratio should be determined very carefully, and they should be recorded even when

the sampling operation is a partial or complete failure. These data give valuable

information on the condition of the sample and serve as a constant guide for the drill-

ing crew in estimating the proper depth of penetration and in selecting the proper

type of sampler and method of sampling.

4.15 Methods for Preventing Loss of Samples

As indicated in Section 4.6, to prevent loss of the sample during withdrawal:

(1) pressure over the sample should be decreased; (2) friction and adhesion between

the sample and the sampling tube or liner should be allowed to develop to the maxi-

mum possible extent; (3) hydrostatic pressure below the sample should be maintained

or increased; and (4) the sample must be separated from the subsoil. Even when the

sum of the downward forces is smaller than the sum of the upward or retaining forces,

gradual loss of the sample may be caused by progressive internal failure of samples

of very soft or cohesionless soils, especially when the diameter is large. In general,

the danger of loss of the sample increases with increasing diameter and decreases

with increasing length of sample.

A summary of the various methods used or proposed to prevent loss of sam-

ples is presented in Table 7. Special methods and appurtenant equipment are de-

scribed in detail in Chapter 11 and only brief, general comments will be made in

this section. It should be noted that some of the methods require increased clear-

ance between the sampler and the casing or walls of the bore hole. In such cases

the diameter of the casing or hole must be increased or a sampler of smaller di-

ameter must be used, but a decrease of the diameter of the sampler may in itself be

sufficient to prevent loss of the sample.

Reduction of pressure over the sample .- Inmost drive samplers the pressure

over the sample is reduced during withdrawal by means of a check valve or a piston

with packing. Ball check valves are easily fouled, and disk or piston type check valves

are more reliable. However, all check valves are inefficient when there is air over

the sample, since a considerable downward movement of the sample then is required

to produce an appreciable decreas”e in air pressure.

Check valves have in some cases been supplemented or replaced with a rubber

hose to a vacuum pump at the ground surface, and an upward flow of air or water

through the sample is then maintained during withdrawal. However, an arbitrary

reduction of pressure over the sample and a strong upward flow of air or water may

remove some of the fine- grained soil constituents and cause piping and even partial

liquefaction of cohesionless soils. In general, it is better to use a sampler having a

free or stationary piston with tight packing when the sample cannot be retained in an open
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sampler with a check valve, but in sampling of very soft or cohesionless soils care

should be taken not to overdrive a sampler with stationary piston, thereby creating

a void over and a strong upward flow of water through the sample.

Minor modifications in procedure and equipment. - Samples up to 2 or 3 in.

in diameter can usually be retained by use of normal sampling equipment and pro-

cedure or by minor modifications or adjustments of this procedure and equipment.

The objects of these modifications are to eliminate leakage, by sealing the joints of

sectionalized liners or using continuous liners, and to increase the shearing strength

of the soil and the friction and adhesion between the sample and the tubing. The latter

objects may be attained by increased length of the rest period between completion of

the drive and the start of withdrawal operations, by a decrease of the inside clear-

ance, and by an increase of the depth of penetration and length of sample.

Actual overdriving or materially exceeding the safe depth of penetration is

often effective in preventing loss of samples of cohesionless soils and fairly perme-

able or partially saturated soils, but it causes compaction of at least the lower part

of the sample, and the method should not be used when undisturbed samples are to

be obtained. When it is desired to overdrive a sampler with stationary piston, the

. surface clamp to the piston rod should be released after reaching the normal safe

depth of penetration and before the actual overdriving is started. Release of the pis-

ton rod will cause further entrance of soil to be resisted by the weight of the rod and

piston, and it prevents formation of a vacuum over the sample with consequent up-

ward flow of water through the sample, danger of partial liquefaction, and defeat of

the purpose of overdriving.

Cutting the sample free. - Attempts to separate the sample from the subsoil

by twisting and a direct pull may cause loss of samples of certain clays, especially

when the sample is relatively short or its diameter is greater than 3 in. It may also

be difficult to rotate the sampler before withdrawal when both the diameter and the

depth of penetration are large.

As indicated on page 127, the sample may be cut free by means of a thin steel

wire which is placed in a groove in the sampler shoe and is pulled across the sam-

ple by means of a rope to the ground surface or by attaching it to a sliding drill rod

joint. Another method consists in forcing curved steel springs down along the out-

side of the sampler, Fig. 245, or between the liner and sampler barrel. A cone

shaped cut is made when the sampler and springs are rotated, and the latter also

provide some support of the sample. The method requires increased clearance be-

tween the sampler and casing or between the liner and sampler barrel and also a

sliding drill rod joint or an auxiliary barrel for operation of the springs.

Actual cutting of the sample, in comparison with separation by means

twisting and a direct pull, may reduce the extent of disturbance of the lower part

the sample.

Maintenance of pxessure below the samples. - Maintenance or increase

of

of

of
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hydrostatic pressure on the bottomof the sample is veryeffective in preventing loss

of samples of cohesive soils but not always in sampling of saturated cohesionless

soils.

Formation of a partial vacuum below the sampler during withdrawal may be

prevented by providing the sampler with exterior ribs or lugs, Harper (707), which

form an annular clearance between the soil and the sampler when the latter is ro-

tated. However, such a clearance tends to close up in very soft soils and saturated

cohesionless soils, and the method is therefore not always effective.

Air or water may be admitted to the space below the bottom of the sample

~rough conduits or channels in the sampler wall. The required area of the conduits

can be decreased when compressed air is used, Mohr (341), and the pressure below

the sample may even be increased until it forces the sampler out of the soil. A spe-

cially constructed sampler is required, and the provision of conduits causes an in-

crease in wall thickness and area ratio.

A method which can be used with thin-wall samplers consists in forcing a

flattened pipe down along the sampler and injecting water or compressed air through

the pipe, Fahlquist (120). A clearance of at least 1/2 in. between the sampler and ,

the casing or wall of the bore hole is required to permit insertion of the flattened pipe.

The casing may also be advanced to the cutting edge of the sampler and the

soil between the sampler and casing concurrently removed by jetting and washing

through flattened pipes or an auxiliary barrel, Fig. 232. This method has the advan-

tage that it also decreases the danger of caving of the lower part of the bore hole.

Core retainers. - One of the oldest and most widely used methods for pre-

venting loss of samples of soil and rock consists in providing core springs, flap

valves, or other types of core retainers in the sampler shoe. The method is simple

in operation and generally successful in retaining samples of stiff soils and rock, but

it is not always effective when the sample consists of very soft soil or loose cohesion-

less soils, and the core retainer often causes disturbance of soil samples.

Core retainers in samplers intended for undisturbed sampling of soils should

be so designed that a smooth and continuous interior of the sampler is preserved

when the core retainer is in open position; that is, there must be no protruding edges

or unfilled recesses which can engage the soil as it enters the sampler. Even when

these conditions are fulfilled, core retainers are undesirable when placed in the

sampler shoe, since they require increased wall thickness and area ratio of the sam-

pler, and since a downward movement of the sample must take place in order to

actuate the core retainer.

To avoid the undesirable features of core retainers in the sampler shoe, it

has been proposed to place them in an auxiliary barrel which is pushed or jetted

down around the sampler after completion of the drive. However, there are certain

practical difficulties in both design and operation of the auxiliary barrel, and the

method has not yet been used in actual practice.
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Solidification of the sample bottom. - The above mentioned methods may

cause disturbance of and cannot always prevent loss of samples of cohesionless soil.

Samples of these soils can be retained in the sampler by solidification of the lower

part of the sample before withdrawal of the sampler.

The solidification may be accomplished by injection of chemicals which later

form an insoluble gel. This method has been used only to a minor extent since it

has several serious disadvantages. When the chemicals are injected through con-

duits in the sampler walls leading to the shoe, the wall thickness and area ratio of

the sampler become excessive. When the injection is made through auxiliary flat-

tened pipes, pushed down along the sampler, the chemicals will also impregnate the

soil below and around the cutting edge, and the solidified plug may be pulled out of

the sampler and remain on the bottom of the hole. The method can be used only in

porous soils, and the chemicals cannot later be removed from the solidified part of

the sample.

Greater success has been attained by freezing the l~wer part of the sample,

using a procedure developed by the Corps of Engineers, Fahlquist (320, 520). The

casing is advanced to the cutting edge of the sampler and the soil between the sam-

pler and casing removed by means of jetting and an annular auger. A small annular

freezing unit is then lowered to the bottom of the hole, and the lower part of the

sample is frozen by circulating alcohol, cooled by dry ice, through the freezing unit.

At least 1-in. clearance is required between the sampler and casing for insertion of

the freezing unit. The method can be used with thin-wall samplers and irrespective

of the permeability of the soil; it is the best method so far developed for undisturbed

sampling of loose to medium-dense sand and silt through bore holes.

Solidification of the soil before sampling. - The soil may be partially or com-

pletely solidified before sampling. Injection of chemicals which form an insoluble

gel should not be used for this purpose, since the chemicals cannot be removed from

the sample.

According to Langer ( 150, 333), partial solidification of loose and very uni-

form, fine sand and silt before sampling may be accomplished by means of a mixture

of alcohol and dry ice in a series of pipes, driven into the ground and advanced a

little ahead of the boring. Care is taken not to freeze the soil bu} only to undercool

it, whereby the viscosity is increased to such an extent that the danger of a change

in void ratio is decreased and the samples can be retained in a drive sampler with-

out core retainers.

Complete freezing of the soil before sampling has been used successfully by

the Corps of Engineers (91 1). The general procedure is essentially the same as de-

scribed above, but cooled alcohol or brine is circulated until the soil inside the ring

of pipes is completely frozen, whereupon samples are obtained by core boring. Freez-

ing can be used in any type of soil and does not change the chemical composition of

the sample. Water expands during freezing, but in fairly permeable soils of such

gradation that ice lenses are not formed, it is possible that the expansion of water
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simply will force some of the unfrozen water out of the soil and not

ratio or disturb the soil structure. The method is expensive, but it

is the only one so far developed by means of which relatively undisturbed samples of

gravelly soils and of fissured and broken rock can be obtained through deep bore holes.

Solidification of the soil by impregnation with emulsified asphalt has been

used in a few instances, but the method has several disadvantages. It can be used

only in porous soils and even then the impregnation and subsequent solidification may

require considerable time. Sampling of the impregnated soil by means of drive sam-

plers is difficult, and removal of the asphalt from the sample is time-consuming

and not always complete,

A proposed but so far untried method of temporarily creating apparent co-

hesion in saturated, fine- to medium- grained, cohesionless soils consists in placing

a cap on the casing and forcing the water out by maintaining excess air pressure in

the casing. A slight dewatering of the soil in the vicinity of the bottom of the hole

will thereby take place, and this soil will then be acted upon by capillary forces which

may prevent progressive failure and loss of the sample during withdrawal of the

sampler.

4.16 Core Barrels -- Types and Component Parts

The samplers used in core boring are generally called core drills or core

barrels, and the samples obtained are often called cores whether they consist of soil

or rock.

Whereas in drive sampling the material displaced by the walls or shoe of the

sampling tube is pushed aside, in core boring this material is ground up and then

removed by circulating water or drilling fluid. In a few special cases, when contact

between the material to be sampled and a fluid must be avoided and the bore hole is

kept dry, the cuttings are removed by circulating air or by means of narrow helical

auger blades on the outside of the core barrel.

As in percussion and rotary drilling, the material maybe ground up by either

a chopping action or by rotation of the core barrel and its coring bit. Percussion

core drilling is not used in soils and only to a minor extent in rock, and the following

general review primarily concerns rotary core boring.

The principal types of rotary core barrels, commonly used in explorations

for civil engineering purposes, are shown in Fig. 123 and 124. However, there are

several other types, and it should be noted that the component parts of the three

double tube core barrels shown in Fig, 124 often are interchanged and combined in

various manners. The percussion core barrel shown in Fig. 125 will be discussed in

Section 4,19.

Single hbe core barrels. - The simplest type of rotary core barrel consists

of a single tube with a coring bit, Fig. 123. The bit cuts an annular groove or kerf
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with sufficient inside and outside clearance for pas sage of water or drilling fluid,

pumped through the drill rod. The core is exposed over its full length to contact

with the circulating fluid, and the single tube core barrel is primarily used in mate-

rials which are not subject to erosion, slaking, or excessive swelling. Occasionally

the single tube core barrel is used in soils, in which case the cuttings are removed

by circulating air or outside, helical auger blades, or the remolded material is simply

forced up along the core barrel under its own pressure. In the latter case the method

is not true core boring but intermediate between core boring and drive sampling.

Double tube core barrels. - To protect the core against action of the circu-

lating fluid, double tube core barrels are commonly used in sampling of soils, of

non-uniform, fissured, friable, and soft rock, and in general when the diameter of

the core is small.

The inner tube may be rigidly connected to the core barrel head, in which

case it rotates with the outer barrel and merely serves to protect the core against

erosion and to keep the passages open. However, the swivel head types shown in Fig.

124 are generally preferred, since the inner tube then does not rotate during the

actual coring, and the torsion transmitted to the core and attendant danger of break-

ing it are decreased. Core barrels used in soils are generally also provided with a

liner of thin-wall tubing, Fig. 124C, in which the core is sealed and shipped to the

laboratory.

Coring bits. - The actual grinding or cutting medium may be chilled shot,

diamonds, tungsten-carbide inserts, steel teeth, or bladed or roller cutters. The

shape of the bit and the type and arrangement of the cutting media vary with the type .

and diameter of the core barrel and with the character of the material to be sampled.

A simple straight or bevelled bit, Fig. 123 and 124A, is used in single tube

core barrels and in many double tube core barrels. In the latter the inner tube ex-

tends only to the top of the bit, and the lower part of the core is exposed to circulat-

ing water or drilling fluid. This type of bit is primarily used in coring of fairly

sound and uniform rock.

The bottom discharge bit, Fig. 124B, is used in soft and broken rock and often

in soils. The fluid passages are carried through the bit proper, and the inner tube

has an extension or shoe with a core catcher unit reaching nearly to the edge of the

coring bit. The core is then nearly, but not completely, protected against erosion

and torsion. Further protection can be obtained by providing the inner tube with a

shoe and sharp cutting edge which extends to or a little beyond the edge of the coring

bit, Fig. 124C, but this type can be used only in soils.

Core retainers. - Cores may be retained by grouting or “burning-in”, as

will be explained in the following section, but many single tube core barrels and

nearly all double tube core barrels are provided with core retainers, also called

core catchers or core lifters, which are placed in the coring bit or in the shoe of

the inner tube. A tapered and fluted split ring, which grips the core after a short
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downward movement, is generally used to retain cores of sound rock. Core springs

or a basket type core lifter or flap valves are used to retain cores of soft and broken

rock and of soils.

Vemts and check valves. - Single tube core barrels are usually built without

vents which would divert a part of the circulating fluid from the bit. They are occa-

sionally provided with small vents in the core barrel head or upper part of the barrel,

Fig. 123, in order to permit drainage of the drill rod, to prevent formation of excess

hydrostatic pressures over the core during the withdrawal, and to avoid a “wet pull”;

that is, uncoupling of drill rods full of fluid which then splashes over equipment and

drilling platform and interferes with efficient operation.

Many double tube core barrels of both rigid and swivel head types have no

vents in the inner barrel, Fig. 124A. The fluid over the core must then be forced

out between the core and the barrel as the core enters the tube. Omission of vents

prevents formation of excess hydrostatic pressures over the core during the with-

drawal and without use of a check valve, but samples of soft and broken rock and of

soils may expand and fill out the lower part of the inner tube before the coring is

completed and thereby prevent or hinder escape of fluid over the core and further

entrance of material. Modern core barrels used in such materials are generally

provided with vents and a check valve.

The core barrel shown in Fig. 124B has inside vents and may be provided

with a fixed check valve, as shown below the inner tube head, or with a drop ball

check valve. The latter permits flushing of the core barrel by pumping fluid through

the drill rod before the core barrel is seated on the bottom of the bore hole and the

ball is dropped through the drill rod. Several other types of inside vents and check

valves are used, but they all have the disadvantage that the hydrostatic pressure over

the core is greater than that at the coring bit.

Outside vents through the spindle to the low pressure area at the top of the

outer barrel, Fig. 124C, provide considerable reduction of hydrostatic pressure over

the core and are preferable for core barrels used in soft rock and in soils. The out-

side vents may be combined with a fixed ball check valve, a disk valve, or a drop

ball valve. In the coring of soft and erodible materials care must be taken not to

use too great a flow and pressure of the circulating fluid or allow the bit to ball up

by improper feed pressure, since the fluid then may be forced up along the core and

out through the outside vents and may cause erosion of the core. On the other hand,

such an upward flow of fluid along the core is purposely created in some core barrels

to facilitate entrance of cores of solid rock; Fig. 279.

Sludge barrel and calyx.- A flow of fluid able to carry the cuttings up through

the large annular area between the drill rod and the casing or walls of the bore hole

may cause excessive velocities around the bit and erosion of cores of soft materials.

When an open-ended tube or sludge barrel is attached to the core barrel head, Fig.

123, the coarser cuttings will be deposited therein as the fluid flows into the low

velocity area above the sludge barrel. The flow of fluid can then be decreased to
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that required to remove the cuttings from the bit, the danger of erosion of the core

is decreased, and it is easier to keep the bore ‘hOle clean.

A sludge barrel is also called a calyx on account of its resemblance to the

calyx of a flower. It was first used with and forms an essential part of a shot core

barrel; see Section 4.19. A calyx is often attached to large-diameter core barrels

used in soft and broken rock or soils; but small-diameter core barrels for coring of

hard rock are seldom provided with a calyx since the cuttings then are very small

and high velocities of the circulating fluid are desirable to keep the bit cool.

4.17 Drilling Machines and Operation of Core Barrels

The operating equipment and procedure used in rotary core boring are similar

to that for rotary drilling, and motorized drilling rigs of the type shown in Fig. 37

and 38 are used both for straight drilling and core boring. However, a large variety

of drilling machines has been developed to meet the special requirements of various

sizes and types of core barrels, bits, and cutting media, A few examples of such

machines are shown in Fig. 126 to 129.

The drilling machines shown in Fig. 126 are designed for small-diameter

diamond core drills. They have automatic screw feed and a swivel drill head which

permits drilling in any direction, The drill head is also hinged and can be swung out

for insertion or withdrawal of the drill rods and core barrel. The large machine

shown in Fig. 127 is primarily designed for diamond core drilling, but it can be used

for straight exploratory boring and for operation of other types of core barrels and

of drive samplers. It has twin hydraulic feed cylinders and a hinged drill head. The

latter is provided with two lugs for connection to earth anchors which are required

when the downward thrust to be exerted on the drill rod is greater than the reaction

corresponding to the weight of the machine. Minor improvements have recently been

made in the design of this machine, in particular the stroke of the hydraulic feed

cylinders has been lengthened.

Special drilling machines are generally used in operating shot core barrels;

an example of such a machine is shown in Fig. 128. The drill head is of the trunnion

type, permitting inclinations up to 45°, and is mounted on a sliding base. It has a

hand-operated winch with pull-down ropes for exerting pressure on the drill rod and

bit, but small machines of this type are provided with hand-operated screw or rack

feed. All the machines described above require a separate tripod or boring mast for

handling drill rods.

A very light and compact, all-purpose drilling unit with several novel features

is shown in Fig. 129. The drill head with its independent motor slides on a 6-ft long

drill column, on which a single tubular mast with two sheaves is mounted. A double

drum hoist, a triplex pump, and a second motor are mounted on the skid frame. The

drill head has a hand-operated rack feed, and it can be swung aside after being moved

to the top of the drill column.
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Start of the bore hole. - In case of core boring in soil, the hole is usually

started and advanced between samples by means of power augers or rotary drilling.

A section of casing is used to prevent caving near the ground surface, but the re-

maining part of the hole is usually stabilized with drilling fluid. For core boring in

rock the casing is generally advanced to and sealed on rock, although stabilization

and sealing of the walls of the hole with drilling fluid have been used to some extent

in recent years. Clear water instead of drilling fluid is preferred for diamond and

shot core boring in sound rock because the water is cheaper and adequate, requires

smaller fluid passages, and does not cause the cuttings to be mixed with foreign

material so that ‘ ‘wet samples” collected from the sump can be used for a rough

identification and analysis of the subsurface formation.

Cleaning of the bore hole. - A clean and full gage bore hole is required for

obtaining long cores and good recovery ratios. When there is a gradual squeezing-

in of an uncased bore hole, it must be reamed out before the core barrel is inserted.

Large amounts of settled cuttings or disturbed soil at the bottom of the hole should

be removed by straight drilling, by washing, or with bailers. In case of core boring

in rock, it is standard practice to start the circulation of wash water before the core

barrel reaches the bottom and to maintain this circulation for a short period before

actual coring is started. Small amounts of cuttings may thereby be removed and

prevented from entering the barrel and clogging the fluid passages.

In erodible soils the core barrel should be kept at a safe distance from the

bottom during any final flushing of the bore hole, and the circulation of water or drill-

ing fluid should be stopped or, at least, reduced to a very small amount while the core

barrel is being lowered the remaining distance to and seated on the bottom. The cir-

culation should be established before rotation of the barrel is started, and both the

bit speed and rate of circulation should be increased slowly to their optimum values.

Speed of rotation. - The proper speed of rotation or bit speed varies greatly

with the size and type of the core barrel and cutting medium and with the character

of the material to be sampled. Drilling machines are therefore capable, through

gear shifts and throttling, of varying the bit speed within very wide limits. The range

of bit speeds in revolutions per minute is approximately as follows:

Bladed and roller cutters 25 to 80

Metal teeth, soils and soft rock 50 to 150

Shot core barrels 50 to 200 .

Metal teeth, medium hard rock 100 to 500

Diamond core barrels 300 to 1500

The average bit speed for modern, small diamond core barrels used in hard and

uniform rock is about 1000 rpm, but speeds up to 1750 rpm are occasionally used.

To avoid whip and vibrations of the drill rod and core barrel, especially at

high bit speeds, it is essential that the drill rod be carefully centered in the bore

hole and chuck of the drill head, and that the drill rod in made-up condition is very
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straight. A drill collar or section of drill rod with increased outside diameter, wall

thickness, and weight is often inserted above large-diameter core barrels and tends

to decrease whip and vibrations and the danger of breaking the core.

Too high a bit speed for a particular type of coring bit and subsurface forma-

tion causes whip and vibration of the core barrel, chattering and excessive wear of

the bit, and breaking of the core. A low bit speed decreases the rate of progress,

but it will generally increase the recovery ratio and the length of core obtainable in

a single operation, except when the rate of progress becomes so small that the ma-

terial in the lower part of the core and below the bit is exposed to erosion by the

circulating fluid for an excessively long period of time.

Bit pressure and feed. - The pressure of the coring

or feed must be carefully adjusted in accordance with the

encountered and the type of bit and bit speed. Too high a

bit and its rate of advance

character of the material

pressure and rate of feed

may damage the bit and will cause plugging of the bit and fluid passages and failure

of the subsurface material before it enters the core barrel. Too low a bit pressure

and slow or intermittent feed may expose the core to excessive erosion and torsional

stresses and may be equivalent to the “drilling-off” procedure used in separating

the core from the formation,

Control of the bit pressure and feed by means of a hand-operated screw or

rack feed permits an experienced driller to detect small variations in the character

of the subsurface material and to adjust accordingly not only the feed but also the

bit speed and the pump pressure and discharge. Hand operation is preferable when

difficulties are encountered but it requires very experienced operators.

Automatic screw feeds, Fig. 126, are driven by the same shaft as the drill

head, but the gear ratios can usually be changed in accordance with the general char-

acter of the formations encountered. This type of feed gives satisfactory results in

sound and uniform rock and is widely used for small-diameter diamond core barrels,

since operation of the drilling machine then requires a minimum of attention and ex-

perience.

Hydraulic feed bymeans of a single or, usually, twin hydraulic cylinders, Fig.

127, permits definite control of the bit pressure and, in some machines, also the rate

of feed. The bit pressure can be determined by a gage indicating the oil pressure

in the hydraulic @linders and is, for a given rate of feed and bit speed, indicative

of the character of the formation being cored. Hydraulic feed is more flexible in

operation than automatic screw feed. It can be used for any type of core barrel and

in any material, and it is preferred for medium large core barrels and for coring

of soils and of soft and non-uniform rock. Some drilling machines are provided with

chain or friction feeds which are equivalent in action to the hydrtiulic feed.

The weight of large core barrels and long and heavy drill rods often exceeds

the optimum bit pressure, and such barrels may then be suspended by the main cable

and the bit pressure and feed regulated by means of the hoist. When the weight is
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inadequate until a certain depth is attained, the bit pressure may be increased by a

small hand-operated winch and pull-down ropes as shown in Fig. 128.

Pump pressure and discharge. - In the majority of drilling machines the sludge

pump is connected to the main drive shaft. The pump speed for a given bit speed

depends on the gear ratios used, but for a given gear ratio the pump speed varies

directly with the bit speed. Close control of the pump discharge is essential in coring

of soft and erodible materials, in which case a pump driven by a separate motor is

preferable; at least, a bypass and appropriate valves should be installed in the pump

discharge line so that the actual rate of circulation of fluid can be controlled inde-

pendently of the bit speed.

Too small a rate of circulation of fluid causes the bit and fluid passages to

be plugged, whereas too great a flow causes excessive erosion of both the core and

the material below the bit and is one of the most frequent causes of failure of coring

operations in weak and erodible materials. In such formations the flow should be

just sufficient to prevent the bit and fluid passages from clogging up, but a high pres-

sure and a large flow are desirable in coring of hard rock and with high bit speeds

in order to keep the bit cool and increase the rate of progress.

Continuity of operation. - The coring should, as far as possible, be completed

without interruptions which may cause clogging of the fluid passages and jamming or

breaking of the core. If the coring is stopped to add a section of drill rod or for

other reasons, care should be taken not to lift the core barrel off the bottom, since

the core retainer thereby may be activated. Resumption of the coring may then

cause jamming and damage of the core retainer, break off the core, prevent further

entrance of material, or prevent re-activation of the core retainer during the actual

withdrawal.

Withdrawal operations .- Cores of sound rock and taken with small- and<
medium -sizd, single tube core barrels without core catchers may be retained by

grouting, which consists in feeding uniform, small pea gravel with the wash water

just before stopping the circulation and thereby packing the clearance between the

core and the barrel with gravel. This method is primarily used in shot core boring;

see Section 4.19.

Cores of soft rock and some soils, taken with single tube core barrels or

double tube core barrels with a simple bit and retracted inner tu~, can generally be

retained by the “burning-in” or “dry blocking” procedure when the core barrel has

no core catcher or the latter is ineffective. This procedure consists in stopping the

circulation of fluid and increasing the bit speed and feed for a short period, whereby

the clearance between the barrel and the lower part of the core is packed with ground-

up material. The method is not always effective for double tube, swivel type core

barrels with bottom discharge, and it has the disadvantages that it causes serious

disturbance of the lower part of the core, plugs the fluid passages, and prevents

drainage of the drill rod, As a consequence, there is an excess hydrostatic pressure
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over cores in single tube core barrels and double tube core barrels with inside vents,

and the withdrawal operation is inconvenienced by a *’wet pull”.

When the core can be retained without “dry blocking”, the withdrawal is

started with “drilling-off”, which consists in stopping the feed and increasing the

bit speed and pump speed for a short period in an effort to separate the core from

the formation. The pump is generally kept running during the first part of the with-

drawal in order to avoid a decrease of hydrostatic pressure below the core barrel.

The withdrawal should, in all cases, start rather slowly, and shocks and sudden

changes in the speed of withdrawal should be avoided.

Cores of sound rock and of large diameter cannot be broken loose and re-

covered by the above mentioned methods. The core barrel is then withdrawn without

the core and is replaced with another barrel having a core retainer and a special bit

which undercuts the core, or with blasting caps attached to the lower edge of the

barrel, Fig. 276. Cores in accessible bore holes may also be broken free by means

of wedges , whereupon a small hole is drilled in the center of the core, and a wedge

pin or expansion eye bolt is inserted to permit hoisting the core to the surface. A

final *‘mucking-up” of broken and lost parts of the core is often required.

4.18 Core Boring in Soil

Opportunities for detailed experiments on sampling of soils by means of core

boring were not afforded during the research, and the following comments are tenta-

tive in character and mainly based on a few papers and reports on currently used

equipment and methods and on such results of the experiments with drive samplers

which also may be applicable to core boring in soil.

Single tube core barrels and double tube core barrels with a retracted inner

tube have been used to some extent in sampling of soils, and fairly representative

samples have been obtained with these core barrels. However, the samples are

usually disturbed to a considerable degree by failure in torsion, swelling, and mixing

or contamination with drilling fluid. There can be little doubt that legs disturbed

samples of soils can be obtained by means of double tube core barrels with bottom

discharge and an inner tube extending very close to or, in erodible soils, a little

below the coring bit, Fig. 124B and C.

Forces during coring. - The soil below the core barrel is subject to a vertical

compression corresponding to the feed pressure. The distribution of this pressure

between the area below the core and the annular area under the coring bit depends

on the inside wall friction and the length of core. To avoid disturbance of the soil

directly below the core and entrance of excess soil, the feed pressure should be

relatively small at the start of the coring, and it should be increased with increasing

depth of penetration in order to maintain adequate pressure under the coring bit

proper.
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Rotation of the outer barrel and cutting of the annular groove subject the soil

below the bit and in some cases also the lower part of the core to torsion. The total

torsion increases with increasing area of cut, or kerf area, whereas the ability of the

core to withstand torsion increases with the cube of the diameter of the core. The

ratio between the kerf area and the cross-sectional area of the core corresponds to

the area ratio of a drive sampler and should be reduced to the possible minimum,

but it is not such a critical value for a core barrel as it is for a drive sampler. On

the other hand, the danger of disturbance of the sample increases much more rapidly

with decreasing diameter of the core barrel than for a drive sampler,

After the soil enters the inner tube, it is acted upon by approximately the same

forces as in a drive sampler, and similar requirements apply in regard to interior

smoothness, inside clearance, and reduction of pressure over the core. The total re-

covery ratio will give some indication of the condition of the core, especially since the

possibility of entrance of excess soil is relatively small. On the other hand, a decrease

in length of the core may be caused not only by compaction of the soil and downward

deflection and stretching of soil layers but also by failure and erosion of weak strata.

Design of core barrel. - In absence of systematic experiments in uniform

soils, the following notes are mainly a summary of current practice supplemented

by a few suggestions of possible improvements and new developments.

(1) The core barrel should be of the double tube, swivel head type with bottom

discharge and the inner tube extending to or a little below the coring bit. A bottom

discharge bit with a slightly retracted inner tube, Fig. 124B, may be used in hard

and impermeable soils.

(2) Cores with a diameter of 4 to 6 in. are taken with currently used core

barrels, specially designed for use in soils. The larger diameter is preferable when

the soil has little or no cohesion, and it is questionable that fully satisfactory results

of core boring in soil can be obtained with a core diameter of less than 4 in. De-

pending upon the character of the soil, cores with a length of 2 to 5 ft are being ob-

tained, but it is possible that

barrels of improved design,

(3) Although the kerf

sampler, it should be reduced

tural strength and stability of

area of fluid passages.

considerably longer cores may be obtained with core

ratio or area ratio is not as critical as for a drive

to t~e minimum possible without impairing the struc -

the core barrel, and without improper reduction of the

(4) Several coring bits should be provided so that the teeth or cutters can be

varied in number, shape, height, and outward projection or clearance in accordance

with the character of the soil. Currently used are hard surfaced steel teeth or tung-

sten carbide inserts. The number of teeth varies from 4 to 12, their height from 1/8

in. to 2 in. , and the outward projection from 1/16 in. to 1/2 in. Systematic experi-

ments to determine the optimum number, shape, and dimension of the teeth for various

types of soils are needed, and consideration may be given to teeth with the cutting
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edge or face under an angle with the radius, so that the teeth will tend to carry the

cuttings toward the outer rim of the bit.

(5) The inner tube should have interchangeable shoes so that the inside clear-

ance and the projection below the outer barrel can be varied in accordance with the

character of the soil. The required inside clearance ratio is probably somewhat

smaller than for a drive sampler, and a ratio of 0.5 to 1.0 percent is tentatively sug-

gested. The projection of the shoe below the coring bit varies in currently used

core barrels from O to 3 in. The cutting edge of the shoe should be sharp and have a

flat taper, or the part projecting below the coring bit maybe formed of thin-wall tubing.

(6) The inner tube should be provided with a liner of thin-wall tubing to facili-

tate removal and proper preservation of the core. Stove pipe or liners of 28 gage

galvanized sheet metal are currently used as liners, but the inside friction can be

decreased, and longer and less disturbed samples and better protection against cor-

rosion can probably be obtained by use of thin-wall tubing with butt welded or no

longitudinal joints and with a coating of a hard and smooth lacquer. If the liner is

divided into sections, the circumferential joints may be kept tight and in proper align-

ment by means of thin outside slip rings. The inside diameter of the liner should be

slightly larger than that of the top of the inner tube shoe in order to avoid a protrud-

ing edge, caused by a possible misalignment of the liner or by commercial tolerance

on its inside diameter; that is, a part of the inside clearance should be provided at

the joint between the shoe and the liner.

(7) Although the inside wall friction may be sufficient to retain cores of

some types of soils, a core retainer will be required to prevent loss of cores of

other soils. Basket or spring type core retainers are commonly used; they are

simple in construction and operation, but they are also easily damaged, not fully re-

liable, and may disturb the core. A valve or toggle type core retainer is preferable,

provided a smooth and continuous interior surface of the shoe is maintained when

the core retainer is in open position. A fully satisfactory design of such a core re-

tainer has not yet been developed. A conical, split ring core retainer is not reliable

for use in soils and soft rock unless it is combined with a spring type core retainer;

see Fig. 267 and 268.

(8) The inner tube should be provided with adequate vents. The required

vent area is smaller than for a drive sampler, but considering that a rate of advance

up to 3 ft per minute has been attained by core boring in some soils, it is suggested

that the vent area should be 5 to 10 percent of the area of the core. The efficiency

of the vent may be increased by rounding the corners at the entrance. Inside vents

are used in some core barrels, but outside vents are preferable since they cause a

considerable reduction of hydrostatic pressure over the core.

(9) A check valve should be provided in the vent system in order to reduce

the pressure over the core during the withdrawal. The check valve should be so

designed that it will not decrease the vent area or cause excessive eddy losses.

I
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Ball type check valves are commonly used, but they are easily fouled, not always

reliable, and are in some cases replaced with disk valves. Consideration may also

be given to replacement of the check valve with a free piston -- with or without a

short piston rod -- which is fastened to the inner tube shoe or clamped in such a

manner that it is released when pressed against firm undisturbed material at the

bottom of the hole or when the rotation is started. The piston should be provided

‘with packing and an automatic clamp which permits upward but no downward move-

ment of the piston. Such a piston would prevent entrance of sludge into the inner

tube, assure open position of the core retainer, and be more efficient than a check

valve in reducing pressure over the core during the withdrawal.

(10) A sludge barrel or calyx attached to the core barrel head will help to

keep the bore hole clean and may reduce the required flow of drilling fluid and there-

by decrease the danger of erosion of the core.

The coring operation. - The operation of core barrels in both soil and rock

has been discussed in Section 4.17 and only a few additional comments shall be made

here.

Clear water is occasionally used for core boring in soil, but drilling fluid is

generally preferable since it permits use of a smaller flow and lower velocities and

thereby decreases the danger of erosion of the core. There is some danger that

cores of permeable soils maybe contaminated by drilling fluid, but with core barrels

having a bottom discharge bit and a flush or slightly protruding inner tube this con-

tamination is usually confined to a zone extending only from 1 to 2 in. from the top

and bottom of the core. The danger of contamination is increased when the soil is

only partially saturated or nearly dry. In such cases it has been attempted to re-

place the drilling fluid with compressed air, but fully satisfactory results have not

yet been obtained.

Vibrations and whip of the drill rod and core barrel are difficult to eliminate

entirely and may cause disturbance of the sample. The tendency to vibration can be

decreased by replacing the lower section or sections of the drill rod with a pipe of

larger diameter and wall thickness, similar to the drill collar shown in Fig. 37? or

by use of larger and heavier drill rods throughout. In core boring operations by the

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (5 18) the commonly used size ‘ ‘N” diamond core drill ,

rods are replaced with 3-in. extra strong pipe.

It is again emphasized that one of the most common causes of failure of core

boring operations in soil is erosion of the material below the bit and in the lower

part of the core. The pump discharge or actual rate of circulation of fluid should

therefore be reduced to the minimum required to keep the bit and fluid passages

clean. Systematic experiments are needed to determine the optimum bit speeds,

bit pressure and feed, and rate of circulation of fluid for various types of soils.

As mentioned, the total recovery ratio will give some indication of the condi-

tion of the core and should therefore be observed rather than the net recovery ratio.

.
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A downward movement of the core to actuate a core retainer should be taken into

consideration in computing the total recovery ratio. The net length of the preserved

core should be determined and noted in the boring record.

Fields of application. - It is difficult if not impossible to force a drive sam-

pler into hard and brittle clays, dense cohesionless soils, and partially cemented

soils without causing partial failure and disturbance of the soil before it enters the

sampler. There is little doubt that less disturbed samples of such soils can be ob-

tained by core boring. This may even apply to such relatively soft and loose but

highly brittle soils as loess, provided vibrations of the core barrel can be reduced

to a negligible amount,

Undisturbed samples of soils containing considerable amounts of coarse

gravel and stones cannot be obtained by drive sampling; they can be obtained by core

boring but only when the soil is frozen before the coring.

Water or drilling fluid may penetrate into cores of permeable and nearly dry

soils and thereby render them unsuitable for laboratory tests. Fully satisfactory

methods for obtaining undisturbed samples of these soils by means of core boring,

except close to the ground surface, have not yet been developed.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in retaining cores of saturated,

loose and fine sand, and there is also danger that the void ratio of such soils may

be changed during the coring since vibrations cannot be completely eliminated. It is

probable that less disturbed samples of loose and fine cohesionless soils can be ob-

tained by means of thin-wall drive samplers.

Core boring is not suited for sampling of soft and plastic cohesive soils, of

which better samples can be obtained, and at less cost, by means of thin-wall drive

samplers with stationary piston.

4.19 Core Boring in Rock

Samples of rock are generally obtained by rotary core boring although per-

cussion core boring still is used to some extent when the bore hole is advanced by

percussion drilling. Rotary core barrels used in rock are roughly classified in

accordance with the cutting medium in the coring bit; that is, chilled shot, dian,onds,

steel teeth or hard metal inserts, and the bladed or roller cutters of hard surfaced

steel used for oil field core barrels.

Forces during corin~- The rock below the core barrel and in the lower part

of the core is subject to torsion and to vertical forces corresponding to the feed

pressure. The rock may fail under these forces and be broken up into fragments,

but the deformations of unbroken sections of the core are generally negligible. The

core is cut with a slightly smaller diameter than the inside diameter of the core bar-

rel or its inner tube and, excepting cores of certain soft and swelling rocks, there is

very little inside wall friction as long as the core is unbroken. However, the inside
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friction is activated when the core is broken and rock fragments become wedged be-

tween the core and barrel or inner tube. A greater part of the feed pressure and in

some cases also of the torsional forces may then be transmitted to the core and to

the rock directly below the core. The result is that weak sections of the rock and

ultimately all the rock is broken up and removed by the circulating water or drilling

fluid instead of entering the core barrel.

Since the torsional moment of resistance of the core increases with the cube

of its diameter, an increase in diameter is very effective in reducing breakage and

increasing the recovery ratio and the length of core obtainable in a single operation.

A smooth and hard interior surface of the core barrel or the inner tube will also de-

crease the breakage and increase the recovery ratio, but an increase of the inside

clearance has relatively little effect except in coring of swelling rock.

Since the recovered sections of the core have not been subject to appreciable

compaction or to reduction in thickness of the strata on account of downward de-

flection and stretching, the total recovery ratio does not give any indication of the

condition of the recovered sections of the core but only of the maximum depth of

penetration, or length of run, which can be used effectively. In general, only the net

recovery ratio is determined in case of core boring in rock. The location and aggre-

gate thickness but not the thickness of individual lost or ground-up sections can

usually be determined by inspection of the recovered core. Information on both the

location and thickness of individual lost sections could be obtained from diagrams

of specific recovery ratios, but such ratios are difficult to determine in case of core

boring.

Cal~ or shot core boring, - Only single tube core barrels, Fig. 123, are used.

The cutting medium is chilled steel shot, which is fed with the wash water and lodged

around and partially embedded in a coring bit of soft steel. To be effective the shot

must be crushed during the coring, and pre-crushed shot, called Calyxite, is often

used in coring of relatively soft rock. The cuttings are removed from the bit by

circulation of water and are deposited in the calyx above the barrel proper. Shot

core boring is therefore also known under the trade name Calyx Core Boring. The

flow of wash water must be carefully regulated so that it will remove the cuttings

but not the chilled shot. Cores of small diameter are retained by grouting, whereas

cores of large diameter are recovered by means of a special core lifter barrel,

wedge pins, or mucking after withdrawal of the core barrel proper.

Shot core boring can be used in nearly all types of rock which are not subject

to excessive erosion by the wash water, but it is most effective in medium hard and

uniform rock. The shot may become embedded in soft rock instead of grinding it up;

in seamy or cavernous rock the shot is often lost, and the rate of progress is small

in hard rock. The method can be used only for downward boring and is best suited

for vertical holes, but it can be used in holes with an angle of inclination up to 30

degrees. Grinding by the rough shot subjects the core to considerable torsion, and

although cores with a diameter of only 1- 1/2 in. can be obtained under favorable
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conditions, the method is primarily suited for taking large-diameter cores. Cores

up to 6 ft in diameter have beb obtained by core boring, and it is the method most

frequently used for securing large-diameter cores of and drilling accessible bore

holes in rock during special explorations of sites for dams and similar structures.

Diamond core boring. - The cutting medium is industrial diamonds, either

carbons or bortz. The former are the best, but the latter are most frequently used

for coring bits, since cheap and reliable methods for mechanical setting of small

diamonds have been developed during the last decade; see Section 13.5. Single tube

core barrels are often used when the diameter of the core is large and the rock is

sound and uniform, but double tube core barrels are preferable for taking cores of

small diameter and when the rock is friable and non-uniform. Clear wash water is

generally used, especially when the cuttings are to be analyzed for mineral content,

but drilling fluid may be required for stabilization of deep bore holes and when it is

desired to avoid use of casing.

Diamond core boring is primarily used in medium-hard to hard rock, and the

diamond bit is often replaced with a bit having hard metal teeth or inserts when soft

rock is encountered. Smaller and smoother cores of hard rock can be obtained by

diamond core boring than by other methods. The smaller and most frequently used

diamond core barrels are standardized in four sizes with the following designations

and core diameters: EX = 7/8 in., AX = l-1/8 in., BX = l-5/8 in., NX = 2-1/8 in.

Special diamond core barrels up to 8 in. in diameter are occasionally used and still

larger ones have been built, but diamond core boring is seldom used in foundation

explorations when the diameter of the core is more than 3 to 4 in.

Faster progress in hard rock can be obtained with diamond core boring than

with other methods, and the small diameter of the core barrels and consequent rela-

tively light weight of the drilling machines and equipment make diamond core boring

well suited for reconnaissance explorations in rock. It is the method most frequently

used when foundation explorations are to be extended into firm rock.

Core barrels with metal teeth. - The coring bit is provided with teeth or

cutters which may be formed by machining or forging but usually consist of inserts

which can be replaced when worn. The inserts may consist of hard surfaced steel

or entirely of very hard and abrasive resistant tungsten carbide alloys which are

sold under various trade names such as Haystellite, Borium, Carboloy, etc.

Single tube core barrels with metal teeth are used for taking large-diameter

cores in soft, seamy, or cavernous rock where shot core boring is inefficient or

cannot be used. Double tube core barrels with hard metal inserts in the coring bits

are used for taking cores from 2 to 8 in. in diameter of soft to medium-hard rock.

Coring bits with hard metal inserts are less expensive than corresponding diamond

bits, but the rate of progress in hard rock is much smaller than with diamond bits.

The hard metal coring bits also wear too rapidly in hard rock, causing the diameter

of the bore hole to be decreased so that a core barrel with a new or redressed bit
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cannot be inserted before the bore hole has been reamed out to full

Oil field core barrels .- Special core barrels have been deve.

gage.

oped for use with

rotary drilling of very deep bore holes in search for oil. The coring bits are similar

to the rotary drilling bits shown in Fig. 43 and 44. Bladed or drag bits are used in

soft formations and various types of cone or roller bits in the harder formations.

The core barrels embody many special features and may be classified in two

principal types, the regular and the wire line core barrels. The regular core barrels

are essentially double tube core barrels with a floating inner tube and bottom dis-

charge. Some of these barrels have inside vents and a drop ball check valve; others

have outside vents, and in one type of barrel the inner tube is provided with a sec-

tionalized telescoping liner. The core diameters vary from 1-1/4 in. to 5-1/2 in.,

and the corresponding minimum O.D. of bit or diameter of bore hole varies from

3-7/8 in. to 12 in.

The wire line core barrels have an inner tube which can be inserted by drop-

ping it through the drill rod and withdrawn by means of an

wire line; see Fig. 291. The time consuming withdrawal of

core is taken is thereby eliminated and the rate of progress

the bore hole is deep. The diameter of the retractable inner

inside diameter of the drill rod. The core diameters vary

over shot attached to a

drill rods each time a

greatly increased when

tube is governed by the

from 1 in. to 2-1/2 in.

and the corresponding minimum hole diameters from 5-3/8 in. to 8 in.

Core barrels with an inner tube which can be sealed by means of a cock valve

before the withdrawal, so that the hydrostatic pressure in and around the core can

be maintained, have been built but are still in process of development.

Several features first developed for oil field core barrels have been incorpo-

rated in core barrels used in foundation exploration, and other features may be used

to advantage. However, the diameters of cores obtained with commercially avail-

able oil field core barrels are small compared to the corresponding diameters of the

core hole, and the barrels are also much heavier than those normally used in the

relatively shallow borings for foundation explorations. Nevertheless, the regular

oil field core barrels are occasionally used for the latter purpose in regions where

the required equipment is readily available.

Percussion or cable tool core barrels. - As percussion or cable tool drilling

was the first successful method for drilling deep bore holes through rock, so is the

percussion or cable tool core barrel the first tool developed for obtaining cores of

rock through deep bore holes.

The percussion core barrel, Fig. 125, is attached to the drill stem or jar of

a string of cable tools, Fig. 30. The core barrel consists of an outer barrel with a

hardened steel bit and an inner barrel with a vent, check valve, and core retainer.

The inner barrel remains in contact with the rock and slides down over the core as

the surrounding material is cut away by raising and dropping the outer barrel. Water
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flows into the head of the outer barrel on each upstroke and is expelled through the

bit on the downstroke, thereby causing temporary removal of the sludge below the

bit. Cores from 1.6 in. to 3.8 in. in diameter are obtained with bits having outside

diameters from 3.7 in. to 7 in.

The cable tool core barrel can be used in materials ranging from dense and

partially cemented soils to medium-hard rock. The cores are usually partially dis-

turbed and the rock broken into short sections, but good over-all recovery ratios

can be obtained under favorable conditions.

4.20 Surface and Control Sampling

The following review covers control sampling during the construction of

earth structures and sampling through very shallow bore holes or close to the soil

surface in open excavations, test pits, and other accessible explorations. To avoid

disturbance of the soil to be sampled, the precautions outlined in Section 2.18 should

be observed.

Representative sample s.- Disturbed but representative samples may be ob-

tained by careful excavation

or, in shallow bore holes, by

means of short augers of the

types shown in Fig. 47 to 53

and 130. Composite repre-

sentative samples a r e ob-

tained by preserving all the

material excavated between

appropriate elevations in a

bore hole or from a narrow

channel in the walls of an

open excavation or test pit,

Fig. 131. When the composite

sample is too large, it may

be reduced by quartering after

thorough mixing. The sam-

ples are preserved in jars,

cans, boxes, or tightly woven

canvas bags.
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Field volume determinations. - The principal object of many foundation ex-

plorations and most control sampling operations is to determine the unit weight,

water content, and void ratio of the soil in situ. Representative samples are satis-

factory for such purposes provided the original volume of all the soil in the sample

is determined in the field. This volume may be determined by careful excavation

from a plane and level surface, Fig. 132, and measuring the quantity of water, heavy
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oil, or dry sand of known unit weight required to fill the excavated hole. When

water is used for this purpose, the hole must fir st be lined with a thin rubber sheet,

but heavy oil may be used without such a lining unless the soil is very porous. The

method is widely used for sampling and unit weight determinations of very coarse-

grained and gravelly soils.
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which tend to furnish too low values of the unit

weight.

Drive sampling. - The open drive sam-

plers and piston samplers used in bore holes may also be used for surface drive

sampling, but simple, short samplers of thin-wall tubing are generally preferred,

especially in control sampling and when the principal object is to obtain samples for

determination of the unit weight of the soil.

The sampling tubes used for this purpose have a diameter of 1 to 6 in. and

corresponding lengths of 2 to 6 in. A diameter of 2 in. is generally satisfactory for

sampling and unit weight determinations of soft to stiff cohesive soils, silt, and fine

sand, but a diameter of 3 to 4 in. should be used in strongly compacted and coarser

grained soils. The sampling tubes should have a sharp cutting edge but are generally

without inside and outside clearance, although a small inside clearance

vantageous in sampling of some very dense soils.

may be ad-
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should, as

pushed into

METHOD BY ROLAND R WEBB

hole auger with the blades forced
D - RECOVERY WITH AUGER

FIG. 133 - CONSTANT VOLUME DRIVE SAMPLER
sufficiently apart to permit en-

trance of the tube, Fig. 133D.

Short piston samplers can be used to advantage, since the piston tends to prevent

loss of the sample and thereby often permits withdrawal of the sampler without
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undercutting or use of a spade or auger; see Section 15.4. Samples taken with short,

open drive samplers are generally preserved in the sampling tube, and the unit weight

is readily determined when the tubes have constant diameter and length.

Drive sampling is primarily suited for sampling of soft to stiff cohesive soils,

silt, and loose to medium-dense fine sand. It cannot be used in gravelly soils, and

the advance trimming and block sampling methods are preferable in very stiff and

dense soils. However, the method is fast and convenient and widely used in control

sampling of strongly compacted soils, in which it may be necessary to force the

sampler into the soil by mechanical jacks or by hammering. There is danger of

compaction of the sample when great force is required to push or drive the sampler

into the soil. When the method nevertheless is used for control sampling of strongly

compacted soils, it is advisable to determine the range of possible errors and neces-

sary corrections by comparing the unit weights of some of the samples with the re-

sults obtained by other methods of sampling.

Advance trimming. - The disturbance caused by displacement of soil during

drive sampling can to a large extent be eliminated by trimming the sample roughly

to size a little in advance of the cutting edge while the sampler is pushed down care-

fully over the soil column, Fig, 134. Advance trimming makes it possible to use

tubes with a relatively large wall thickness and

thereby sampling tubes of transparent plastics, [ 1

which have the advantage that voids caused by
PUSH BLOCK

improper and excess advance trimming can be

detected. The samples are generally preserved
SAMPLING TUBE

in the tube except when the principal object is

to determine the unit weight of the soil. Short

samplers of constant volume are then used and

are trimmed and weighed after withdrawal, ~ ~~ :

whereupon the samples may be removed and, ?:,!,:?.............. .:.,,,.,:,.,.,,.,,...,,.
if required, preserved in a bag or convenient ““ ‘“

,.,.,.,.,,,,,.,.,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,.,,,,.,.,,,,,.,.,,,,..,,,,,,,.,,...,..,,,,...,.,.,..,,,...,...............,..,,..,,,,.,,,...,....,.

SAMPLING BY ADVANCE TRIMMING
container.

FIG. 134

Advance trimming relieves the residual

stresses and may cause a slight expansion of the soil in the sample and a corre-

sponding decrease of its unit weight when the soil is not fully saturated.

Samples from 4 to 8 in. in diameter are generally taken by this method. It

is not as fast as drive sampling, but it causes less disturbance of the soil and can

be used in stiffer and more brittle soils; however, it is not suited for sampling of

hard and partially cemented soils, very soft soils, and soils consisting mainly of

gravel and stones.

Block sampling. - A block or chunk of very stiff or partially cemented soils

may be cut out and preserved by dipping it in paraffin or placing it in a suitable con-

tainer. A wider application of this method is obtained by first isolating a column of

soil and, before cutting it free, surrounding it with a section of tubing or a square
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box without covers, and filling the space between the sample and the container with

.—— —————______— \

A - SOIL COLUMN ISOLATED

B - SAMPLE ENCASED

BLOCK SAMPLING

3

tamped fine sand or paraffin, Fig. 136. A 10-

to 12-in. square box with easily dismantled

sides and covers is often used, especially in

block sampling of cohesionless soils. A meth-

od which i s intermediate between advance

trimming and block sampling consists in using

a shoe with decreased inside diameter for the

sampler shown in Fig. 134, so that there will

be about l/2-in. clearance between the sample

and the container. This space is later filled

with par aff in.

Isolation of the soil column will relieve

the stresses in and may cause some expansion

of the soil, but block sampling is the best avail-

able method for obtaining large undisturbed

samples of very stiff and brittle soils, partially

cemented soils, and soils containing coarse

gravel and stones. The method can be used in

all soils except when cohesion, whether true or

apparent, is so small that a soil column cannot

be isolated.
FIG. 136

Auger core barrels. - Special rotary

core barrels which do not require circulation of water or drilling fluid for removal
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of the cuttings have been used

to a limited extent in surface

sampling of soils.

A single tube core bar-

rel, developed by Slater and

Byers (733), is shown in Fig.

135A. Slightly offset steel teeth

cut the core with a diameter

3/8 in. less than the inside di-

ameter of the barrel. A strip

of steel is welded to the outside

of the barrel to form a helical

auger which serves to cut the

annular groove and to transport

the cuttings to the surface. The

rate of advance or feed is con-

trolled by threads on the drill

rod and a stationary feed screw attached to a supporting frame. The core barrel is

withdrawn empty, and the core is recovered by lifting or digging it out. In case of
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soils with little cohesion, the annular space around the core is filled with paraffin

before the core is recovered.

The recovery of the core is facilitated by use of the double tube auger core

barrel shown in Fig. 135B and developed by V. R. Smith (964). The inner tube is

jacked down while the outer barrel with the helical auger is rotated, cuts an annular

groove, and transports the cuttings to the surface. The core is preserved in the

inner tube. The method is comparable to drive sampling with advance trimming. It

is possible that the method, with certain modifications and further development, may

be used to advantage in control sampling of strongly compacted but not too coarse-

grained soils.

4.21 Preservation and Shipment of Samples

The dismantling of the sampler or core barrel upon its withdrawal from the

bore hole should be performed without shocks and blows which may cause disturb-

ance of the sample. The gross length and recovery ratio should be determined for

soil samples and the net length and recovery for rock cores. Any downward move-

ment of the sample to actuate core retainers should be taken into consideration in

determining the gross length. If the lower part of a sample is lost, the length of the

lost part should be determined and the probable cause of the loss recorded.

Preservation of rock cores. - The cores should be thoroughly cleaned of

sludge and drilling fluid. Rock cores of small diameter are preserved and shipped

in boxes of wood or sheet metal, divided into compartments which provide a snug fit

for the core, whereas large rock cores generally are placed on racks near the bor-

ings. Some rocks disintegrate on contact with air and free moisture; cores of such

rocks should be given a coating of paraffin or clear lacquer, wrapped in Cellophane

or Pliofilm, or placed in sealed containers. The individual cores should be separated

with wood blocks and properly marked.

Preservation of representative soil sample s.- Small representative samples

are generally preserved in glass jars with a screw top and gasket. When maintenance

of the water content is not necessary, the samples may be preserved in wood boxes,

in sheet metal or cardboard containers, or in tightly woven and double- stitched can-

vas bags.

Preservation of undisturbed soil samples -- general. - Undisturbed soil sam-

ples, obtained by means of drive samplers or core barrels, should preferably be

preserved in the sampling tube or in liners in order to avoid disturbances caused

by removal and handling of the unprotected sample under adverse conditions in the

field. When the samples cannot be preserved in this manner, and when they are ob-

tained by block sampling methods, they are usually given a coating of or encased in

paraffin.

Seriously disturbed parts of the sample should as far as possible be separated

from the undisturbed parts in order to avoid a migration of pore water from the
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disturbedto theundisturbed parts. It is likewise desirable to separate

from fine- grained sections of the sample to avoid migration of pore

coarse -grained

water from the

former to the latter, but such a separation is possible only when the strata have con-

siderable thickness and the sample is removed from the sampling tube or liner.

Disturbed but representative sections, obtained by cutting or trimming large

samples in preparing them for sealing, should be preserved in sealed glass jars.

Even when trimming of undisturbed samples is not necessary, it is often advantageous

to cut out a small section from the top or bottom of each sample and to preserve the

sections separately in glass jars. Such small, representative sample sections per-

mit examination and classification tests to be performed in the laboratory without

breaking the seals of the undisturbed samples,

There must be no clearance or voids between the sample and its container,

since the air in such spaces expands and contracts with varying temperatures and

pressures and increases the danger of leakage and drying besides promoting corrosion

and growth of fungus. When there is a definite circumferential clearance between

the sample and the container, but it is too small to be completely filled with rapidly

congealing paraffin, the sample should be transferred to a larger container and com-

pletely encased in paraffin.

Control measurements and tests .- After the sample is trimmed for sealing,

its net length should be carefully measured and recorded. When large undisturbed

samples are to be shipped by common carriers or over long distances and, in general,

when it is possible that a considerable period of time may elapse between the sam-

pling and the testing, it is also advisable to weigh the sample before and after sealing

and to make structural control tests, such as cone penetration, squeeze, or unconfined

compression tests on small test specimens cut from the undisturbed sample; see

Section 16.13.

Preservation of soil samples in paraffin. - Melted paraffin will penetrate into

pervious soils and only samples of relatively impervious soils should be preserved

in paraffin. To decrease the penetration of paraffin, the sample should first be given

one or two brush coatings of paraffin and then dipped repeatedly in the melted paraffin

until the coating has a thickness of at least O. 1 in. for small samples and 0.2 in. for

large samples. The paraffin coating may be reinforced by wrapping the sample in

cheesecloth between the dippings in paraffin. Large samples are, however, generally

placed in an oversize cardboard tube or a split sheet metal tube and melted paraffin

poured around them so that a 0.5-in, thick coat is formed, but the cast coating is not

as tight or strong as that obtained by repeated dipping.

Satisfactory protection of the sample can be obtained in the above mentioned

manner when the work is carefully performed, but difficulties and defective sealing

are often encountered in practical applications. The paraffin is subject to consider-

able shrinkage during congealing and becomes brittle in cold weather. There is al-

ways danger that voids or air-spaces and cracks will be formed during congealing
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and shrinkage, especially at joints where melted paraffin has been poured on top of

congealed and relatively cool paraffin. The paraffin becomes soft and plastic at high

summer temperatures, and the sample may then slowly sink down through the paraffin,

thereby reducing the thickness of and even perforating the coating below the sample.

The paraffin should be applied at a temperature as close as possible to its

congealing temperature, and its physical properties can be improved to some extent

by mixing several grades of paraffin having different melting and congealing temper-

atures and also by admixtures of ceresine , carnaubawax, or beeswax. It is possible

that better protection can be obtained by means of modern sealing compounds of rub-

ber and plastic materials which can be sprayed on the sample.

Sealing of samples in sampling tubes or liners. - As indicated, undisturbed

soil samples should preferably be preserved in the sampling tube or in the liners

of composite drive samplers or core barrels. Unless the sample is to be tested

within a few days after sampling, the tubing or liner should be of non-corrosive ma-

terial or galvanized or coated on the inside with a hard and smooth lacquer.

Samples in long, thin-wall sampling tubes or in long liners may be sealed

with a plug at least 3/4 in. thick of paraffin, beeswax, or battery sealing compound.

The latter provides the best seal since it is practically impervious, remains plastic

and does not shrink, and has strong adhesion to other materials. A paraffin plug

should be reinforced with a metal disk embedded in the paraffin slightly above the

surface of the soil; see Fig. 330A. When such a disk is not used, shrinkage cracks

are likely to be developed between the plug and the tubing. Beeswax does not shrink

as much as paraffin and has stronger adhesion to metal, but it is not as tight as par-

affin and should not be used when the samples are to be stored for protracted periods.

The sealing plugs should be reinforced with a plug of plaster of Paris when required

to prevent expansion of samples of swelling soils.

Short liner sections are sealed with caps which should be of the same metal

as the liner or of electrically inactive materials in order to avoid electrolysis and

chemical changes of the soil. It is advisable to cover the top and bottom of samples

of relatively impervious soils with a thin layer of paraffin and to place the cap while

the paraffin still is liquid. The joint between the cap and the liner should be sealed

with adhesive tape and by dipping in paraffin or sealing compound. The joint may

also be sealed with a rubber band when the samples are to be tested within a few

weeks after sampling. When the sample consists of swelling soil, the caps should

be secured in such a manner that expansion of the sample is prevented.

Marking of samples or their container s.- All samples or containers should

be clearly marked with the name or number of the project, boring and sample num-

ber, top or bottom of the sample, and preferably also with other essential information

such as date of sampling, depths between which the sample is taken, type of material,

method of sampling, gross and net lengths, and recovery ratios. When sectionalized

liners are used, the individual sections should also be marked with a reference line
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as they are removed from the sampler, so that they and the samples in the laboratory

can be oriented in their original relative positions.

The reference line and numbers of project, boring, and sample maybe written

or painted on the paraffin coating or sample container with crayon, paint, or lacquer.

The numbers and further details are recorded on a label which is pasted on the par-

affin coat or container, or on a tag which is attached to the container or bag. Dupli-

cate labels or tags are often used, and the writing should be made with non-fading

and non-washable ink and preferably protected by a coat of clear paraffin or lacquer.

The tag may also be protected by placing it in an envelope which, in turn, is attached

to the container or bag.

Packing and shipment of sample s.- Representative samples should be packed

for shipment in such a manner that the containers are protected against breakage

and also against excessive moisture which may cause deterioration of labels or tags.

Undisturbed samples should be protected, as far as possible, against vibrations and

shocks . They should preferably be transported in private vehicles and placed in

upright position in padded crates or on a mattress. When undisturbed samples are

to be shipped by common carriers, they should be packed in strong wooden boxes

and surrounded with excelsior or sawdust. The samples should at all times be pro-

tected against freezing.

Undisturbed samples of loose cohesionless soils are particularly sensitive

to vibrations, and they cannot be shipped by common carriers without suffering some

compaction and disturbance of the soil structure. When such samples are intended

for accurate laboratory tests, they should be transported in private and carefully

driven vehicles, and they should preferably be tested in a laboratory close to the site

of the borings.

4.22 Handling of Samples in the Laboratory

The following review covers the storage and general examination and handling

of samples in the laboratory up to but not including the preparation of soil specimens

for physical tests.

Inspection and storage of sample s.- On arrival in the laboratory, identifica-

tion tags or labels should be checked against the boring and sampling records, and

the sealing of the samples should be carefully inspected and repaired or renewed as

required.

The samples should be stored in a cool but frost-free room and, insofar as

possible, in upright position. If there is any doubt about the effectiveness of the

sealing of the samples, they should be stored in a room in which the humidity is kept

close to 100 percent, or they should be placed in boxes and surrounded with moist

sawdust. High humidity will retard 10Ss of water but cannot prevent it, and it is

better to seal the samples properly than to rely on storage in a humid-room or in

moist sawdust to prevent loss of water.
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In spite of all precautions,

gration of water and structural or

there is always danger that loss or internal mi-

chemical changes of the soil may occur during

protracted storage, and the samples should therefore be tested as soon as possible

after arrival in the laboratory. When samples are removed from storage, the seal-

ing and the general condition of the containers should again be inspected and any

defects noted in the laboratory record. The weight of the sealed sample should be

determined if similar control tests have been made in the field or before placing

the sample in storage.

Removal of seals and short containers. - Paraffin coats should be divided

into strips or squares by means of V-shaped cuts and removed in small sections.

Attempts to remove too great sections at one time may cause parts of the sample

to be torn off. When the paraffin adheres strongly to or has penetrated slightly into

the soil, the sample should be cut with a wire saw slightly below or inside the paraf-

fin coat.

Plugs of paraffin or sealing compound can usually be removed from short

containers by means of a screw driver or knife, but care must be taken not to dis-

turb the sample. Caps should be removed by pulling and prying rather than by tap-

ping which may cause disturbance of samples of cohesionless soils. After removal

of the sealing plugs or caps, the net length of the sample should be measured.

When the liner is divided into small sections and the sample is to be tested

without removal from these sections, it is simply cut with a thin wire saw at the

joints between the sections.

When a container or liner is to be removed from the sample, the relative

movements should be the same as during the sampling in order to avoid a reversal

of the stresses induced by the inside wall friction. The lower end of the sample

should be supported on a plunger capped with a close fitting disk of cork or similar

material, and the container should be removed by a steady axial pull. It is very

important that the lower end of the sample is plane and at right angle to the axis of

the container, since the pressure from the plunger otherwise will cause plastic de-

formations and serious disturbance of the lower part of the sample. The sample

should be supported by a plate or semicircular trough in such a manner that dis-

tortions do not occur during and after removal of the container. When jacking or

great force is required to remove the container, it should be noted in the laboratory

record, since it is likely to cause disturbance of the sample.

The sealing of longitudinal seams in split liners should be cut or removed

to relieve internal stresses in the sample, but the liner should be separated from

the sample by an axial pull. Attempts to lift a half-section of a double split liner,

or to open fully a split liner with a single seam, may cause breaking off of parts of

and even splitting of the sample.

Removal of long container s.- Since samples preserved in long sampling tubes

or liners cannot be removed as a unit without disturbing the sample, the tubes and
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samples must first be cut into sections with a length of three to six times the diam-

eter of the sample, depending on the magnitude of the internal friction and the ad-

hesion between sample and container. Before cutting the tubing, the various sections

should be marked with the section number, top or bottom, and with a longitudinal

reference line so that the sections later can be oriented in their original relative

positions.

To reduce vibrations to a minimum, the tubing should be firmly clamped and

the cutting performed with a fine-toothed hacksaw or with a high speed Carborundum

wheel. The sample itself should preferably be cut with a wire saw. The cuts should

be straight and at right angle to the axis of the tubing, The burrs along the inside

edges of the cuts should be removed, and the lower end of each section should be

trimmed if it is not plane and square with the axis of the tubing. The tubing is there-

after removed in the same manner described above for short containers, and the

exposed sample sections should be marked with sample and section number and a

reference line.

Removal of samples of cohe sionless soils. - It is very difficult to avoid some

vibration and disturbance of samples of cohesionless soils when the tubing is cut into

sections. When determination of the unit weight and void ratio of the various strata

is the principal object, the tubing should not be cut into sections, but the sample

should be removed in small increments, 1 to 2 in. in height, by means of a close

fitting cup auger, Fig. 345. The height of each increment can be controlled by an

adjustable stop collar on the auger rod. Each soil increment is weighed and its ori-

ginal volume determined by the inside diameter of the tubing and the height of the

increment.

Protection against drying. - All laboratory operations, preparatory to the

actual testing, should preferably be performed in a humid-room. In any case, sec-

tions of the sample not in actual use should be protected against loss of water by

placing them in a container with airtight covers or by wrapping them in wax paper,

but preferably in Cellophane or Pliofilm since the rate of loss of water through these

materials is much smaller than through wax paper. When sample sections are to be

preserved for more than a few hours, they should be dipped in paraffin until a coat-

ing about O. 1 in. thick is formed.

Examination for disturbance. - The condition of the sample should be care-

fully investigated to determine if it is suitable for major physical tests and so that

the least disturbed parts may be selected for testing. The total recovery ratio should

be taken into consideration, and the net length of the sample should be accurately

measured before the tubing is cut into sections or removed from the sample and

should be compared with the net length measured in the field. Whenever other con-

trol measurements and tests have been performed in the field, they should, of course,

be repeated in the laboratory. The empty containers should be inspected for cor-

rosion and adhesion of soil, and the surface of the sample should be examined for

discolorations, pitting, cracks, and hard and soft areas.

I
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Cross -sectional and longitudinal slices should be cut from the top and bottom

sections of the sample and examined for planes of failure and distortions of the soil

layers. The color contrast between the various strata can be increased by partial

drying. The cross-sectional or horizontal slices require the least waste of sample

material and are easy to prepare. They often permit direct determination of the strike

of the strata, and concentric rings in such a slice indicate serious distortions, but

the absence of rings does not guarantee that the sample is undistorted, since the cut

may have been made entirely within a relatively thick and uniform soil layer. Hori-

zontal slicing should therefore be supplemented by longitudinal slicing, which will

expose distortions and planes of failure even when the soil layers are relatively thick,

provided the soil is stratified.

Even though there are no signs of distortions, the top and bottom sections of

the entire sample will usually be partially disturbed during boring and sampling op-

erations and should therefore not be used for major physical tests. The individual

sections of the sample will also be disturbed for a short distance from the places

where the tubing and the sample have been cut, and the lower part of such sections

may be seriously disturbed when the end of the sample has not been properly squared

off and when great force is required to remove the tubing.

Detailed soil profile. - When the detailed stratigraphical soil profile is to be

determined in the laboratory, all the sample sections not used for major physical

tests should be sliced longitudinally so that the character, thickness, and inclination

of the various strata can be determined. The cut should preferably be made in the

direction of the dip or maximum inclination of the strata, at least, the cut in the vari-

ous sections of a long sample should have the same orientation with respect to the

reference line. The soil may appear uniform at its natural water content although

it is stratified and there is considerable difference in the character of the various

strata. To detect such stratifications and differences one-half of the samples, or

slices from 1/2 to 3/4 in. thick, should be partially dried and trimmed with a sharp

knife for further examination, whereas the remaining parts of the sample may be

used for classification tests.

The consistency of the soil is often judged by its feel alone, but much more

reliable and consistent results are obtained by cone penetration tests or by squeeze

or unconfined compression tests on small test specimens cut from the principal strata

or the individual sample sections; see Section 16.13. When the diameter of the sam-

ple is small, these tests must be made before the slicing.

Photographing soil samples. - Photographs of sliced and partially dried sam-

ples provide a permanent pictorial record of the soil profile and often show more

details of stratifications and soil structure than can be seen in the sliced sample in

its natural or completely dried state. In many cases it is also advantageous to slice

and photograph sections of the sample adjacent to test specimens for major physical

tests or to slice and photograph test specimens aftex= the test. Such photographs ma-

terially assist readers of the test reports in forming a conception of the soil type
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and structure and in estimating the condition of the sample and test specimen and the

value of the test results.

The sample slices intended for photographing should preferably be from 1/2

to 3/4 in. thick, and they should be placed on paper towels or thick filter paper to

insure even drying and to avoid cracking. The color contrast between the various

strata increases with partial drying and reaches a maximum when the coarser strata

pass the shrinkage limit and assume a lighter color. The soil close to the surface

of the slice is partially disturbed and details of the soil structure thereby obscured.

After partial drying but before the maximum color contrast is reached, the side of

the soil slice to be photographed should be carefully trimmed with a sharp knife in

order to remove the thin layer of disturbed soil. Samples at maximum color contrast

may be preserved in this state for several days by wrapping them in Cellophane.
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CHAPTER 5

SAMPLING AND SOIL TYPES

5.1 General

In the foregoing review of the equipment and various methods used in obtain-

ing samples of subsurface materials it has also been indicated in which types of soils

each method or sampler can be used to best advantage. Information on the sampling

methods which are suitable for use in various groups of soils is therefore scattered

over several sections, and the purpose of this chapter is to assemble and amplify

this information. A summary of the commonly used or most advantageous methods

of boring and sampling for the principal stages of exploration in various groups of

soils with similar characteristics is presented in Table 8. Such a summary entails,

of course, considerable generalization, and further details, the difficulties encoun-

tered, and special precautions to be taken in securing undisturbed samples of soils

in the various groups, are discussed in the following sections.

5.2 Common Cohesive and Plastic Soils

This group embraces all common soils of medium to stiff consistency in their

undisturbed state and with some degree of cohesion and plasticity, ranging from

clayey, fine sand and silt to plastic clays and firm peat,

These soils are fairly easy to explore and sample, and several methods of

boring and sampling may be used without appreciable differences in the results ob-

tained. Depending on the consistency of the soil, uncased and dry bore holes can *

often be used for shallow depths, but stabilization with casing or drilling fluid is

generally required when undisturbed samples are to be obtained through deep bore

holes.

Undisturbed samples can be obtained with properly designed and operated

open drive samplers and piston samplers. Thin-wall samplers are preferable, but

satisfactory samples can be obtained with composite samplers of large diameter, at

least when a sampler with stationary piston is used. This type of sampler, whether

thin-wall or composite, will generally furnish the longest and least disturbed samples

and has other advantages as outlined in Section 4.12. Core boring is occasionally

used in the stiffer soils.

Satisfactory surface or control samples can generally be obtained with short,

thin- wall drive samplers of either the open or piston type, but in relatively stiff and



TABLE 8 - SAMPLING AND SOIL TYPES

RECONNAISSANCE DETAILED EXPLORATIONS SPECIAL EXPLORATION SURFACE SAMPLING

METHODS OF BORING EXPLORATIONS SMALL LARGE UNDISTURBED SAMPLES
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES UNDISTURBED smfpLIzs UNDISTURBED SAMPLES CONTROL SAMPLES

TYPE OF SOIL

Methods shown in paren-
Sampling in Borings of Sampling in Borings Sampling in Borings Sampling Close to Surface

theses are rarely used
each Significant Stratum Continuous Samples
but 5 ft maximum spacing

of Controlling Strata Accessible Explorations
Diameter 2 to 3 In. Diameter 4 to 6 In. Earth Structures

Displacement, Wash, Auger Augers Thin- Wall Drive Sample r Thin-Wall or Composite 2 to 6 In. Thin-Wall, Open

Common Cohesive and Plastic Soils Continuous Sampling 1 to 2 In. Piston or Open or with Stationary Drive Sampler with Free Drive or Free Piston Sampler

(Percussion, Rotary) Open Drive Sampler or Free Piston or Stationary Piston 4 to 8 In. Adv. Trim. Sample
(Cut. Wire, Vacuum Relief) 8 to 12 In. Sq. Box Sample

Slightly Coherjive and Brittle Soils As above but keep boring Thin-Wall Drive Sampler
including dry for undisturbed samp -

As above
As above As above

Silt, Loose Sand above Ground Water
Free or Stationary Piston

ling above ground water
but advance trimming or

(Vacuum Relief) box sampling preferable

Displacement, Wash Slit or Cup Sampler Thin-Wall or Composite 2 to 6 In. Thin-Wall, Open

Very” Soft and Sticky Soils Bailers, Sendpumps 1 to Z In. Piston or Thin. Wall Drive Sampler Drive Sampler with Drive or Sta. Piston Sampler
Continuous Sampling Open Drive Sampler

(Auger, Rotary)
with Stationary Piston

(Core Retainers)
Stationary Piston Danger of soil movements and

Vacuum relief required disturbance before sampling

Displacement, Wash As above
Bailers, Sandpumps

Thin-Wall Drive Sampler
Release stat. piston Thin-Wall Drive Sampler

z to 6 In. Thin-Wall Sampler

Saturated Silt and Loose Sand Continuous Sampling
Free or Stationary Piston

before any intentional Free or Stationary Piston
Open or Free or Sta. Piston

Vacuum relief or freezing
(Rotary)

4 to 8 In. Adv. Trim. Sample
over driving Z In. Diameter bottom of sample required Depress ground water level

Compact or Stiff and Brittle Soils Wash, Augers Augers and 1 to 2 In. Medium-Wall Open Drive Core Boring may be better 4 to 8 In. Adv. Trim. Sample

including Percussion, Rotary Thick-Wall Piston or or Piston Sampler. Ham- than Drive Sampling but 8 to 12 In. Sq. Box or Block

Dense Sand, Partially Dried So{ls Continuous Sampling Open Drive Sampler mering may be required danger of contamination in Samples. Auger Core Boring.
(Partial Disturbance) partially dry soils Bag Sample and Field Density

Thick-Wall Open Drive or
Hard, Highly Compacted or Partially

Core Boring preferable
Percussion, Rotary Thick-Wall Open Drive Piston Sampler. Core Bor-

Cemented Soils, no Gravel or Stonea Continuous Sampling Sampler.
to Drive Sampling. Dan-

Core Boring
8 to 12 In. Sq. Box Samples

ing. Samples small diam. ger of fluid contamina- tor Irregular Block Samples
often partially disturbed tion in permeable soils

Coarse Gravelly and Stony Soils Percussion, Barrel Auger Barrel Auger
including Loosen by Explosives Thick- Wall Drive Sampler Not practicable

Advance Freezing 8 to 12 In. Sq. Box Samples

Compact and Coarse Glacial Till Thick-Wall Drive Sampler (Core Retainer) then Core Boring Bag Sample and Field Density

Gaseous or Expanding Soils According to soil but
keep boring filled with As above according to Thin-Wall Sampler with Free or St&tionary Piston. Force Thin-Wall Drive Sampler Open

(Organic Soft Clay, Silt, Sand) basic soil type closed sampler through expanded soil. Determine original
water or drilling fluid

or Piston Type, Danger expan-
sample length and volume. Sealing to prevent expansion. sion of soil before sampling

Gradual or Sudden Changes in Soil As above according to As above according to Safe length of sample increased when progressing from As above according to soil

Properties within a Single Drive basic soil type basic soil type weak to firm strata and vice versa. Thin soft strata type. When possible separate
often disturbed. Withdraw after passing firm stratum coarse and fine -grained soil

Soils wtth Secondary Structure As above according to As above according to As above according to basic soil type, but the results Large Box or Block Samples.

basic soil type basic soil type of strength, consolidation, and permeability teats do Large test specimens. Detail
not always represent properties of undisturbed deposit field tests and observations
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brittle soils there is less danger of disturbance when advance trimming or box sam-

pling methods are used.

The physical properties of this large group of soils vary within very wide

limits, and to obtain best results, the inside clearance and the depth of penetration

of the sampler should be varied in accordance with the character of the soil. The

samples can usually be retained without difficulty when the diameter is less than 3

in., but for samples of large diameter

a vacuum below the sample or to use a

from the subsoil.

5.3 Slightly Cohesive and Brittle Soils

Silt and fine sand with a small

loess, and partially saturated silt and

in this category.

Borings in partially saturated

it may be necessary to prevent formation of

snare wire to cut samples of tough soils free

amount of clay or other cementation, such as

loose sand with some apparent cohesion fall

soils should be

filled with drilling fluid instead of water. When casing

without vibrations and never ahead of the bore hole.

Samples of these soils can usually be obtained

kept dry or, when necessary,

is used, it should be advanced

without difficulty by means of

open drive samplers or piston samplers, but sampling tubes with very thin walls

should be used since the soil structure is easily disturbed by displacement of soil.

Samplers with a stationary piston will usually furnish the longest and least disturbed

samples and also decrease the danger of losing the sample. Samples up to 3 in. in

diameter can generally be retained without difficulty, but for samples of large diam-

eter it may be necessary to prevent formation of a vacuum below the sampler. Core

boring is occasionally used in these soils and outwardly satisfactory samples ob-

tained, but it is an open question whether the whip and vibrations of the core barrel

do not cause greater disturbance than the displacement of soil by a thin-wall drive

sampler.

Some clays appear to be very brittle although only of soft to medium consis-

tencey, and the samples often contain planes of failure. Very thin-walled samplers

with stationary piston should aiso be used in obtaining undisturbed samples of these

soils.

Short open drive samplers or piston samplers with thin walls are often used

in surface and control sampling of relatively soft and loose brittle soils, but there

is less danger of disturbance when the advance trimming or block sampling methods

are used.

Samples ta be used for major laboratory tests should not be removed from

the sampling tube in the field, and great care should be taken to avoid shocks and

vibrations during transportation of the samples. The unavoidable vibrations during

transportation with common carriers will often cause disturbance of the samples.
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5.4 Very Soft and Sticky Soils

This group includes very soft clays, soft peat, organic silt, and various mix-

tures of these soils or fine sand with decayed organic matter often found in rivers,

estuaries, tidal flats, and harbors, and commonly called mud or ooze.

To prevent caving of bore holes in these soils, it is generally necessary to

use casing and to keep it filled with water or drilling fluid. Even then the soil be-

low the bottom of the hole is often in a state of impending failure, and excess soil

may enter an open drive sampler during the first part of the drive. However, these

soils are often sticky and subject to great lateral deformation, so that the inside

friction and adhesion quickly are developed, even when there is considerable clear-

ance at the cutting edge. After a short length of sample has entered the sampler,

the inside friction may reach such a magnitude that soil below the sampler is pushed

aside instead of entering the sampler, unless pressure over the sample is reduced

or full development of inside friction and adhesion is prevented by a high speed of

penetration.

As demonstrated in explorations of the ocean bottom, Section 12.2, long sam-

ples of soft and sticky soils can be obtained with open drive samplers provided the

sampler is forced into the soil at great speed and has streamlined vents with a cross-

sectional area equal to that of the sample, so that an excessive increase in the hydro-

static pressure over the sample is prevented. However, these requirements are

difficult to fulfill when the sampling must be performed through bore holes of rela-

tively small diameter.

The best means of obtaining samples of soft soils is undoubtedly a piston

sampler with stationary piston. Samples with a diameter of 2 in. and a length of 3 to

4 ft have consistently been obtained with such samplers, even of extremely soft and

sticky soils, Fig. 225. When the sample is 3 in. or more in diameter, it is generally

necessary to maintain or increase the pressure below the sampler during withdrawal

in order to prevent loss of the sample. Even with this precaution, samples of large

diameter may be lost on account of progressive internal failure unless they are sup-

ported by core retainers.

Advance trimming and box sampling methods cannot be used to advantage in

surface and control sampling of these soils, and samples are best obtained by means

of short, thin-wall drive samplers of either the open or stationary piston type, How-

ever, it must be borne in mind that in sampling at appreciable depths in test pits

and other accessible explorations, the soil may be partially disturbed before sam-

pling because of unavoidable stress changes and plastic deformations, and it is pos-

sible that less disturbed samples can be obtained in bore holes which can be kept

filled with water or drilling fluid.

5.5 Saturated Silt and Loose Sand

This group consists of inorganic silt and loose to medium dense sand when
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found below ground-water level.

The bore hole may in some cases be stabilized with drilling fluid,

is generally required and should be kept filled with water. Vibrations

but casing

should be

avoided, and the casing should be advanced by rotation, jacking, and jetting when un-

disturbed samples are desired.

It is questionable whether undisturbed samples can be obtained by means of

core boring. These soils are easily eroded, and their internal structure may be

disturbed and the void ratio decreased by the whip and vibrations of the core barrel.

Core retainers are usually required and may cause additional disturbance of the

sample, and they are not always effective in preventing loss of fine- grained cohesion-

less soils unless they completely close the lower end of the inner tube.

Relatively undisturbed samples can be obtained with drive samplers of tubing

with very thin walls. Samplers with a free or stationary piston are preferable to

open drive samplers, since they permit accurate determination of the recovery

ratios. A sampler with stationary piston will provide longer and possibly less dis-

turbed samples than one with a free piston, but great care should be taken not to

create a void over the sample by exceeding the safe penetration, since the consequent

upward flow of water through the sample may cause piping and serious disturbance

of the soil, Fig. 96A.

The inside friction is usually sufficient to retain the sample, and samples up

to 2 in. in diameter can often be retained in piston samplers when the withdrawal is

slow and care is taken to avoid shocks and vibrations. Injection of compressed air

below the sampler or advance and cleaning of the casing before withdrawal may pre-

vent 10Ss of samples up to 3 in. in diameter, but the method is not always reliable

since progressive internal failure and gradual loss of the sample may occur when

the diameter is large. It is possible that the samples may be retained by closing

the top of the casing and forcing the water out by, and performing the sampling under,

compressed air, Section 11.10. The most positive method, so far developed, for pre-

venting loss of samples of saturated, loose, cohesionless soils, consists in freezing

the lower part of the sample before withdrawal; see Section 11.8,

Fine sand and silt deposits occasionally have such a large void ratio and un-

stable structure that the advance of even a very thin-walled sampler may cause

collapse of the soil structure, partial liquefaction of the soil, and decrease of the

void ratio. Undisturbed samples of such extremely loose soils may be obtained by

increasing the viscosity of the pore water through cooling without actual freezing

before sampling, Section 11.9.

Before the start of undisturbed sampling in test pits and other accessible

explorations, the ground-water level should be depressed below the bottom of the

samples to be taken, so that the soil will be under capillary pressure and acquire

some apparent cohesion. Thin-wall drive samplers or advance trimming may there-

after be used depending on the density of the soil and the apparent cohesion developed.
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Extreme care must be taken to avoid shocks and vibrations during the trans -

portation and handling of undisturbed samples of loose cohesionless soils, which

preferably should be te steal in a laboratory close to the site under exploration.

5.6 Compact or Stiff and Brittle Soils

This group includes very dense sand; very stiff and brittle clays; clayey,

silty, and sandy soils which have been strongly compacted or have acquired consid-

erable cohesion through partial drying.

Although frequently used, casing is seldom required and stabilization of the

bore hole with water or drilling fluid is generally adequate. However, the bore hole

should be kept dry, insofar as possible, when undisturbed samples of partially satu-

rated or dried soils are to be obtained. In any case, the bore hole should not be

filled with clear water but only with viscous drilling fluid.

Samples of these soils can be obtained with open or piston type drive samplers,

but large pressures or hammering may be required to force the sampler into the

soil, especially when dense sand is found at considerable depth below the ground

surface. Samples of permeable or partially saturated soils may thereby be subjected

to compaction, and samples of brittle soils are often disturbed by shear failures.

It is probable that less disturbed samples can be obtained by core boring, at

least when the soil is relatively impervious and a viscous drilling fluid is used.

However, there is danger that even such a drilling fluid may penetrate into and con-

taminate samples of permeable and partially saturated or dry soils. This danger

might be avoided by use of auger core barrels in dry bore holes, but this type of

core barrel has not yet been adapted for use in deep bore holes.

sive soils can be retained without difficulty, but core retainers

quired to prevent loss of samples of sand, although dense sand

retain than loose sand and silt.

Samples of cohe-

are generally re -

is much easier to

In accessible explorations undisturbed samples should preferably be obtained

by advance trimming or box sampling methods or by auger core boring. Short and

fairly thin-walled drive samplers are often used in control sampling and when the

primary object is to determine the natural density of the soil, but samples obtained

by this method are often subject to minor changes in density when the soil is perme -

able or not fully saturated. When drive sampling is resorted to as a matter of con-

venience, possible errors and corrections should be determined by a series of con-

trol tests on samples obtained by other methods of surface sampling.

5.7 Hard and Partially Cemented Soils

This group comprises hard and brittle clays, partially cemented soils, such

as marl and hardpan, and highly compacted glacial till without an appreciable content

of gravel and stones.
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use percussion or rotary drilling. Continuous sampling is
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generally necessary to

often faster than per-

cussion drilling. Difficulties due to actual caving are seldom encountered, but sta-

bilization with drilling fluid or casing maybe required to prevent a gradual squeezing-

in of deep bore holes.

Samples can be obtained by means of drive samplers with fairly thick walls,

but it is necessary to force these samplers into the soil by means of hammering,

and the safe depth of penetration is usually small. Although the outward appearance

of the samples may be satisfactory, numerous shear failures are often revealed by

close examination. Longer and less disturbed samples can in most cases be ob-

tained by core boring. Block sampling methods should be used for obtaining un-

disturbed samples in accessible ex~lorations.

5.8 Coarse Gravelly and Stony Soils

Clean gravel deposits and soils containing considerable amounts of gravel

and stones, such as coarse glacial till, fall in this category.

The advance of the bore hole is difficult; wash boring cannot be used, and

rotary drilling is inefficient in these soils. Borings in loose gravelly soils may be

advanced by displacement boring or with augers, whereas percussion drilling is

used to loosen compact deposits, whereupon the soil is removed with bailers, sand-

pumps, or barrel augers. Continuous sampling with heavy-walled drive samplers

has been found advantageous in some cases and is occasionally used in combination

with a preliminary loosening of the material by means of explosives.

Representative samples of clean gravel are generally obtained with barrel

augers. As indicated above, a heavy-walled drive sampler can be used in stony soils,

but it must be driven into the soil by means of a drop hammer, and the cutting edge

is often damaged. The stones are pushed aside or into the sample, which therefore

may be seriously disturbed. Efforts to obtain samples of unsolidified gravel by

means of core boring have failed. Samples of compact and stony soils containing

some cohesive material can be obtained by core boring, but the stones tend to roll

under action of the coring bit instead of being cut and are ultimately pushed aside

or into the core barrel.

Undisturbed samples of these soils can be obtained by freezing the soil be-

low the bottom of the bore hole and subsequent core boring. The method is expensive,

but it is the only satisfactory one so far developed. Only block or box sampling

methods should be used in accessible explorations.

5.9 Influence of Air and Other Gases in the Soil

The danger of compaction of the soil on account of

vibration during the s’ampling operation is much greater for

increased stresses and

partially saturated than
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for fully saturated soils. When the air is entrapped in the formof individual bubbles,

it cannot escape when it tends to expand upon a decrease in external stresses and

pore-water pressures. The soil will therefore be subject to swelling withouta cor-

responding change in water content when it enters a sampler with an excessive in-

side clearance and when the sample is removed from the sampling tube or liner.

Such an increase in volume without a change in water content may be called expansion

to distinguish it from swelling caused by an increase in water content.

Expansion of the soil may be caused not only by air entrapped in the pores

but also by air and other gases which are dissolved in the pore water and are re -

leased and expand when the pore-water pressures and soil stresses are decreased (*).

This phenomenon was first observed and its cause suggested by the late D. E. Moran

(342). It occurs primarily in soils containing organic matter, but the pore water in

inorganic soils may also contain dissolved gases as a result of seepage from or-

ganic deposits. Numerous gas bubbles, about 1/1 6 in. in diameter, can be seen in

Fig. 105 which is a photograph of a sample of stratified sand, silt, and clay, taken

from a depth of 57 ft on lower Manhattan Island.

The gases may consist of air, hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide, methane,

and other gases of organic origin. About 80 percent of the gases in samples of or-

ganic silt from New York Harbor -- analyzed by Professor E. Moore, Graduate

School of Engineering, Harvard University -- were found to be carbon dioxide. The

volume of the released gases, reduced to atmospheric pressure, may exceed the

original volume of the sample, and an increase up to 7 percent in length of the sam-

ple, caused by gaseous expansion, has been observed in several instances. Although

the major part of the expansion may take place within a few hours after the stress

reduction, it may continue at a decreasing rate for days and even weeks and months

on account of a gradual rele”ase of the gases and/or the viscosity of the soil and re-

straining effect of the container in which the sample is preserved. The pressures

developed are strong enough to break a l/2-in. coating of paraffin and to move seal-

ing plugs or caps of sampling tubes or liners unless special precautions are taken

to prevent such displacements.

Laboratory tests often indicate the presence of a small amount of air in soil

samples, and it has been suggested that no soil is completely saturated. However,

it is possible that the soil in situ actually is fully saturated, and that the air found in

the samples originally was dissolved in the pore water and was released during the

(*) The amount of gas which free water can absorb depends on the coefficient of absorption for the
particular gas and on the partial gas pressure at the interface between gas and water. The pressure

in a gas bubble depends on the hydrostatic pressure in the surrounding water, the surface tension, and
the diameter of the bubble. In a fine -grained soil the surface of a gas bubble is probably not uniform
but consists of innumerable menisci over pores in the soil, and the expansion and contraction of such
a bubble causes plastic deformations in the soil. Therefore, it is probable that the amount and rate of
release and expansion or re-absorption and compression of gas in soil depend not only on the pressures
in the pore water and gas bubbles but also on the effective stresses in and strength of the soil and on
the rate of plastic deformations. Furthermore, the influence of capillary tension and the altered prop-
erties of water close to particles of clay minerals on absorption and release of gases is not yet known.
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actual sampling or subsequent handling of the sample.

A decrease of hydrostatic pressures and stresses in the soil in situ by ex-

cavations or by lowering of the ground-water level may cause release and expansion

of gases in the soil and pore water and may thereby affect the stability of the soil

and the settlement of subsequently erected structures. Gaseous expansion of soil

samples may cause partial disturbance of the soil structure and will affect the re -

suits of laboratory tests to determine the strength and consolidation characteristics

and other physical properties of the soil; see Section 6.4. Expansion of samples of

gaseous soils cannot be entirely prevented but should be reduced to a minimum, and

the original volume and degree of saturation of the sample should be determined as

accurately as possible.

Some gaseous expansion may take place before sampling within the bulb of

reduced stresses below the bottom of the bore hole, which therefore should be kept

filled with water or drilling fluid. This precaution cannot be taken, and the zone of

. decreased stresses is much more extensive, in accessible explorations in which

considerable expansion may take place before the actual sampling.

The samples should preferably be taken with a piston sampler which should

be pushed into or through the zone of decreased stresses before the actual sampling

is started. Samplers with either a free or stationary piston may be used. The latter

type is preferable for sampling of soft and sticky soils, but care should be taken not

to create a void over the sample by exceeding the safe depth of penetration, thereby

permitting longitudinal expansion of the sample. It is also desirable to prevent for-

mation of a vacuum below the sampler during withdrawal. The inside clearance

should be small but not entirely eliminated. The clamping unit should be so con-

structed that the piston rod clamp can be released temporarily, Fig. 208, so that

the le,ngth of the sample can be verified and the original volume of the s~il deter-

mined before withdrawal of the sampler. Any expansion during withdrawal should

be observed, and the ends of the sample should be trimmed and the net length de-

termined as soon as possible after withdrawal. The samples should be preserved

in the sampling tubes or liner, which should be sealed in such a manner that ex-

pansion of the soil during shipment and storage of the sample is prevented. It is

possible that vibrations during shipment will increase the release of absorbed gases.

The problem of preventing release, expansion, or escape of gases entrained

in soil and rock samples has been given serious consideration by petroleum engi-

neers and geologists. The quantity and pressure of gases in oil sands may be very

high, and erroneous estimates of the productive capacity of oil bearing formations

are obtained when the gases are allowed to escape or to expand and change the void

ratio of the material before the sample can be tested in the laboratory. Two core

barrels have been developed which at the start of the withdrawal are closed by means

of valves so that the pressure of fluid and gases in the pores is maintained at a

value approximating the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid at the bottom of

the hole; see Section 14.4. It is doubtful that these pressure core barrels in their
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present form can be used to advantage in

poses, but the principles embodied in their

5.10 Influence of

A gradual

soil sampling for civil engineering pur -

design deserve consideration.

Changes and Stratifications

increase in strength and stiffness of the soil with depth, which often

occurs in soft surface deposits, facilitates sampling. The safe depth of penetration

is greater, and the danger of losing the sample is smaller than in uniform soft soil.

Likewise, the recovery ratio increases and longer samples of soft soil can be ob-

tained immediately above or when approaching stiff strata.

A gradual decrease in strength with depth, often encountered after passing

dessicated or relatively firm or coarse surface deposits, decreases the safe pene-

tration and increases the danger of losing the lower part of the sample. The effect

of a sudden change from stiff to soft soil during a sampling operation depends on the

length of the sample at the moment the stiff stratum is penetrated. When this length

and the total inside friction are small, then an excess amount of soil may enter an

open drive sampler on account of the increased load on the soft soil caused by the

outside wall friction between the sampler and the overlying stiff stratum. On the

other hand, when the length of sample of stiff soil exceeds a few times its diameter,

then it is likely that the inside wall friction and the corresponding pressure on the

soil below the sampler are so large that the soft soil layers will be deflected down-

ward and may even be pushed aside instead of entering the sampler. Whenever there

is a sudden decrease in penetration resistance, it is therefore advisable to withdraw

the sampler and remove the sample of stiff soil before attempting to take a sample

of the underlying soft soil.

When the soil consists of alternating, relatively thin layers of soft and stiff

soil, as in varved clays, the ~afe penetration will often be smaller than in uniform

soil. After the safe penetration is exceeded, the softer soil layers will be subject to

greater deformations and a greater decrease in thickness than the stiffer layers,

and they may to a large extent be pushed aside and the remnants mixed with broken

parts of the stiff layers; see Fig. 99 and 108. Samples of such soil should be taken

with a sampler with stationary piston, in which the automatic regulation of the pres-

sure on top of the sample to some extent will compensate the change in consistency

of the strata.

When the external forces on a sample of stratified soil are eliminated and

the internal stresses primarily are governed by the capillary forces or menisci at

the surface of the sample, a migration of pore water from the coarse -grained to the

fine -grained soil layers may take place; see Section 6.3. Samples of stratified soils

should be preserved in the sampling tube or in liners rather than in paraffin, since

the confining forces of the tubing to some extent will replace the stresses which

acted on the sample in situ. When the sample is removed from the sampling tube in

the field or is taken in an accessible exploration, thick strata of sand and silt should,
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as far as possible, be

Stratifications

the constituent strata

separated from thick clay strata before sealing.

in rock with material difference in hardness and strength of

increase the difficulties of core boring, since the best cutting

medium, bit setting, and core catcher for one material may be inefficient or entirely

unsuitable for another material. These difficulties are increased when the strata

have a pronounced dip, in which case the boring tends to change its direction until it

is either parallel with or perpendicular to the strata. The result is that the cores

often are broken up and block the core barrel so that only short cores are obtained,

and the danger of losing the lower part of the core is also increased when the bit

setting and core catcher are unsuitable for the particular material.

5.11 Influence of Secondary Structure

Some soils and primarily stiff clays often have a secondary structure con-

sisting of hair cracks, joints, or slickensides. Aside from occasional loss of the

lower part of the sample, the secondary structure in soils seldom causes serious

difficulties in sampling, but the results of laboratory tests to determine the physical

properties and especially the strength and permeability of soils with secondary struc-

ture may not represent the actual values for the soil in situ. The average strength

of a fissured soil is generally smaller and the permeability larger than that of the

parent material. Furthermore, these properties may be subject to considerable

although slowly progressing changes when the stress conditions are altered, for

example by excavation of soil.

The laboratory tests will furnish too low a strength when planes of failure

in the test specimen follow joints or slickensides and too high a strength when planes

of failure and joints intersect each other and when the test specimen is cut from a

block without secondary structure. Fairly reliable results may be obtained when

the joint spacing is small compared to the dimensions of the test specimens, but

even then it should be realized that some soils with secondary structure seem to

gain in strength by partial disturbance and remolding; see Section 6.5. When the

joint spacing is relatively large, recourse must be taken to large-scale field tests

on the soil in situ and to observations of the behavior of completed structures of or

founded on the soil.

The presence of joints, fissures, and other irregularities in rock will in-

crease the difficulties in obtaining satisfactory cores. Broken rock is often ground

up and removed by the circulating water or drilling fluid, or it may block the core

barrel after the core has reached a relatively short length. In such rock the bit

speed and feed and the pump discharge must be very carefully regulated, and it is

advisable not to attempt to take too long cores and, whenever possible, to use core

barrels of large diameter. In order to obtain undisturbed cores of badly fissured

rock as in fault zones, it maybe necessary to solidify the materially freezing before

the core boring.
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CHAPTER 6

DISTURBANCE OF SOIL SAMPLES

6.1 General

Various causes and outward manifestations of disturbances to which soil

samples may be subjected before, during, and after the actual sampling have been

discus sed in the foregoing chapters. Although most of these disturbances can be

avoided or reduced in extent or degree by use of appropriate methods and equipment

and careful work, ultimately the external stresses on the sample will be reduced

from those acting in the ground to atmospheric pressure, and the soil in the sample

may be subject to minor volume changes and some disturbance of the soil structure.

The object of this chapter is to discuss the basic types of disturbance and their in-

fluence on the results of the major physical tests in order to arrive at a better un-

derstanding and a closer definition of the requirements for practical undisturbed

soil samples.

The disturbances to which soil samples may be subjected can be classified

in the following basic types, proceeding from relatively slight and common distur -

bances to grave and

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

usually avoidable disturbances.

Change in stress conditions.

Change in water content and void ratio.

Disturbance of the soil structure.

Chemical changes.

Mixing and segregation of soil constituents.

The influence of these disturbances on the results of laboratory tests de-

pends not only on the type and degree of disturbance but also on the character of the

soil and the testing technique and is subject to extreme variations. Sufficient ex-

perimental data are not yet available for formulation of definite rules for determina-

tion of the influence of disturbances and the corresponding correction of test results,

and the following discussion is limited to a review of general principles and trends.

Some quantitative data are given by Casagrande (907), Terzaghi-Peck (246), and

Rutledge (963). The last mentioned paper and the discussions thereof contain ex-

perimental and theoretical data for determination of the influence of sample distur -

bance and suggestions for correction of the results of laboratory test.

6.2 Stress Conditions in the Ground

The stresses acting on a small element of saturated soil in the undisturbed
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ground are shown in Fig. 137A. It is assumed that the soil is uniform and dry above

the ground-water level. The total normal stresses, mv and mh, are composed of the

hydrostatic pressure in the free pore water or neutral stress, u, and the effective

stresses, pv and ph. The latter two represent the stresses between the soil grains

or between the films of bound and partially solidified water surrounding the soil

grains; they refer to the total areas of the element and not to the actual areas of

contact, which are exceedingly small.

Since the free pore water can-

not transmit shearing stresses, the

total and effective shearing stresses

in the soil are equal. The condi-

tions of failure are governed by the

effective stresses, the coefficient

of internal friction, and the bond

between the particles. The shear-

ing resistance corresponding t o

this bond is called the cohesion. It

is not a constant for a given soil

but varies with the void ratio and

the stress history of soil and may

be altered by disturbance o f the

soil structure.

The ratio K = ph/Pv, not to be

confused with (Th/~v, is generally

assumed to be equal to the coeffici-

ent of the hydrostatic earth pres-

sure at rest for the particular ma-

terial, but little is known about its

actual value in undisturbed deposits.

Laboratory experiments by KjeLl-

man (944, 945) and observed de-

formations and planes of failure in

undisturbed deposits indicate that

the value of K depends not only on

the character but also on the stress

history of the soil, and that it may

assume values between those cor -
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SATURATED CLAY : CAPILLARY PRESSURE MAY APPROACH AVERAGE EFFECTIVE

STRESS IN GROUND FOR CLAYS WITH GREAT TENDENCY TO ELASTIC EXPANSION BUT

MAY APRROACH ZERO FOR CLAYS WITH LITTLE TENOENCY TO EXPANSION.

SATURATED SILT AND SAND: TENOENCY TO ELAsTIC EXPANSION RELATIVELY

SMALL. CAPILLARY PRESSURE SMALL AND LIMITED By PORE fIIAMETER, MAY
APPROACH zERO FOR cOARSED-GRAINED SOILS.

STRATIFIED SOILS : CAPILLARY PRESSURE GENERALLY GREATEST AND HYDRO-

STATIC PRESSURE SMALLEST IN FIN E- GRAINED STRATA. POSSIBLE MIGRATION OF

WATER FROM COARSE -GRAINEO TO FIN E- GRAINED STRATA.

DISTURBED AND UNDISTURBED CLAY: NORMALLY, DISTUReANCE INCREASES

HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE AND WATER TENDS TO MIGRATE TO UNDISTURBED PART OF

SAMPLE BUT REVERSE CONDITION POSSIBLE IN STRONGLY OVERCONSOLIDATED SOIL.

GASEOUS OR EXPANSIVE SOILS: RELEASE OR EXPANSION OF GASES AeSORBED

IN PORE WATER OR ENTRAPPED IN PORES OF SOIL. GENERAL EXPANSION OF SAMPLE;

POSSIBLE DISTURBANCE OF SOIL STRUCTURE ANO DECREASE IN STRENGTH.

PARTIALLY SATURATED SOILS: UNHINDERED ELASTIC EXPANSION IN CASE OF

INTERCONNECTING AIR cHANNELS, SURFACE ANO INTERNAL CAPILLARY PRESSURES

DEPEND ON DEGREE OF SATURATION AND CHARACTER OF SOIL.

B-STRESS CONDITIONS AND CHANGES IN THE SAMPLE

FIG. 137-INFLUENCE OF CHANGES IN STRESS CONDITIONS

responding to the active and to the passive earth pressure. Furthermore, when the

deposit has been subjected to one-directional geological forces and deformations,

the horizontal stresses may not be equal in all directions. These facts must be

borne in mind when the stress conditions in the sample or test specimen are com-

pared to those in the soil in situ, and when it is attempted to reestablish the original

stress conditions during laboratory tests.
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6.3 Change in Stress Conditions

The sample may be subjected to both stress increases and decreases during

the boring and sampling operations. By use of proper methods and equipment, stress

increases which cause significant volume changes and disturbance of the soil struc-

ture can usually be avoided, at least for the major part of the sample, but a reduction

of the total stresses to atmospheric pressure cannot be prevented when the sample

is removed from the sampling tube or liner and during the preparation of test speci-

mens. The following discussion is concerned only with the consequences of such a

reduction of the total stresses to atmospheric pressure.

Capillary forces -- general. - When the soil sample is removed from its

position in the ground and exposed to atmospheric pressure, the original external

stresses will to some extent be replaced with capillary forces at the surface of the

sample, but opinions differ in regard to the magnitude of these forces. On one side

it is maintained that, since the deformations of the soil mainly depend on the effective

stresses and since the volume and void ratio remain practically constant, the stress

produced by the capillary forces must be nearly equal to the average effective, nor-

mal stress on the soil specimen in situ. On the other hand, the opinion has been ex-

pressed that the behavior of soils during consolidation and other tests indicates that

the capillary forces are very small. Both contentions are based on indirect evidence,

and it is difficult experimentally to separate the influence of the stress reduction

from that of a slight disturbance of the soil structure. Reliable, direct measure-

ments of the capillary forces acting on an exposed soil sample have not yet been

made. It is probable that the ratio between the original effective stresses and the

capillary forces varies between wide limits, and an attempt to explain such varia-

tions is made by the following hypothesis.

The stresses acting on the soil in the ground cause elastic deformations of

the soil grains and a corresponding amount of elastic energy is stored in the soil.

A reduction of the total stresses to atmospheric pressure will first of all cause a

decrease of the pore-water pressure and a very small increase of the volume of the

sample. Since the compressibility of water is much larger than that of the mineral

soil grains, the void ratio will be increased. This change in void ratio is exceedingly

small when computed on the basis of the compressibility of water at or above atmos-

pheric pressure. However, the compressibility increases rapidly with decreasing

pressure, and the pore-water pressure in an exposed soil sample is smaller than

atmospheric pressure and may, nominally, even be negative. Furthermore, even a

very small increase in void ratio may release a considerable part of the elastic

energy stored in the soil when the upper part of the pressure-void ratio curve is

very flat. On account of the remaining elastic energy, there is a tendency to further

expansion, which cannot take place without an increase in water content or admission

of air to the pores of the soil. Water menisci will then be formed at the surface of

the sample and capillary forces created, which will balance the remaining expansive

forces in the soil. The original effective stresses will thereby be replaced by
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is equal in all directions and de-

history, and the character of the

soil. A summary of the probable effects of the stress reduction for various soils

and conditions is given in Fig. 137B, and these effects will be discussed in greater

detail in the following paragraphs.

Saturated clay. - Fully saturated clays and other fine- grained soils with a

large content of flaky mineral particles, which have been subjected to considerable

volume changes and deformations after the formation of the deposit, often have a

great tendency to expansion. Capillary pressure and effective stresses in the re-

moved sample may then be of considerable magnitude and may even approach the

average effective stress in the undisturbed deposit, provided the sample has not been

subject to structural disturbance. On the other hand, many clay deposits show very

little change in water content with depth; they have not been subject to material de-

formation and have but little tendency to expansion. In this case the initial expansion

of the pore water may release a major part of the elastic energy stored in the soil,

and the capillary forces will be very small and may even approach zero. However,

the strength of the soil may not be materially affected thereby since it primarily de-

pends on the bond between the particles.

The change in stress conditions will undoubtedly cause a decrease of the

shearing resistance, as determined by unconfined compression tests, but it is prob-

able that this decrease in many cases will be very small. This conclusion is sup-

ported by the fact that there often is very little difference between the unconfined

compressive strength and that determined by unconsolidated, quick triaxial tests,

as reported in the review of the results of the Cooperative Triaxial Shear Research

by the Corps of Engineers (1 16). The influence of temporary stress reduction on

results of consolidation, direct shear, and triaxial tests is probably smaller than

for unconfined compression tests and may be interpreted as a hysteresis effect.

This effect should be very smalI or negligible when the sample is subjected to

stresses in excess of the original stresses in the ground.

Saturated coarse- grained soils .- Cohesionle ss soils without a material con-

tent of mica and other flaky minerals are subject only to very small volume changes

and elastic deformations upon a reduction of the total stresses, and a major part of

the elastic energy stored in the soil may be released by the initial expansion of the

pore water. Furthermore, the water menisci are generally drawn into the soil and

air is admitted to the outer pores, causing the sample to expand until the effective

stresses are reduced to the possible maximum value of the capillary pressure, which

is governed by the diameter of the pores in the soil. The effective stresses will

generally be reduced to such an extent that the re suits of unconfined compression

tests cease to have any practical meaning. However, the temporary stress reduc-

tion will probably not have any material influence on the results of other laboratory

tests, provided the soil structure has not been disturbed.

Stratified soils. - When a sample consists of alternating layers of fine- and
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coarse -grained soils, it is probable that the capillary forces and the corresponding

reduction of the pore-water pressures, caused by exposing the sample to atmospheric

pressure, will vary from layer to layer. An internal migration of water will then

take place until the pore-water pressures have been equalized throughout the sample

or the water menisci have been drawn into and air admitted to the pores of the coarse-

grained soil layers. It has been observed that the clay layers in samples of some

stratified soils have absorbed most of the water in the sand and silt layers, Kimball

(942).

Disturbed and undisturbed clay. - Disturbance of the soil structure of clayey

soils will usually cause a decrease in strength and an increase in consolidation under

a specific load. A partially disturbed sample of such a soil, exposed to atmospheric

pressure, has less tendency to swelling, smaller capillary pressures, and greater

pore-water pressures than a similar sample of undisturbed soil. An internal mi-

gration of water from the disturbed to the undisturbed part of a sample may therefore

take place.

On the other hand, strongly overconsolidated clays, whether remolded or un-

disturbed, have a tendency to swelling instead of consolidation during slow shear

tests (939). This phenomenon is comparable to the volume increase of very dense

sands during failure. Therefore, in samples of such soils an internal migration of

water from the undisturbed to the partially disturbed sections may take place.

Gaseous or expansive soils. - As indicated in Section 5.9, a reduction of the

total stresses and pore-water pressures will cause release and expansion of air and

other gases entrapped in the pores of the soil or absorbed in the pore water. The

pressure of the released gas is sufficient to cause displacement of the soil and form-

ation of bubbles of considerable size, Fig. 105. In the vicinity of such bubbles the

soil is partially disturbed and the pore-water pressure temporarily increased. How-

ever, it is possible that the attendant deformations of the sample as a whole may “

cause a decrease of the pore-water pressures in other parts of the sample, but it

is an open question whether the development and expansion of gas bubbles ultimately

will decrease or increase pore-water pressures and capillary forces. Taking both

pore-water and gas pressures into consideration, it is probable that the etiective

stresses and the strength of the soil will be decreased; see Section 6.4,

Partially saturated soils. - A partially saturated soil in which the air forms

isolated bubbles will act as the gaseous or expansive soils discussed above. When

the saturation is so small that the air spaces are interconnected, so that air can

enter or escape from the pores, the elastic expansion upon a reduction of the total

stresses can take place practically unhindered, and the over-all capillary forces

will be small and the effective stresses reduced. However, individual small ele-

ments or groups of grains will be under capillary pressure from menisci formed at

interfaces between air and water in the interior of the sample. The unconfined com-

pressive strength of the sample will probably be decreased, and the reduction de-

pends not only on the character of the soil but also on the degree of saturation.
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Stress changes will probably have only a negligible effect on the results of other

physical tests in which the soil is subjected to stresses equal to or exceeding those

existing in the soil in situ.

6.4 Change in Water Content and Void Ratio

A change in void ratio ofa non-gaseous, fully saturated soil is accompanied

by a corresponding change in water content, whereas the void ratio of gaseous soils

may be changed without any change in water content, and the water content of par-

tially saturated soils with interconnecting air spaces maybe changed with only a

minor change of the void ratio.

Determination of volume change s.- Changes in volume and void ratio may

occur both before, during, and after the actual sampling operation. Volume changes

before sampling are very difficult to determine, but they usually affect only the upper

part of a sample taken through a bore hole. Volume changes after recovery of the

sample can be determined by appropriate control tests, such as measurement of net

length and/or weighing of the sample, although it is difficult to determine changes

caused by internal migration of water. It is unlikely that fully saturated soils of low

permeability will be subject to significant volume changes during the actual sampling

when the sampler is forced rapidly into the soil, but they may occur when the rate

of advance is small, as in case of core boring and when a drive sampler is forced

into the soil by slow jacking. On the other hand, permeable and especially partially

saturated soils may be subjected to appreciable volume changes during sampling.

Specific recovery ratios will give some indication of the magnitude of the

volume changes during s~mpling when these changes are small, but it must be borne

in mind that the recovery ratios are influenced not only by volume changes but also

by entrance of excess or displaced soil and by a downward deflection and stretching

of the soil layers. When the specific recovery ratio or, for samplers with thin walls

or stationary piston, the total recovery ratio is equal to unity, it is probable that the

soil has not been subjected to major volume changes. However, the possibility that

a compaction of the soil may be offset by entrance of excess soil and a swelling by

a downward deflection and stretching of the soil layers must be taken into consider-

ation.

The best method of determining whether a given sampler or core barrel

causes volume changes of certain types of soil is to compare the void ratio or density

of the samples with that obtained in field density tests or, for samples taken in test

pits, by advance trimming or block sampling methods.

Satura$ed cohesive soils. - An increase in water content and void ratio of a

saturated, cohesive soil will increase the permeability and initial consolidation and

decrease the shearing resistance, whereas a decrease in water content and void

ratio will have the opposite effect. A moderate

serious as a corresponding decrease, since the

increase in

test results

water content is not as

will be on the safe side

,
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for practical applications, and since the sample can be restored to its original con-

dition by allowing it to consolidate under stresses approximating those in the un-

disturbed ground. On the other hand, a material decrease in water content may

cause the test results to be on the unsafe side, and the effects of the decrease are

to some extent irreversible. This applies especially to preconsolidation pressures

which may be increased by a decrease in water content.

Saturated cohesionless soils .- The influence of a change in water content and

void ratio of a saturated, cohesionless soil is similar to that described above for

cohesive soils, but volume changes of cohesionless soils are generally very small

unless a disturbance of the soil structure simultaneously occurs. Samples of cohe-

sionless soils are often remolded before testing and the test results expressed as a

function of the void ratio, in which case the original volume changes will have no

effect on the test results; but it is difficult to apply these results when the void ratio

of the undisturbed deposit is not definitely known. In particular, it is difficult to

determine whether the void ratio is above or below critical values and thereby whether

deformations will cause an increase or a decrease of pore-water pressures.

Gaseous or expansive soils. - An increase in void ratio without a correspond-

ing increase in water content, caused by release and expansion of gases entrapped

in the soil or dissolved in the pore water, may seriously affect the results of con-

solidation tests and probably also the results of other physical tests.

Each load application in consolidation tests causes an initial increase in pore-

water pressure and a decrease in volume of the gas bubbles. This is followed by

actual consolidation of the soil and probably also by a further decrease in gas vol-

ume, caused by plastic deformations of the soil and absorption of gas in the pore

water. However, as the pore-water pressure decreases with the progress of the

consolidation, there may be a re-expansion of the gas, but it is unlikely that the gas

will attain its former volume since this would require entrance of gas into the capil-

laries or deformation of the soil, which now has increased strength.

The reliability of the results of consolidation tests on gaseous soils depends

to a large extent on the relative amounts of free gas or the degree of saturation of

the soil in situ and that of the test specimen under comparable stress conditions. It

is therefore important that the original volume and degree of saturation of the sam-

ple be determined as carefully as possible.

Several methods of correcting the results of consolidation tests for the in-

fluence of gas in the soil have been suggested. The first and easiest of these methods

consists in disregarding the sudden initial compression after each load application.

This method may yield coefficients of compressibility which are too small when the

soil in situ contains free gas. On the other hand, when the gas in the soil in situ is

completely dissolved in the pore water, the coefficients of compressibility obtained

by this method of correction may be too large, since the initial compression of the

bubbles of free gas in the test specimen may be followed by an additional, gradual
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decrease in volume on account of absorption of gas in the pore water, slow plastic

deformations of the soil, and failure of the gas bubbles to expand to their original

size towards the end of each load cycle.

The second method, originally proposed by the late D. E. Moran (342), re-

quires a consolidation apparatus with a closed system which permits measurement

of the amount of water actually forced out of or absorbed by the test specimen. In

computing the pressure-void ratio curve, the volume changes of the test specimen as

a whole are disregarded and only the changes in water content are considered. The

resulting diagram may furnish fairly reliable values of the coefficient of compressi-

bility and the compression index when the gas in the soil in situ is completely ab-

sorbed in the pore water but too small values when the undisturbed soil contains

free gas.

A possible third method requires apparatus similar to that for the second

method but with additional provisions for controlling pore-water pressures at the

surfaces of the test specimen. Before the actual test is started, the pore-water

pressures and effective stresses in the soil should be increased to those existing in

the soil in situ and maintained at these values for a considerable period of time in

order to cause compression and re-absorption of the gases. The pore-water pres-

sure at the surface of the test specimen is maintained at the above mentioned value

throughout the test, which otherwise is performed and evaluated as a standard test.

It is possible that this method will furnish more reliable results than the two men-

tioned above, but little is known about the time required for re-absorption of gases.

Definite experimental data concerning the influence of an increase in void

ratio, caused by formation and expansion of gas bubbles, on the strength of the soil

are not available. It is probable that the strength will be decreased, and it is in any

case difficult to correlate the strength with the void ratios of the test specimen and

the soil in situ. The permeability expressed as a function of the total void ratio will

probably be decreased, since water will flow around and not through the voids filled

with gas.

Partially saturated soils. - An increase in water content of a soil with inter-

connected, air-filled voids may destroy the apparent cohesion produced by the capil-

lary menisci and forces at the boundaries of the air spaces, thereby decreasing the

strength, and it may even cause disintegration or slaking of the soil. A decrease in

water. content will increase the strength, but it may also produce cracking and, if the

water content is decreased to the shrinkage limit, a change in the liquid and plastic

limits of the soil.

6,5 Disturbance of the Soil Structure

A disturbance of the soil structuremay occur before, during, and after actual

sampling. In case of sampling through bore holes, the disturbance before sampling

is usually confined to the upper part of the sample. By use of proper methods and
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equipment, the disturbance during sampling can generally be reduced to a very small

amount for the central part of the sample, but the lower part may be disturbed in

separating the sample from the subsoil; Section 6.9. In case of sampling in access-

ible explorations, the disturbance during sampling can usually be reduced to a neg-

ligible amount, but appreciable disturbance may occur before sampling and affect the

entire sample, especially when the soil is soft and the sampling is performed in deep

test pits or tunnels. Disturbance after sampling can to a large extent be avoided by

proper care in sealing, shipment, and handling of the samples.

Dete rmination of disturbance .- Excessive deformations generally indicate

a disturbance of the soil structure. These deformations may appear as distortions

or a change in thickness of the soil layers and as planes of failure. Changes in

thickness are indicated by specific recovery ratios greater or smaller than unity.

Distortions and planes of failure can often be seen on the surface of the sample, but

they can be detected with much greater certainty by slicing the sample and partial

drying and trimming of the sliced sections. The sensitivity to deformations differs

greatly for the various types of soils. Some plastic soils can withstand a strain of

several percent without an appreciable change in physical properties, whereas a

strain of less than one percent may cause serious disturbance of brittle soils.

The soil structure may be disturbed and the physical properties changed even

when there is no change in thickness or visible distortions or planes of failure. Such

disturbances without outward manifestations are, of course, difficult to detect. Con-

trol tests performed in the field and later repeated in the laboratory will disclose

the change in physical properties after sampling, but such changes may be caused

not only by disturbance of the soil structure but also by a change in water content

and void ratio and by chemical changes. As will be explained in the following para-

graphs, the test results will often give some indication of the condition of the sample.

Nature of disturbance .- A disturbance of the soil structure may consist of

a weakening of the bond between particles or a rearrangement of the structural pat-

tern formed by the soil grains. A weakening of the bond between colloidal particles

of clay minerals and organic matter is often thixotropic in character; that is, the

bond may in part be reestablished after the source of disturbance ceases to act.

The disturbance may in such cases be explained roughly as a temporary liberation

of bound water molecules in the film of partially solidified water surrounding the

colloidal clay minerals.

A rearrangement of the structural pattern formed by the soil grains is gen-

erally accompanied by a tendency to a change in void ratio and by a change in pore-

water pressures and of capillary pressures at the surface of a sample exposed to

air. The void ratio of a loose cohesionless soil or a cohesive soil in a state of nor-

mal consolidation or slight overconsolidation tends to become smaller by disturbance,

and the pore-water pressure will consequently be increased until the change in void

ratio has been effected, On the other hand, the void ratio of a dense cohesionless

soil or a strongly overconsolidated clay tends to increase and the pore-water pressure
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to decrease by a disturbance of the soil structure. The following comments on the

effects of these disturbances are primarily confined to the results of laboratory tests

on saturated, cohesive soils.

Influence on consolidation tests. - A disturbance of the soil structure will

generally cause a tendency to additional consolidation of the soil or a downward dis-

placement of the pressure-void ratio curve, Fig. 138. The transition between the

initial recompression and the straight or virgin parts of the diagram will be rounded

off and the stress history and preconsolidation pressure thereby obscured. The
slope of the virgin compression curve in the usual semi-logarithmic plot will be

decreased slightly, and the curve for a partially disturbed soil will join that of the

undisturbed soil at a certain high pressure and at least at zero void ratio. Correc-
tions of the pressure-void ratio curve, as determined in the laboratory, to obtain

that for the undisturbed soil have been discussed in many papers. The following

brief review of such corrections is primarily based on the paper by Rutledge (963)

and the discussion of this paper by K. Terzaghi.

When the soil is in a state of normal consolidation and the preconsolidation

load, p. in Fig. 138B, is known, the virgin compression curve for the soil in situ

may be determined with reasonable accuracy by drawing a line through point b,

parallel with or intersecting the virgin curve for the partially disturbed soil at zero

void ratio. However, the transition between the initial recompression and the virgin
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parts of the curve and the settlement of structures which produce only a slight in-

crease in pressure cannot be determined with certainty. On the other hand, when

the structure produces a large increase in pressure, the settlements computed on

the basis of the corrected pressure-void ratio curve usually agree satisfactorily with

observed settlements.
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When the soil is overconsolidated, the preconsolidation pressure may be

determined by comparison with the rebound or recompression curves, Fig. 138A,

or by means of the construction suggested by A. Casagrande, Fig. 138C. The virgin

compression curve for the soil in situ may then be determined by drawing a line

through point A in Fig. 138A or point B in Fig. 138C parallel with or slightly

steeper than the virgin compression curve for the partially disturbed soil. However,

the determination of the preconsolidation pressure may be considerably in error

when the soil has been subjected to serious disturbance, and the shape of the tran-

sition between the recompression and virgin parts of the diagram is still more un-

certain than for a normally consolidated soil.

In general, a straight or slightly concave virgin compression curve and a

fairly sharp transition between this curve and the initial recompression curve with

a good definition of the preconsolid’ation pressure will usually indicate that the sam-

ple has not been subjected to appreciable disturbance. However, it must be borne

in mind that some undisturbed soils have a convex compression curve and that the

virgin compression curve for other soils is slightly concave even when the soil is

remolded.

In addition to consolidation tests on undisturbed samples, it may in many

cases be advantageous to perform such tests also on remolded samples. The com-

pression curves for the remolded samples indicate the trend of the influence of in-

creasing structural disturbance and may thereby assist the extrapolation required

to estimate the compression curves for the soil in situ as well as give some indica-

tion of the degree of disturbance of the undisturbed samples.

Influence on unconfined compression tests .- A disturbance of the soil struc-

ture will generally cause a decrease of the unconfined compressive strength and of

the nominal modulus of elasticity as shown in Fig. 139A. The ratio between the

compressive strength of the remolded soil and that of the undisturbed soil, or the

corresponding ratio between the moduli of elasticity, indicates the sensitivity of the

soil to structural disturbance. A few such ratios are given in the table in Fig. 139A,

and it will be observed that the deformations are much more sensitive to structural

disturbance than the ultimate strength. The influence of the disturbance varies be-

tween much greater limits than indicated in this table. Some stiff soils may be

transferred into a semi-liquid state whereas other soils lose only very little and a

few may even gain slightly in strength by remolding, Faber (920), T schebotarioff (975).

A loss in strength by remolding is probably caused by a weakening of the

bond between the soil particles and by a tendency of the void ratio to decrease. This

tendency will cause an increase in pore-water pressure and consequently a decrease

in capillary pressure and of the internal, effective, normal stresses between the

soil grains, An increase in strength by remolding is’usually attributed to a second-

ary structure of the soil and to the elimination of weak joints and slickensides by

the remolding. This explanation is undoubtedly correct for some of the soils ex-

hibiting this rather unusual property, but it is possible that some of these soils are
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so strongly overconsolidated that the disturbance tends to produce expansion with a

consequent decrease in pore-water pressure and increase of the capillary pressure

and internal, effective stresses.

The decrease in strength of good

undisturbed samples, on account of un-

avoidable structural disturbance, is in

many cases only moderate. Moreover, a

moderate decrease in strength does not

seriously interfere with the practical ap-

plication of the test results, since it is

compensated for by neglecting the influ-

ence of progressive failure and the con-

sequent disturbance of the soil and de-

crease of the average shearing resistance

along the assumed surface of failure. On

the other hand, the influence of a slight

structural disturbance on the nominal

modulus of elasticity is much more pro-

nounced, and there are no compensating

factors in the application of the test re-

sults . Hence, the observed initial settle-

ments of structures are usually much

smaller than those computed on the basis

of moduli of elasticity determined by lab-

oratory tests on undisturbed samples.

In addition to the unconfined com-

pression tests on undisturbed samples,

it is advisable always to make a few tests

on specimens of the remolded soil in order

to obtain an indication of the sensitivity

of the soil to structural disturbance. When

the stress-strain curve for the undis -
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turbed sample is straight until the stress reaches 30 to 50 percent of the compressive

strength, it will usually indicate that the sample is not seriously disturbed, whereas

a stress-strain curve which is curved from the start and which falls close to the

curve for remolded soil usually indicates serious structural disturbance. However,

it must be taken into consideration that some soils have a fairly straight stress-

strain curve even in a remolded state and that other soils do not lose appreciably

in strength by structural disturbance.

Influence on direct shear and triaxial tests .- The foregoing comments on

the influence of a disturbance of the soil structure on the results of unconfined com-

pression tests apply in principle also to the results of direct shear tests and triaxial
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compression tests and especially to those of unconsolidated quick tests. However, in

case of consolidated quick and slow tests, the decrease in void ratio during the initial

consolidation and during the test itself will be increased by an initial disturbance of

the soil structure, as indicated in the discussion of consolidation tests. This addi-

tional decrease in void ratio will cause an increase in strength which will counteract

and may even exceed the decrease in strength caused by the initial structural distur -
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tests. As suggested by Casagrande and Rutledge (116)

bance and weakening of

the bond between the parti-

cles. Therefore, for some

soils and certain stress

conditions, a disturbance of

the s o i 1 structure may

cause the results of con-

solidated quick and slow

tests to be on the unsafe

side for practical applica-

tions.

When the strength

of the soil is expressed as

a function of the void ratio

instead o f t h e principal

stresses, Fig. 139B, the

effect of the additional de-

crease in vo id ratio is

automatically taken i n t o

consideration, and it is

even possible that the ef-

fect of a small initial

structural disturbance will

be reduced to a negligible

amount when the sample

is consolidated under

pressures in excess of the

preconsolidation pressure.

The strength-void r a t i o

diagram is similar to the

pressure-void ratio curve

obtained by consolidation

and shown in Fig. 139B, the

approximate strength of the soil in situ may then be determined by extrapolation to

the natural void ratio of the soil or by means of a construction similar to that used

for determination of the preconsolidation pressure,

During the Cooperative Triaxial Shear Research (116) the natural strength
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of several soils was

that this strength is

determined in the above mentioned manner, and it was found

considerably larger than the strength obtained by unconfined

compression OB quick triaxial tests when the soil is brittle and very sensitive to

structural disturbance; whereas it falls within the range of strengths obtained by

these two tests when the soil is plastic and relatively insensitive to structural dis-

turbance. These conclusions are not final, and further research on the effect of un-

avoidable disturbance of samples on the results of laboratory tests is needed.

Influence on permeability tests .- When a disturbance of the soil structure

causes a change of the void ratio, the permeability will also be changed. However,

it is possible that a disturbance of the soil structure may cause a change in perme-

ability even when the void ratio is not changed; that is, the disturbance may affect

the permeability-void ratio curve. Terzaghi and Peck (246) cite several examples

of remolding causing a very large decrease in permeability of various silty, o~ganic,

and calcareous clays. An increase in permeability of highly colloidal and bentonitic

clays on account of remolding has been reported. It is possible that such an increase

in permeability is only temporary or a thixotropic phenomenon; that is, some of the

water molecules in the film of partially solidified water are temporarily liberated

and the effective percolation channels thereby enlarged.

A disturbance of the structure of stratified soils consisting of alternating

laminae of pervious and relatively impermeable soils, may cause a decrease in

permeability parallel to and an increase perpendicular to the stratifications. In

case of anisotropic soils, like loess, in which the vertical permeability is much

greater than the horizontal permeability, the former maybe decreased by disturbance

of the soil structure.

Further research on the influence of structuraldisturbance on the permeability

of a soil is needed, especially in connection with estimates of the time rate of consoli-

dation and settlements of structures. Estimated rates of settlement, based on results

of laboratory tests, are usually much smaller than observed rates of settlement of

the completed structures. This difference is generally attributed to the presence of

intermediate, thin laminae of permeable soil in the compressible deposit. This ex-

planation is undoubtedly correct in many cases, but a decrease in permeability of

the samples, on account of a disturbance of the soil structure during sampling, would

also cause the estimated rate of settlement to be smaller than the actual rate.

6.6 Chemical Changes

The soil close to the bottom of the bore hole may be affected by salts in the

wash water or the ingredients of the drilling fluid, but the penetration is generally

slight except in pervious soils. Oxidation may occur by prolonged exposure of the

soil to air in accessible explorations or during the preparation of test specimens.

However, the greatest danger of chemical changes exists when soil samples are

stored in untreated steel containers for protracted periods. Contact with copper,

brass, zinc, etc., may in special cases also cause chemical changes in the soil.
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The danger of chemical changes is aggravated by the presence of acids or

bases in the soil or pore water and by electrical currents which may be generated

when metals of different kinds are in contact with the soil. Air and moisture filled

voids between the sample and the container will also promote chemical changes as

well as growth of fungus. Containers should preferably be coated with lacquer; at

least, the sealing caps or disks should be of electrically inert materials or of the

same kind of metal as the container in order to avoid electrolytic action. This re-

quirement should also be observed in the design of testing equipment in which the

test specimen will be in contact with metals for periods exceeding a few hours.

Determination of disturbance .- Organic soils are often subject to color

changes by oxidation. Contact with metals and especially steel may cause conspicu-

ous discolorations, a hardening and pitting of the soil, and in other cases a strong

adhesion between sample and container. However, chemical changes may take place

without conspicuous outward manifestations. Minor changes in the consistency of

the soil can be detected by means of the usual control tests, but changes in consis-

tency do not necessarily indicate chemical changes. Control tests in the form of

chemical analyses are seldom made as a part of soil sampling operations for civil

engineering purposes, and correlations between chemical and physical changes must

also be established before the results of chemical control tests can be properly

evaluated.

Nature and effect of chemical change s.- Whereas the effects of chemical

changes of the soil have been studied extensively in investigations for agricultural

and industrial purposes, very few data are available concerning the chemical changes

which may occur during sampling, storage, and testing of soils, or the effect of such

changes on those physical properties which are of primary interest to the civil

engineer.

In soils consisting primarily of quartz and similar relatively inactive mine-

rals, the chemical changes which may occur during sampling and storage consist

mainly of deposition of chemical compounds in the voids and the formation of a bond

between the soil grains. In soils containing clay minerals the principal change is a

base exchange or an exchange of cations at the surface or corners of the crystal

lattice of the minerals with ions in the pore water. The corresponding changes in

physical properties depend, of course, on the type of ions which have been exchanged;

for example, an exchange of sodium ions with calcium ions and especially with hydro-

gen, iron, or aluminum ions will cause a decrease in Atterberg limits and com-

pressibility and an increase in shearing resistance of the soil, Endell and Hoffmann

(919). Organic compounds in the soil maybe subject to both oxidation and base ex-

change.

Base exchanges are facilitated by the passage of an electric current which

through electrolysis of water and metals makes the hydrogen and other ions avail-

able for exchange. It is also possible that such a current may cause partial cemen-

tation through formation of various aluminates which are deposited in the voids. In
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general, it is probable that chemical changes which are caused by contact between

the soil and metal containers or testing equipment and by electrolysis will produce

a decrease in compressibility and an increase in shearing resistance of the soil and

will thereby cause the results of laboratory tests to be on the unsafe side for prac-

tical use.

6.7 Mixing and Segregation of Soil Constituents

Mixing of soil from adjacent strata often occurs in samples obtained with

augers, bailers, sandpumps, and slit or CUp samplers. Mixing and segregation of

the soil constituents in samples taken with drive samplers and core barrels are gen-

erally caused by improper cleaning or use of an open sampler in an uncased bore

hole but may also be due to piping and partial liquefaction, caused by creation of a

vacuum over the sample.

Mixing of the soil strata will cause distortions which are readily discernible

by slicing and partial drying of the samples, but it may occasionally be difficult to

determine whether the distortions do not exist in the undisturbed deposit. However,

mixing of soil layers during boring, cleaning, and sampling operations primarily

affects the upper part of the sample and is generally accompanied by a conspicuous

softening of the soil.

When only soil layers in close proximity have been mixed, the sample as a

whole may be considered as representative of the average condition and used for

approximate identification and for tests to determine the suitability of the soil for

construction purposes, but the samples are unsuitable for laboratory tests when

some of the soil constituents have been removed or replaced with soil from distant

strata or with foreign matter.

6.8 Requirements for Undisturbed Samples

Since a reduction of the total stresses acting on the soil in the undisturbed

deposit cannot be avoided during the sampling operation and the preparation of lab-

oratory test specimens, a truly undisturbed sample cannot be obtained, but the sam-

ple may nevertheless be suitable for all laboratory tests and for practical purposes

considered as undisturbed when the following basic requirements are satisfied:

1. No disturbance of the soil structure

2. No change in water content or void ratio

3. No change in constituents or chemical composition

It is very difficult to determine whether, for a given sample, these require-

ments are fully satisfied, and even when they are complied with, possible effects of

the unavoidable stress changes should be realized and taken into consideration in

planning the tests and evaluating the results, Referring to the methods of detecting

disturbances, discussed in the foregoing sections, the strict requirements for
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undisturbed samples may be replaced in part by the following modified or practical

requirements:

A.

B.

c.

The specific recovery ratio shall not be greater than 1.00 nor smaller

than ( 1 - 2Ci), where Ci is the inside clearance ratio at the cutting edge.

When thin-wall drive samplers, samplers with stationary piston, or core

barrels are used, it is generally sufficient that the total recovery ratio

be equal to or slightly smaller than unity.

On the surface of or in sliced sections of the sample there must be no

visible distortions, planes of failure, pitting, discoloration, or other signs

of disturbance which can be attributed to the sampling operation or hand-

ling of the sample.

The net length and weight of the sample and the results of other control

tests must not change during shipment, storage, and handling of the sample.

It is strongly emphasized that these requirements are complementary. There may

be no visible distortions of the soil layers even when the specific recovery ratio is

considerably above or below unity, Fig. 141, and the soil layers may be seriously

distorted even though the recovery ratio is equal to unity, Fig. 142. On the other

hand, it must be borne in mind that both distortions and planes of failure often exist

in the undisturbed deposit. When irregular distortions in the sample are found be-

low or between undistorted strata, Fig. 143, they are likely to be natural distortions.

On account of the direction of displacement or the attendant distortions of the planes

of failure shown in Fig. 144A and B, it is probable that they are natural planes of

failure, but the possibility that they may have been caused by the sampling operation

cannot be excluded.

6.9 Disturbance of Undisturbed Samples

The modified practical requirements for undisturbed samples, suggested in

the foregoing section, are not fully equivalent to the basic requirements, and the

samples may have been subjected to a change in physical properties when the modi-

fied requirements are satisfied. For example, a compaction or decrease in void

ratio may be offset by entrance of excess soil, and a slight downward deflection and

stretching of the soil before it enters the sampler may be offset by gaseous swell-

ing and distortion in the opposite direction by action of the inside friction. First of

all, the modified requirements must be satisfied, and further indications of the con-

dition of the sample and the reliability of the results of laboratory tests may be ob-

tained by the following observations and comparative tests.

Shape of sties s- stiain curve s.- As mentioned in the foregoing sections, the

pressure-void ratio or stress-strain diagrams obtained in consolidation tests and

in unconfined and triaxial compression -tests will often indicate disturbance of the

sample when:
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(1) The preconsolidation load is poorly defined and the entire consolidation

curve has a convex curvature in the usual semi-logarithmic plot.

(2) The stress-strain curve for compression tests is curved from the start

and the maximum stress and corresponding strain are poorly defined.

However, it must also be borne in mind that the consolidation and stress-

strain curves of some soils are curved even when the material actually is undisturbed,

whereas these curves are fairly straight for other soils even when these soils are

remolded. To determine the influence of structural disturbances on the shape of

the curves and to obtain an indication of the degree of disturbance of undisturbed

samples, it is advisable to repeat a few of the tests, at least some unconfined com-

pression tests, with remolded soil.

Variations of disturbance within a sample. - Even when the modified re-

quirements for undisturbed samples are satisfied, the soil will generally be partially

disturbed for some distance from both the top, bottom, and the cylindrical surface

of the sample. A few tests to determine variations in the unconfined compressive

strength over the length and diameter of samples were made during the research,

Variations in strength over the length of samples were determined by cutting

test specimens, 5/8 in. in diameter and 1-1/4 in. long, at 3-in. to 6-in. intervals at

the center of samples of silty clay taken with a 2-in. thin-wall piston sampler. The

unconfined compressive strengths were determined by means of the apparatus shown

in Fig. 357, and the relative strengths were expressed as a percentage of the average

strength of the test specimens taken more than 9 in. from the top and bottom of the

samples. The results of tests on 11 samples of fairly uniform soil were averaged

and are presented in Fig. 140A. It will be seen that the 2-in. samples are partially

disturbed for a distance of about 8 in. from the top and bottom of the samples. The

decrease in strength in the upper part of the sample is due to disturbance of soil

near the bottom of the bore hole before actual sampling is started, whereas the de-

crease in the lower part is caused by transmission of tensile and torsional forces to

separate the sample from the subsoil and by swelling on account of contact with free

water and/or internal migration of water to the partially disturbed section.

Variations in strength over the diameter of 4-3/4-in. and 6-in, samples were

determined in a similar manner. A 2-cm thick circular slice was first cut from a

sample by means of a thin wire saw, and a 1-cm wide strip was then cut from the

center of this slice and divided into 1-cm square test specimens, The variations in

the unconfined compressive strength, expressed as a percentage of the average

strength of the three test specimens closest to the center of the sample, are indi-

cated in Fig. 140B. Only a few pilot tests of this type were made and the results

were to some extent influenced by variations in the character of the soil. Therefore,

the curves shown in Fig. 140B indicate only a probable trend, and it is highly de-

sirable that more accurate and detailed tests be made to determine variations in

strength and disturbance over the diameter of samples.
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those for the maximum compressive strength and would therefore be better indi-

cators of disturbance, but they are also more difficult and time-consuming to de-

termine with the required accuracy.

Comparison of samples taken by various methods. - The disturbance during

the actual sampling operation is to a large extent eliminated when the samples are

taken in accessible explorations by advance trimming or block sampling methods.

A comparison of the results of tests on such samples and those obtained in bore

holes by means of drive samplers or core barrels will then indicate the disturbance
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of the latter, provided the soil in the accessible exploration has not been disturbed

before sampling.

Results of some comparative tests of this type are cited by Peck (541) and

Rutledge (963), who found that samples obtained with simple 2-in. open drive samplers

suffered an appreciable decrease in strength during sampling, whereas Dawson (dis-

cussion of 963) found little difference in the physical properties of samples obtained

with a 5-in. thin-wall drive sampler and block samples taken in test pits.

Whenever there is an opportunity to do so, it is advisable to make such com-

parative tests, and especially when it is attempted to expedite the work by use of

simplified samplers and methods, as in control sampling of earth structures. Com-

parative tests should also be made when new types of samplers are first tried out,

during sampling operations in virgin territory, or when new types of soils are en-

countered. However, it must also be borne in mind that the soil around a test pit or

other accessible explorations under certain conditions may be seriously disturbed

before sampling. It is possible that samples obtained with a properly designed thin-

wall piston sampler through a bore hole filled with water or drilling fluid in some

cases maybe less disturbed than samples obtained in a test pit or accessible boring

to the same strata.

Comparison of samples of various diameter s.- When soil conditions are

such that there is danger of disturbance of the soil around accessible explorations,

or when the depth to the strata under investigation is too great, it may be possible

to obtain an estimate of the influence of the disturbance during the sampling opera-

tion by comparison of the results of tests on specimens cut from the center of sam-

ples taken in bore holes with samplers of various diameters.

There can be little doubt that the disturbance of the soil during the sampling

operation decreases with increasing diameter. When the results of tests on samples

of various diameters are plotted as a function of the diameter, the resulting dia-

grams will often approach, asymptotically with increasing diameter, certain maxi-

mum or minimum values of the physical constants and coefficients. These values

will then represent the physical properties of samples which have been subjected

to no other disturbance during the sampling operation than that caused by the un-

avoidable change in stress conditions.

Comparison of predicted and actual behavior of structure s.- As evidence of

the undisturbed condition of samples, it is occasionally stated that the actual amount

of settlement or the position of a surface of sliding is in close agreement with that

predicted on the basis of tests on the samples. However, such an agreement does

not furnish conclusive proof of the undisturbed condition of the samples, since errors

resulting from disturbance of the samples may be offset by other errors caused by

the method of testing or by approximations and assumptions in the application of the

test results. For example, the unconfined compressive strength of slightly disturbed

samples often agrees fairly well with the computed average shearing resistance
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along a surface of failure, since the effect of

decrease of the average shearing resistance

progressive failure and the consequent

generally are neglected in these com-

putations.

The agreement between the predicted and actual behavior of a foundation or

earth structure only indicates that the combination of particular methods of sampling,

testing, and application of the test results furnishes reasonable results for a specific

type of structure or problem and specific soil conditions, but it does not furnish con-

clusive proof of the absence of sources of error in any one of the three interdepend-

ent phases of the investigation.

6.10 Future Research

The research on undisturbed sampling of soils maybe divided into the follow-

ing three phases: (A) general survey of the requirements and of the currently used

methods of subsurface exploration and sampling of soils; (B) investigation of the

causes of disturbance of soil samples and development of methods and equipment

for obtaining samples which satisfy the modified or practical requirements for un-

disturbed samples, discussed in Section 6.8; and (C) comparative tests to determine

the extent and degree of disturbance in samples which comply with the practical re-

quirements, and development of methods for estimating the properties of the soil in

situ from the results of tests on such samples.

The research completed to date has mainly been confined to the first two of

the above mentioned phases, and problems on which additional research is needed

have been mentioned from time to time in the foregoing chapters, A brief outline of

desirable future research is given in the following paragraphs.

(A) General survey. - T-he collection of data and critical review of new de-

velopments in the subsurface exploration and sampling of soil and rock should be

continued.

(Bl) Drive samplers. - The principal causes and types of disturbance of the

soil during drive sampling have been determined and approximate criteria for the

design and operation of drive samplers established during the research, but further

systematic experiments with the following objects are needed:

(1) Closer investigation of the causes of convex distortions in samples, to

enable a more accurate determination of when such distortions are caused by caving

of the bottom of the bore hole, improper cleaning before sampling, entrance of ex-

cess soil, or by inside wall friction.

(2) Closer investigation of the origin and causes of shear failures in samples,

to permit determination of when they occur before or after the soil enters the sam-

pler, when they are produced by displacement of soil by the cutting edge or by the

inside friction and overdriving, and when they are not caused by the boring and sam-

pling operations but represent zones of failure of the soil in situ.
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(3) Closer determination of the allowable values of thearea ratio and of the

influence of the shape and taper of the cutting edge and of a stationary piston on these

values.

(4) Closer determination of the optimum values of the inside and outside

clearance ratios, and of the influence of these ratios and of the speed of penetration

on the length and disturbance of samples of the principal types of soils.

These experiments can be performed in essentially the same manner as those

of the completed research; that is, by determination of recovery ratios, examination

of sliced samples for signs of disturbance, and by performance of simple control

tests. Possible mechanical improvements of the samplers and operating equipment

and of methods for preventing loss of the samples are not mentioned in this outline,

since such improvements can and probably will be made during practical sampling

operations.

(B2) Core barrels. - Whereas extensive practical research has been con-

ducted to determine the requirements for the design and operation of core barrels

for use in rock, very few data are available on systematic experiments to determine

these requirements for core barrels for use in soils. Time and circumstances did

not permit such experiments to be performed during the research covered by this

report.

Some of the results obtained for drive samplers can also be applied to core

barrels, but systematic experiments are required for solution of special problems.

The first part of this research may follow the same plan as the research on drive

samplers, and the investigation of the condition of the samples obtained may at first

be confined to determination of the recovery ratios and examination of sliced samples

for indications of disturbance. In most cases it will be sufficient to determine the

total recovery ratios, but it is desirable that specific recovery ratios be determined

in some of the experiments. The principal objects of the research may be summa-

rized as follows:

(1) Determination of the principal types of disturbance and their causes, with

special attention being given to disturbances by transmission of torsion to the subsoil

and to the sample, to the influence of whip and vibrations, and to erosion and con-

tamination of the soil by wash water and drilling fluid.

(2) Determination of the optimum number, shape, size, clearances, and

arrangement of the teeth in the coring bit and of the shape and position of the cutting

edge of the inner barrel.

(3) Determination of the influence of the method of operation; that is, the

bit speed, feed pressure and rate, and the pump pressure and discharge.

(4) Determination of the types of soils of which undisturbed samples may or

should be obtained by core boring instead of drive sampling.
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Research on these problems should be made by systematic experiments under

closely controlled conditions. Possible mechanical improvements of swivel joints,

vents and check valves, core catchers, and a core barrel plug or piston can be made

during practical coring operations.

(B3) Preservation of samples. - A few experiments with lacquering of sam-

pling tubes and liners and with various methods of preserving samples during ship-

ment and storage have been made, but the results are not conclusive and additional

experiments with the following objects are needed:

(1) Determination of the best type of lacquer, enamel, or electroplating of

liners and thin-wall sampling tubes to obtain minimum inside friction, maximum

toughness and hardness, and maximum protection against corrosion of the tubing

and chemical changes of the soil during protracted storage of samples.

(2) Development of better methods for preservation of large samples by

investigating the effect of various admixtures to and various blends of paraffins and

waxes in which the samples are encased, or by spray-coating the samples with mod-

ern rubber and plastic sealing compounds.

(C) Comparative tests. - Since the object of these tests is to determine the

extent and degree of disturbance by comparison of the results of tests on various

test specimens, it is essential that the experiments be performed in uniform soils.

It is desirable that comparative tests of the following categories be performed:

(1) Determination of variations in strength and elasticity over the length and

diameter of samples. A few tests of this type were made during the research and

are described in Section 6.9, but many more are needed,

(2) Comparison of void ratios, water contents, or dry densities of samples

of various diameters or obtained by various methods in an effort to determine the

volume changes of relatively pervious or partially saturated soils during sampling.

(3) Comparison of the consolidation, permeability, and strength character-

istics of test specimens cut from samples of various diameters or obtained by

various methods with the object of determining the change in these physical proper-

ties during sampling. A further object is to develop methods of correction or ex-

trapolation of the results of tests on practical undisturbed samples, so as to obtain

reliable estimates of the physical properties of the soil in situ. This last mentioned

object is between the scope of the research described in this report and that of re-

search on soil testing.

As previously mentioned, a considerable amount of data on the results of

comparative tests and on methods of correcting the results of tests on slightly dis-

turbed samples is contained in the paper by P. C. Rutledge (963) and in the discus-

sions of this paper.

Location of uniform soil deposits .- The majority of soil deposits are far
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from uniform, and variations in physical properties, at least in a vertical direction,

are as a rule to be expected. Much time and effort was lost during the research on

soil sampling, and it was in many cases impossible to formulate definite conclusions

on account of such variations in the physical properties of the soils in which the ex-

periments were made.

A great variety of varved sands, silts, and clays are found in the Connecticut

Valley and other places in the glaciated regions of the Northern Hemisphere. These

deposits are excellently suited for experiments to determine whether a given sampler

or sampling method causes deformation of the soil, but the difference in the proper-

ties of the alternating laminae is generally so great that these deposits cannot be

used for a closer determination of the extent and degree of disturbance by a com-

parison of the physical properties of various test specimens or samples.

Very uniform soil deposits or strata are a prerequisite for the comparative

tests required in the third and final phase of the research on soil sampling. Soil

deposits which are easily accessible and sufficiently uniform for the above mentioned

purpose are very rare, but an organized search for such deposits of the principal

types of soils would be well worth the effort. If they could be located, it would bene-

fit not only the research on soil sampling but all basic research on soil testing and

determination of the physical properties of the soil in situ. The total number of ex-

periments required would thereby be reduced, and there would be less danger that

the results contain so many variables that the various factors which govern the dis-

turbance of the soil and its physical properties could not be segregated and definitely

determined.
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CHAPTER 7

BORING AND SAMPLING RECORDS

7.1 General

The records of subsurface explorations and sampling operations should be

clear and accurate, and they should contain not only the data required for determina-

tion of the soil profile and the location of the samples obtained but also any observa-

tions which will contribute to an estimate of the condition of the samples and of the

physical properties of the soil in situ. The data which the records of semi-direct

and direct methods of exploration and of undisturbed sampling should contain are

discussed in the following sections and illustrated by several examples.

Field records of simple, routine explorations are generally prepared by the

boring foreman, but it is desirable that large and difficult explorations and undis-

turbed sampling operations be supervised and the -records prepared by an engineer

who is familiar with the methods of exploration, sampling, and testing, and with the

project for which the explorations are being made. Such an engineer is better able

to evaluate the changing requirements of the work and will often observe conditions

which may appear unimportant to or escape the attention of the boring foreman, while

enabling the latter to devote his entire time to the actual boring and sampling opera-

tions,

7.2 Comments on Soil Classification

Many misunderstandings have been caused by the use of different soil classi-

fications and of local or popular designations, which often cover a range of soils

with considerable difference in physical properties. Several attempts have been

made to establish a general soil classification for civil engineering purposes, but

none of the proposed classifications has yet attained universal use and approval.

The difficulties arise primarily from the fact that a classification which takes all

the soil properties into consideration would be too complicated for general use, and

that the importance of the different properties varies with the purpose for which the

soil is used. It will probably be necessary to establish several classifications, each

adapted for particular conditions and uses of the soil. However, it is to be hoped

that a simplified general classification, which will be adequate for preliminary iden-

tification of the soil and as a basis for more specialized classifications, will be

agreed upon in the not too distant future.

Selected references on soil classifications are assembled in Section 8 of
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the Classified Bibliography, and the subject is also discussed in several papers on

foundation exploration and books on soil mechanics and foundation engineering. Par-

ticular attention is called to the simplified classifications and methods of field identi-

fication proposed by Mohr (341), Casagrande (81 1), Rutledge (825), and Terzaghi-

Peck (246).

A simplified soil classification will seldom fully describe a given soil, and

the field and office records of boring and sampling operations should contain a de-

tailed description of the soils encountered in terms of the predominant size and

shape of the grains, gradation, compactness, structure, plasticity, consistency in

the undisturbed and remolded state, contents of organic matter and conspicuous min-

erals, etc. With the aid of such a detailed description, the soil can generally be

placed in any one of the currently used classifications, if so desired.

The use of symbols, numbers, letters, and abbreviations instead of detailed

descriptions of the various soil types and properties facilitates preparation of rec-

ords and may be necessary when soil profiles are to be shown in correct position

with respect to the topographical profile, Fig. 160, and are closely spaced. However,

unless required by space limitations, symbols and abbreviations should not be used

as the only means of identification, since they often are the cause of confusion and

misunderstanding and make the reading of the exploration records difficult for those

not thoroughly familiar with the meaning of the abbreviations.

7.3 Records of Reconnaissance Borings

The field records of reconnaissance or general borings should contain the

following data:

(1) Proper identification data, including the name of the project and site;

coordinates or number of boring referred to a detailed map~ date of start and com-

pletion of the boring; and name of the boring foreman, inspector, or engineer in

charge of the work.

(2) Ground surface elevation at each boring with reference to a definitely

established datum which will not be affected by subsequent construction operations.

(3) Depths at which major changes in the character of the soil take place

and a detailed description of the soil in each major stratum. The description should

be based on examination of a representative sample, and at least one such sample

should be taken in each stratum.

(4) Penetration resistance of the

or consistency of the soil in situ based

boring tools.

(5) The numbers of the samples

should preferably be given on the boring

sampler or an estimate of the compactness

on the rate of

and the depths

record, but this

progress or

from which

information

the feel of the

they are taken

is occasionally



JOB NO. 765 DATE 3-/4 - fgd5

JOB ADDRESS ~ Compaf?g - /23 V Sfreef - Z Ci+q

FIXED DATUM USED Z CitL/
ELEVATION OF GROUND SURFACE AT THIS BORING /42.5 FT.

I 1 ,
DEPTHS I

CLASSIFICATION

FROM I TO I

SURFACE 21-4” Topsoil - Organic sandy silf

2’-4” 7’-3” Fj// - ~an~ ~jj j a~~ C/au ~if~ 3

/3 ‘-/0 ‘

/8/-3’

27’.3 “

3’2’-4’

cinders and rubbish

11’-4” Oroanic silfy sand- loose - qr.a~ 2

traces of peat

/3 ~/0 “ Peaf wifh V8” /qqers of brownish /

w’l(q sand - very soft
/8’-3” Si/?q sand - coarse fO fine 5

ye//o w .gra.q - /oose

27’-3” A+?o?tled.qe/lo w clay - very sjiff 20

to stiff - breaks into /umps

32L4° Si/f~ C/’@g - gray - medju~ . II

partings of silt and fine sand

56 ‘-U clam(./ - bluish .qrgq - 5—
medium sof 7’ to sof i

56 ‘- 6“ 68 ‘-4” Sil(y claq - olive green - me~)um /2

stiff - thin silt and sand layers

58‘-4” 73’-/0” Si/tg sand - .qra.q q e//o w - clean - 20 x

fine to coarse – firm
73’- /0” 78’-6” Sandy 9 ravel - dense 30 x

78’-6 “ 82 ‘-3” ~ar~pan 44
Y2‘- 3 “ 86’-3” Sof f rock - &composed sha/e 25

96’-3” 88’-4” Sound rock - dark ureen shaje 75

, , 1 I

:::.~=: 77 USED 2“ CASING.. --
I i

DEPTH TO WATER LEVEL 6’-0” FT. 8’-6” FT.

TIME AFTER COMPLETION / HOURS /3 HOURS

3LOWS PER FOOT FOR l“ STD. PIPE SAMPLER DRIVEN WITH 140 LB HAMMER, 30” OROP

FOREMAN ?Amb @$-”* BORING NO. 5

#

SIMPLE FIELD RECORD OF RECONNAISSANCE BORINGS

FIG. 145

LOCATION X Com,oan.u - /23 Y Street - z Citu

SURFACE ELEVATION /42. 5 DATUM z Ci<q

BORING 2” Wash Borin.q SAM PLER /“ S?’d. Pipe

HAMMER : /40 LBS.30 “ DROP DATE 3 -/4 - /945

DEPTHS y * +’ m

$
Z& ~CLASSIFICATION AND REMARKS 0=

‘ROM TO < Jw ;
In mn

o Topsoi/ - Organic sandy silf

2.3 No sample

2.3

3.0 4.2 / Fi/1 - sand, si/f and cleg 3

7.2 wI”ih rubbish and cinders

7.2

7.7 8.8 2 Organic silty sand - /oose -gray 2 x

//.3 fraces of peat

‘/. 3

‘/. 7 /2.8 3 Pea f WI”+h ~~” layers of brown /

/3.8 san <V sl”17’ - verq soft

3’.8

4.3 /5. 5 4 Si/~q sand, coarse fo fine 5 x

/8.2 ge~lo w gra y - loose
w. 2

‘8.5 /9.6 5 Mo tt/ed ye//o w c/ag - very siiff 20

‘4.0 25. ~ 6 fo stiff - breaks into lumps 10

27.2

‘7.2

‘7.8 29.0 7 Silty c/qq - grag - medium – //

32.3 par f ings of silt and fine sand
12.3

!2.8 34.0 8 3i/<q C]akq - bluish gr~g - 6
?.9.2 40.4 9 medium to soft - silt partings 5

!5. 2 46.5 Io (con tinued) 4

0 LJSED CASING

)EPTH OF HOLE /5.5
JOB NO. 7’65

>EPTH TO WATER 5.8 6.7 7.3

TIME OF OBSERV, // :50 /2.”20 /2:50 ‘OR’NG ‘0 5

‘OREMAN Z%Twnh Smith SHEET NO. / of 2

FIELD RECORD OF RECONNAISSANCE BORING AND SAMPLING

FIG. 146
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omitted, and the samples are then marked with the number of the boring and the

depth to the top and bottom of the particular stratum from which they are taken.

(6) Any obstructions and difficulties encountered, such as remains of old

structures and trees, stones and boulders, caving and rise of the soil in the bore

hole. A full record should be made of every boring, even when it is not completed

on account of obstructions and other causes.

(7] The depths at which a loss or inflow of water into the bore hole occurs.

The actual water level and the rate of its rise or fall should preferably be determined

and noted.

(8) Whenever possible the depth to the free ground-water level or levels

and the piezometric pressure levels in artesian strata; that is, when the bore hole

extends below the ground-water level and fairly pervious strata are encountered.

(9) The diameter and method of advancing the bore hole. When only a part

of the bore hole is cased, the depth to the lower edge of the

( 10) The type and diameter of the sampler and weight

or a description of other methods used to force the sampler

mine the penetration resistance. The data in paragraphs (9)

be given in the general report on the entire exploration.

casing should be given.

and drop of the hammer

into the soil and deter-

and ( 10) should at least

Examples. - Fig. 145 shows a simple form providing the minimum required

information. The depths at which representative samples are taken are not indicated,

but it is understood that such samples were obtained from each of the strata shown

on the record and are marked with the boundary depths of the respective strata.

The boring method and the type and diameter of the sampler are standard for the

entire job and are indicated only in the final office report on the entire exploration,

Fig. 153. The form shown in Fig. 146 is more detailed; the samples are numbered

and the depths at which they were taken are noted. In thick strata samples are taken

at intervals not exceeding five feet.

7.4 Records of Detailed Explorations

When more or less continuous samples are taken, the details of the soil pro-

file will be determined during the examination of the samples in the laboratory, and

the principal field observations are then those concerning the location and condition

of the samples. The field records of such borings should contain the following data:

(1) All data required in the field records of reconnaissance borings with

special emphasis on the depths between which each sample is taken. The depths at

which major changes in the character of the soil occur cannot always be determined,

except indirectly by the penetration resistance, but the character of the soil in acces-

sible parts of the sample should be indicated in the record.

(2) The type and diameter of the sampler and the inside clearance of the

cutting edge. When the samples are preserved in thin-wall sampling tubes with a
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built-in cutting edge, the inside clearance may be determined in

(3) The method or methods used to force the sampler

the laboratory.

into the soil. The

penetration resistance should preferablybe determined and recorded. When more

than one method of driving is used ina single operation, the depth of penetration

and the penetration resistance obtained by each method should be noted.

(4) The depth of penetration, determined with an error not exceeding one

half of one percent. For an open sampler the depth of penetration should include the

initial penetration of the sampler under the weight of the drill rods and the sampler.

(5) The gross or original length of the sample, determined with an error not

exceeding one half of one percent. When samplers with core retainers are used, the

downward movement of the sample in activating the core retainer should be taken

into consideration in computing the gross length.

(6) The net length of the sample, determined with an error not exceeding

one quarter of one percent. When other control tests are made, the results should,

of course, be recorded.

(7) Unsuccessful sampling operations should be recorded with the same care

and detail as successful operations. Efforts should be made to ascertain the causes

of loss of a sample.

Examples. - The form shown in Fig. 147 is primarily intended for use with

samplers of thin-wall tubing. The single depth column and separate column for the

penetration resistance, compared with the double depth columns used in Fig. 145 and

146, have the advantage that computation of both the lower depth and the recovery

thereby are facilitated. Furthermore, the penetration should, in this case, be deter-

mined to the nearest 0.01 ft, whereas it is sufficient to indicate total depths to the

nearest 0.1 ft. Each sampling tube should be marked with job, boring, and sample

number and preferably with a label containing the principal details of the operation;

see Fig. 333. A full-page form with space for depth computations, preliminary soil

profile, time record, and other details is shown in Fig. 148. It

vised for use with the Porter piston samplers, Fig. 218 and 219,

to any type of sampler.

7.5 Records of Special Explorations

was specially de-

but can be adapted

Field records for large-diameter borings in which undisturbed samples are

obtained should contain the same data as those for the detailed explorations, but all

measurements during the sampling operations and observations concerning the cond-

ition of the sample assume increased importance and should be recorded in greater

detail. Separate field records of all measurements and computations are often made

for each undisturbed sample, Fig. 149+ The computations must be made in any case,

and an orderly recording of all the data instead of only the results tends to eliminate

mistakes and omissions and permits checking later.



LOCATION Mill Diver Bridge – Wesf Abutmeni

SAMPLER 43/4”Piston - Liner ID =468” PROJECT NO. 564

CUTTING EDGE D= 4,61 – Ci =/.5 0/0 BORING NO. 3

DRIVING 6/ock and Tackle _ SAMPLE NO. 5
WATER IN HOLE c~Sir)Q full DATE 5’20-1946

A TOTAL LENGTH O.F CASING /3. 64

B CASING ABOVE GROUND 1.60

c DEPTH BOTTOM OF CASING C.A. B /2.04
D LENGTH OF CLEAN-OUT AUGER AND RODS 15.00
E RODS ABOVE GROUND 2.32
F DEPTH OF HOLE F.D– E 12.68

G LENGTH OF SAMPLER AND RODS 20.00
H RODS ABOVE GROUND – START OF DRIVE 7.18

I DEPTH TO TOP OF SAMPLE I= G-H /2.82

J PENETRATION OF CLOSED SAMPLER .I= I-F o. /4

K RODS ABOVE GROUND - END OF DRIVE /.75
L DEPTH BOTTOM OF SAMPLE L.G-K /8. 25

M NET DEPTH OF PENETRATION M=H-K 5.43
N SETTLEMENT OF RELEASED PISTON 0.04
PENETRATION RESISTANCE 400 }0 2400 Ibs.

PROJECT NO. 564
BORING NO. 3
SHEET / 4

FOREMAN J# ~“h

INSPECTOR C. ,&bG&

LOCATION Mill L?iverBridge -Wesf Abuiment

SURFACE ELEV. 423.4 FIxED DATUM A4.S..L.
BORING 6“ Casi~ q -Franks Drill h?~q No. /1
SAMPLERS 2“ S~/if Barre~-4%dNPisfon &mP/er
SAMPLES J=Jar, P=Paraffined, L.=4.68’’IO. Liner
DATE START 5-20-1946 DATE FINISH 5-24-/946

SOIL PROFILE SAMPLES I
-1 BORING AND SAMPLING NOTES
ORCEDESCRIPTION DEPTI

G.S.
Topsoil

Or.q. c&ueu silt ,2

NO. )EPTI REC

I 5-20-1946- cloudu - mild

Hole +0 4.5 – auger I

=

C/a e silt
medium - dark

- seams of
b~own sand

3.8

Casing to 4.6
1

2.5

5.0

7.0

~
——

fo. 4
//. 6

Hole fo 9.0 - aqqer
Gra-q sandg silf

Sample 2 wi fh auger

Sample 3 with auqer
I

=

Medium - fine sand
Yellow ra
Medium dense
Streaks of coarse
sand Iii tle ravel

Casin.q fO 9.2
,g46 Ho/e fo /0.4 - bailer;-2<

.——

/.2
/./

GROSS LENGTH = M-N = 5.39 RECOVERY 99. 2% ]

SECTION A B c D 3hoe
NET LENGTH 0.72 /.50 /.50 /.45 /0s f

FIELD Uc ~u 0.35 0.95 0.75 &g/cmz

TEST WEIGHT //.52 //.8/ //.68 9
51B”~I~“ ~ (WET) //2 //5 1/4 Jbpuft

/0. 2I

A -B = Gra~ clayey silt - sand seams

SOIL B-D = Silty cla y -Yellow gray - Med. stiff —
5-A

5-B

5-c

5-D

!0s+

G

6-B—

I I D ‘ Silty clag - O/ive graq - Med. soff
CASING CLEANING

TIME
START PENETRATION START

ADVANCED FINISHED DRIVE TIME WITHDRAWAL ======4’”’ . Ca&x jet sqqer
$00
fo Sample 5
’400 43A” piston sampler fo a
Ibs. 18.25 wifh block and

iackle in 7 seconds
0.22’ bof. samp/e /0s t

i 1 I 1
IECORD 4

/:/0 /.’35 /:55 7 “ 2:/0 -

u Lower 0.22’ /0s f at sil+ parting
t
z 5/8”~ x 1~4” Con +ro I fest specimens taken

from top of liner sections.
—

FOREMAN d~hih INSPECTOR c. ~_&Z&

DETAILED FIELD RECORD OF UNDISTURBED SAMPLING

FIG. 149

GENERAL FIELD RECORD OF ExPLORATION AND UNDISTURBED SAMPLING

FIG. 150
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In addition to large-diameter undisturbed samples of specially designated

strata, undisturbed samples of small diameter or representative samples are often

taken of all the principal strata so that a detailed soil profile can be prepared and

the field classification of the soils can be checked in the laboratory without breaking

the seals of the large undisturbed samples. The number, depths, and types of all

these samples should, of course, be noted in the general field record for each boring

in addition to ground-water observations and other data. Such a general record,

Fig. 150, would be rather complicated unless the details concerning the large undis-

turbed samples are given on separate sheets.

The field records of explorations by means of and sampling in test pits and

other types of accessible explorations should contain the following data:

(1) Identification data, ground surface elevation, etc., as for borings.

(2) Dimensions, types of sheeting and other methods of stabilization; methods

of advancing the exploration, such as hand tools, air tools, blasting, boring, etc.

(3) The ground-water level, if encountered, methods of controlling the water,

quantity of inflow or required capacity of pumps.

(4) A soil profile with detailed description of the various strata, their strike

and dip, seams, pockets, planes of failure, distortions, and other irregularities. The

orientation of the wall shown in the profile should be indicated, and the inclination

of the strata in an adjacent wall should be given so that the dip and strike of the

strata can be computed, if they are not determined directly in the field.

(5) The location and type of all samples taken. The location of minor and

major field tests should also be shown even though the details may be recorded

separately.

(6) Plastic movements, loss of ground, visible disintegration or slaking, and

other sources of disturbance of tbe soil of which large undisturbed samples are

taken; see Section 2.18.

(7) The results of control tests on large undisturbed samples, such as weight,

unconfined compression tests, cone penetration tests. These data should preferably

also be given on the label of the sample.

Example. - For the purpose of showing the various notations, a record of a

test pit exploration in a hypothetical sequence of soil strata has been prepared and

is shown in Fig. 151. The consistency of the cohesive strata is assumed determined

in the field by means of unconfined compression tests on small samples, see Fig.

357, and these tests also serve as control tests for the large samples. It is gen-

erally also advantageous to keep a detailed time and cost record, since such a

record indicates the period of exposure of the various strata and facilitates esti-

mating the cost of the actual foundation excavation.
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E.N. E,
h 1

SAMPLE NO. I II ~ I I :“”--’””””—

.
a
4
7
11
-i

—
M

w)—

7 1°b @‘1 ‘:; NT;=:’:2 ‘DATE STAR T 6-/4-/943 FINISH 6-(?7- /943

M

+ REPORT BY N. B. Grau
w

hh & ~ NOTES

u+ Verhcal sheeti~q – 3” ?2qque ano
groove - Wales 8“X 8 “and 6“X 6”5’ *
Unconf conpr. tests in field

Q, @ [“# x Z: Tons/sq. ff, Q = vertical
--/1-1 - - AK. -:.!- A- -.--A_0

It
m

—

1’
Jd ~h pa, -,,=1, ~49 =44 eA/> /u alral.a

,9,

1x w. S.w.

@ r
z

SURFACE ELEV. 461.3 ~S.,L. ~@

L

2.2 . — 2.3

4.5 — k 7

l--li-/3.3

Is

q..

%5= LIl 18.3

H17’27.820

qv=l.9-2.3

gh ‘
5 n20

25

II+ ]945= 1 26.3
2T 2 _

-5

30.7 E = 30.5

6
.??9-

i=

@ SOIL
n

Topsoil
2.4

L
Fine sand
medium dense,
yellow gra ,
s freaks oP
coarse sand

!2. /

1-
Sil rg clag with
silt seams,
greenish gray,
stiff blockg,
verg soft

,9.~ remolded

3and~ siltg
s fra tified clay,
yellow gray,
vary sfif f.
DIP 100 N.

r26.8

Coarse sand,
very dense,
little gravel,

~03 silt and clay

4?3.9

Hardpan
grave~ shale
fr~qmen *s,
sari-d, cla~

Dark green
shale - hard

REMARKS

Spades
Shovels

4

Picks us~

i
4ir tools

used
%mp)ng

/0-/5
~al/min.

+

Pumping
80-120
gaL/min.

FIG. 151 - RECORD OF TEST PIT EXPLORATION AND SAMPLING

7.6 Office and Laboratory Reports

When the field records and samples from reconnaissance borings are re-

ceived in the laboratory, the field classifications of the various strata should be

checked against the samples and corrected when necessary. The data are then

assembled in a final or office report or plotted as soil profiles. Two examples of

office reports on reconnaissance borings, based on forms used by the Raymond Con-

crete Pile Company, are shown in Fig. 153 and 154 and correspond to the field rec-

ords shown in Fig. 145 and 146.

Continuous samples of small diameter, obtained in detailed explorations, are

removed from the sampling tubes or liners, sliced, examined, and subjected to

classification and other minor physical tests. It is advisable to prepare a separate
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report on the examination of and tests on each sample, and such a report should con-

tain the following data:

(1) Identification data similar to the field records, and including the dates of

both the sampling and the laboratory examination.

(2) The principal sampling data, such as the type and diameter of the sampler,

inside clearance and condition of cutting edge, depths of sampling, depth of penetra-

tion, gross length, and the net length as measured in both the field and the laboratory.

SAMPLER Z” Pis fon - /8.qa.Tubl~ PENETRATION 3.63 PROJECT NO IG 7

CUT11NC3 ED6E c~ = L 3 %;small den f GROSS LENGTH 3.55 BORING NO. 5

0RIVIN6 Pushing - S00 Ibs. REcOVERY ‘/o 9Z2 SAMPLE NO. 9

SAM PLIN6 7-15-1943 NET FIELD 3.42 FROM
OATE OF

52.2
LAB. EXAM. 7-25-1943 LEN6TH LAB. 3.43

OEPTH
TO .55.8

I
v CONSISTENCY LABORATORY TESTS
k
w DESCRIPTION OF SOIL
Y
m NAT, REM . w ~ LIM. OTHERS

yo nat LL
0.45’ emp fg mm PL

t.. Pr
O.05’ siliu sand /q.ft

0.2’dist - Med. Yellow gra.u sand
0.5 rest &nse Med. to fine - stratified 2ZZ M. A.

fair %” silt la~rs

#

stiff

0.5 good and
brittle

25 good

very

Soff

sticky

Dark .qra.g qr.eenish 1.29 50.3
siltg cl@u - uniform 4’”7 0./2 25.7
wet - sfra fified dried 24.6
Dlp of layers 15*

!

t
O.4‘ as above .3.98L17

II I I I I

I

‘+odksl-~‘of’l====I””’‘g\ 1

\

/ .

43.3
good 1 AS above 32.5 0.81 23.9

9.5 — Dip of Ia.uers 200 19.4
Shear a

Ikisurface Med. 0.44’ as above 348
0.5 cracks Soff Sof f

disk O.06’ Paraffin plu.q

REMARKS

All tube sections removed bU hand. LABORATORY REPORT BY

Some adhesion of soil in secfions

C and H, rest clean.
a. A BAOW-?7

FIG. 152 - RECORD OF LABORATORY EXAMINATION OF LONG SAMPLES

(3) The force required to remove the sample sections from the tubing

liners, when this force is so great that it may cause disturbance of the sample or

small that it indicates excessive clearance of the cutting edge.

or

so
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(4) Signs of disturbance on the tubing and the surface of the sample, such

drying on account of defective sealing, corrosion and discolorations, adhesion

as

of

soil to the tubing, slumping on account of vibrations, planes of failure in or excessive

softness of sections of the sample.

(5) Distortions and planes of failure in sliced and partially dried sections of

the sample. It should be indicated when it is probable that such disturbances are

not caused by sampling but found in the soil in situ.

(6) A detailed description of the soil, including its consistency in the natural

and remolded state and the estimated dip of stratifications.

(7) The tests performed on various sections of the sample and the principal

results of such tests.

An example of such a record of the laboratory examination and classification

tests on a sample obtained with a 2-in. thin-wall piston sampler and cut into 6-in.

sections is shown in Fig. 152. Distortions and planes of failure are indicated by

sketching instead of description. Water contents, Atterberg limits, and unconfined

compressive strengths are shown in this record but may, of course, be supplemented

or replaced with other test data when so desired.

Samples obtained in special explorations are likewise examined in the labor-

atory and subjected to classification and other minor physical tests. However, seals

of the large undisturbed samples are broken only when it is necessary to examine

such samples in order to establish the soil profile, and the samples are not re-

moved from their containers before they are to be tested, in which case the control

tests performed in the field are repeated in the laboratory. The results of the ex-

amination and preliminary tests may be given on a record similar to the one shown

in Fig. 152, but forms similar to the field record and with separate columns for

field and laboratory classifications of the soil are also used.

The field and laboratory records are generally combined in a single final

record or office report on each boring. An example of such a report is shown in

Fig. 155. It contains space for stratigraphical and physical profiles with the latter

indicating the results of the minor physical or classification tests. The depth to,

condition of, and major physical tests to be performed on each sample section are

also given. These profiles as well as the indication of the probable condition of the

sample sections facilitate the selection of the appropriate sections for major physical

tests.

7,7 Stratigraphical Soil Profiles

Results

in a condensed

Many forms of

space required

of subsurface explorations for large projects are generally presented

form as soil and rock profiles on the basic drawings for the project.

profiles, symbols, and abbreviations are used to reduce the work and

or to emphasize the principal types of foundation materials.
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A form of soil profile which is reduced to the bare essentials, Fig. 156, was

developed for presentation of the results of explorations for the German super-

highways (206, 315, 317). The character of the strata is indicated by standardized

abbreviations andsymbols,and in adapting these abbreviations to English,the writer

used two-letter abbreviations for soil and rock types and single-letter abbreviations

for indicating specific properties. In describing composite materials, the minor

component is given first and the major last. A further indication of the relative

quantities of the component materials is obtained by placing a plus or minus sign

over the respective letter symbols, whereas a laminated or varved structure is in-

dicated by placing a plus sign between the symbols for the materials in the laminae.

As previously indicated, it is difficult to devise a classification system or

symbols which will serve equally well all the purposes for which soil is used. In

the airfield classification system for soils, developed by A. Casagrande (811) for the

Corps of Engineers, the following single-letter abbreviations are proposed:

G Gravel w Well graded

s Sand P Poorly graded

M Silt L Low compressibility

c Clay H High compressibility

Pt Peat o Organic matter

Other abbreviations, currently used by the Corps of Engineers in presenting the re-

sults of foundation explorations for dams and similar structures, are shown in Fig. 160.

Preparation of soil profiles of the type shown in Fig. 156 requires a minimum

of work, but they lack clarity and detail and are difficult to read. Profiles of the

type shown in Fig. 157 are generally preferred in spite of the extra work their prep-

aration requires. In these profiles the various strata are not only described in de-

tail but are also indicated by conspicuous symbols which facilitate a quick, general

conception of the soil conditions and emphasize critical strata. As shown, sampling

and physical data are often added to such profiles.

A great variety of soil symbols is currently used, some of which are shown

in Fig. 158. The symbols for gravel and sand have become fairly well standardized.

Clay is usually indicated by inclined, solid-line cross hatching and silt often by in-

clined dotted-line cross hatching. The Vicksburg District, Corps of Engineers, uses

vertical lines as a symbol for silt, and has further proposed that the predominant

component of composite soils be shown with heavy lines and the lesser components

with IAin lines. The Memphis District uses solid black as a symbol for clay and a

single, vertical line for silt. The profile column for composite soils is divided into

two parts, and the symbol for the predominant component is shown on the right side.

The solid black symbol for clay is easy to draw, but it does not permit indication of

composite soils with three component parts in which clay is one of the lesser com-

ponents. The preparation of profiles with soil symbols is greatly facilitated by hav-

ing the various symbols printed on transparent, gummed paper, known under the
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LITHOLOGIC SYMBOLS COMMONLY USED IN GEOLOGICAL REPORTS

FIG, 159
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trade name Zip-A-Tone, which is cut to the required size and attached to the draw-

ing by a light pressure. However, the gummed paper may be displaced or damaged

by repeated passing of the drawing through a printing machine, and the method is pri-

marily used when photographic reproduction negatives are made from the original

drawings.

When the borings are extended only a short distance into rock, the latter is

often indicated on the profiles by solid black or double cross hatching. When vari-

ous types of rock are to be indicated in the profiles, the symbols are generally pat-

terned after those used by geologists. The lithologic symbols most commonly used

in geologic reports have been assembled by Ridgway (238) and are shown in Fig. 159.

The conception of the foundation conditions in a certain vertical plane is

greatly facilitated by plotting the soil profiles, located in this plane, in their correct

vertical and horizontal position with respect to the topographical profile, Fig. 160.

On account of space restrictions and since the principal purpose is to show the gen-

eral character of the foundation conditions, a detailed description of the various

strata is omitted, but qualifying letter symbols or physical data of particular im-

portance are often added to the main symbols.

The soil profiles described above are one-dimensional. Continuous or two-

dimensional profiles may be obtained by mapping in test trenches or by continuous

seismic profiling, but they are generally prepared by interpolation between one-

dimensional profiles. Two-dimensional profiles are generally simplified and show

only a few principal soil types, which are indicated by symbols or colors. Average

values of the physical constants for the various strata shown in the profile are often

superimposed on the symbols. When further details on the physical properties are

needed, separate two-dimensional physical profiles -- each showing the variations

of a single physical property, such as water content, unconfined compressive strength,

and permeability -- are prepared by interpolation between the corresponding one-

dimensional physical profiles.

A conception of the foundation conditions for the entire area under investiga-

tion is obtained by interpolation between several two-dimensional profiles or between

one-dimensional profiles not located in a straight line. The results of such an inter-

polation maybe represented by contour maps or relief maps, each showing the eleva-

tion of a certain critihal stratum; such maps are occasionally used when the project

is very important and the foundation conditions are complicated.

The accuracy of interpolated, continuous profiles or relief maps depends on

the uniformity of subsurface conditions and the spacing of the one-dimensional pro-

files, and the interpolation may result in serious errors when the spacing of the bor-

ings is too large or the soil conditions are erratic. Therefore, when the results of

subsurface explorations are incorporated in specifications and contracts, only the

actual observations should be shown.
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